Welcome to Postal Auction No 65. In this auction we have more of the Peru collection featured in Auction No. 64, Afghanistan, a good Chilean section including many TPOs, Guatemala, an excellent run of classic Mexico with many mint & unused items which are rarely encountered, Nicaragua, Turkey and Uruguay. As usual there is a good showing of Cinderella material throughout. We hope there is something to interest you.

**BIDDING**

Bidding in the auction is very simple. Lots will be sold at one bid step above the second highest bid. For example: A lot is estimated at £18, Person A bids £20 and Person B bids £26. Person B will be the successful bidder and will have the lot sold to them at £21. The bidding steps are as follows.

- £0 ‐ £50 in £1 steps
- £51 ‐ £100 in £2 steps
- £100 and over in £5 steps

Bids can be sent by email to latamphil@btinternet.com

**POSTAGE & PACKING**

Postage and Packing will be charged on all successful purchases. THERE ARE NO OTHER CHARGES. All lots with value of £50 and over are sent by registered post (inland & overseas). Depending on weight the minimum charge on lots under £50 to be £1-£2, and over £50 to be £5+

**PHOTOCOPIES / SCANS**

Photocopies of lots will be sent FREE on request, however we will be unable to photocopy most large lots. We can also send scans of lots from the auction (size prohibiting) via email as '.jpg' attachments.
TERMS

The standard auctioneers terms and conditions apply. Bids below 80% of estimate will not be accepted and lots sold below estimate are at our discretion and will depend on the individual item.

PAYMENT

Payment can be made by cash (£Sterling & US$) and cheque (£Sterling & US$). WE DO NOT ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS DIRECTLY - HOWEVER FOR THOSE WITH INTERNET ACCESS WE CAN ACCEPT CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS VIA PAYPAL. Invoices will be sent either by post or email after the closing date and all lots will be sent on receipt of payment.

If you have any specific collecting interests, please let us know and we will add your name to our country mailing list to receive single country lists/auction as they arise.

IF THERE IS NOTHING TO INTEREST YOU IN THIS CATALOGUE PLEASE GIVE IT TO A COLLECTOR FRIEND OR TAKE IT TO YOUR LOCAL SOCIETY MEETING.

Miscellaneous Lots & Collections

Lot 1 - 1880-1980 - ALL WORLD: Large world accumulation in box, includes stamps & covers, early to modern with better noted. A good sorter. (Many 100's) - Est £45

Lot 2 - 1880-1980 - AUCTION LOTS: Box with varied range of old auction lots all described & priced (Estimate values range from £5 - £20) includes many different countries with stamps, covers, some Proofs & varieties etc. (Total Estimate value over £300) - Est £125

Lot 3 - 1880-1980 - AUCTION LOTS: Box with varied range of old auction lots all described & priced (Estimate values range from £5 - £40) includes many different countries with stamps, covers, some Proofs & varieties etc. (Total Estimate value over £1000) - Est £450

Lot 4 - 1870-1980 - EUROPE: Small box with useful range of better items, sets & singles, odd proof plus few covers & some loose includes old auction lots etc. Original Estimate £200+. (few 100) - Est £95

Lot 5 - 1930-1960 - GREAT BRITAIN: Original commercial correspondence to 'Lady Elizabeth Byng (later Lady Lafone) at Wrotham Park Barnet or other locations consisting of mainly GV & EVIII issue covers from GB inc many clear smaller village postmarks inc thimble, single circle & Birmingham types, 1920 2d used with NEWBRIDGE IRELAND cds, 1935 1½d tied HAYLING ISLAND, various REG to Poland, others to ITALY, FRANCE & CANADA, useful range of 1935 Silver Jubilee issues used on cover all values present inc many used to POLAND also useful group of EVIII issues on cover. Some are roughly opened but an Interesting lot. (158 items) - Est £45

Lot 6 - 1955-1959 - LATIN AMERICA: Nice group of 'Swiss Consular' covers with PERU 1951 on printed envelope sent REG within LIMA, GUATEMALA 1959 printed airmail envelope from GUATEMALA CITY
to MEXICO and PANAMA 1955 airmail from PANAMA CITY to USA with blue CONSULAT DE SUISSE handstamp. (3 covers) - Est £15

Lot 7 - 1880-1980 - LATIN AMERICA: Small box with useful range of better items, sets & singles, errors varieties & proofs plus odd covers & some loose includes old auction lots etc. Original Estimate £200+. (few 100) - Est £95

Lot 8 - 1922-1936 - MARITIME - GREAT BRITAIN: Original commercial correspondence to 'Lady Elizabeth Byng (later Lady Lafone) at Wrotham Park Barnet or other locations consisting of covers & cards all franked with GB stamps (mainly GV issues) sent to or from various ships with many different PAQUEBOT markings. We note COLOMBO (diff types), SAN FRANCISCO, TOULON SUR MER, group of five covers with oval RMSP ASTURIAS markings in violet, CHERBOURG MANCHE, QUEBEC, NAPOLI, NICE & CORK. Two items are addressed to ships with TOO LATE markings, one with DLO OTTAWA cds's. There are many straight line PAQUEBOT markings and a number of the covers are on shipping line stationery. Some are roughly opened and a few have peripheral faults but a super lot for further study. (22 items) - Est £65

**Philatelic Literature**


Lot 10 - 1970 - ARGENTINA: 'The Penguin Post' Vol 1 No. 1 June 1970. A magazine about the Philately of the Argentine Antarctic Territory with some very interesting articles on the origins of the Antarctic bases etc. Fully illustrated in English and Spanish. Couple of small faults but a rare publication. - Est £18


Lot 13 - 2008 - PERU: 'Peru - Cancellation Handbook 1858-1873' by E Emsing, now the standard work on the cancellations of Peru. (120pp) - Est £45

Lot 14 - 1960 - PERU: 'Peru A study of the Postal Cancellations on the issues of 1857-1873' by Lamy & Rinck the postilion publications reprint. - Est £25

Lot 15 - 1983 - PERU: 'The Pacific Steam Navigation Company' by A R Doublet. Cover is a little grubby & back cover is torn. (70pp) - Est £12

Lot 17 - 1963 - TURKEY: 'Premier Marques Postales Philatéliques de la Turquie' excellent book for identifying the early 'Arabic' cancels of Turkey with super listing with all cancels illustrated, much easier to use than Coles & Walker. (99pp) - Est £30


Lot 19 - 2003 - WORLDWIDE: Stanley Gibbons stamps of the world - four volume set used but in pretty good condition. The latest edition costs £250 !! (Note that the inland postage will be approx £12) - Est £20

**Afghanistan**

Lot 20 - 1875 - 1 sanar black 'Tiger Head' issue dated '1292' a fine example cut round, no indication of being used by cut, tear or marking. Scarce stamp. (SG 18, Cat £275) - Est £65

Lot 21 - 1878 - INDIA USED IN AFGHANISTAN: Circa 1878 2a orange QV issue with 'Service' OPT used with fair part strike of KOHAT cds. This PO was in use as part of the Kurrum Valley route taken by General Robert's force during the First Afghan War. Very Scarce. (SG O27) - Est £50

Lot 22 - 1880 - 1 abasi lake & 1 abasi violet both unused copies cut square, small faults inc pinhole on the 1a violet. Nice looking copies. (SG 112 & 114) - Est £5

Lot 23 - 1892 - REVENUES: 1a black on green unused & 1a black on violet used RECEIPT REVENUE issue (Similar to the 1892 postal issue SG 147). Both fine with large margins. - Est £10

Lot 24 - 1907 - 1a blue green, imperf, a fine used copy, (SG 156a, Cat £21) - Est £10

Lot 25 - 1907 - 1a emerald green, imperf, a fine used copy, (SG 156b, Cat £25) - Est £12

Lot 26 - 1909 - 3s olive brown 'Parcel Post' issue a fine mint COMPLETE SHEET of twenty five with full paper makers watermark 'Howard & Jones London' in centre. A fine sheet of the genuine issued stamp not the imperf remainders. (SG P173) - Est £20

Lot 27 - 1925 - 1sh red orange 'Postal Fiscal' issue a fine unused copy. (SG F186) - Est £20

Lot 28 - 1927 - 15p ro sine perf & imperf used plus perf mint, 30p grey green perf & imperf mint & perf used and 60p light blue imperf pair used. (SG 188A/90A & 188B/89B, Cat £17+) - Est £10

Lot 29 - 1928 - 15p ro sine '9th Anniversary of Independence' issue used, 3a green 'Parcel Post' issue mint, 2p blue 'Newspaper' issue used pair on piece and mint single. (SG 191, P193 & N192, Cat £28+) - Est £15

Lot 30 - 1928 - 3a green 'Parcel Post' issue a lovely COMPLETE SHEETLET of four Imperf with full selvedge all round. Scarce. (SG P193) - Est £20
Lot 31 - 1928 - 25p carmine 'Arms' issue a fine unmounted mint COMPLETE SHEET of twenty five. (SG 194) - Est £25

Lot 32 - 1929 - 30p blue green 'Arms' issue, perf 11 with 'Amir Habibullah 1347' provisional OPT in black. A fine mint copy. (SG 201B, Cat £12) - Est £6

Lot 33 - 1929 - 30p blue green 'Arms' issue, imperf with 'Amir Habibullah 1347' provisional OPT in black. A fine mint copy. (SG 201A, Cat £15) - Est £8

Lot 34 - 1929 - Red 'Official' issue, perf 11 with 'Amir Habibullah 1347' provisional OPT in black. A fine mint copy. (SG O205B, Cat £22) - Est £12

Lot 35 - 1929 - 2p rose carmine 'Newspaper' issue two mint copies perf 11 & perf 12. (SG N205A & N205B) - Est £6

Lot 36 - 1931 - 2p claret 'Newspaper' issue (type 1) a fine unmounted mint COMPLETE SHEET of twenty five. (SG N215) - Est £12

Lot 37 - 1931 - 2p grey green 'Newspaper' issue (type 1) a fine unmounted mint COMPLETE SHEET of twenty five. (SG N217) - Est £12

Lot 38 - 1931 - 2p carmine rose 'Newspaper' issue (type 1) a fine unmounted mint COMPLETE SHEET of twenty five. (SG N220) - Est £12

Lot 39 - 1931 - 2p rose 'Newspaper' issue (type 1) a fine unmounted mint COMPLETE SHEET of twenty five. (SG N220) - Est £12

Lot 40 - 1932 - 40p olive brown, 80p scarlet, 2a ultramarine & 3a grey green all fine mint. (SG 215, 217 & 219/220, Cat £12+) - Est £6

Lot 41 - 1932 - 'Definitive' issue set of twelve (missing the 80p reddish violet) fine mint. (SG 221/232, Cat £20) - Est £10

Lot 42 - 1932 - 15p deep brown and 15p yellow brown 'Kabul Fortress' issue two COMPLETE SHEETS of twenty five - different printings one with small 3-5mm selvedge on all side and the other with large 15-20mm both fine mint. (SG 222) - Est £25

Lot 43 - 1934 - 15p emerald green 'Kabul Fortress' issue a fine unmounted mint COMPLETE SHEET of twenty five. (SG 238) - Est £12

Lot 44 - 1938 - 15p blue 'International Cancer Fund' TAX issue a fine unmounted mint COMPLETE SHEET of twenty five with sheet margins all round. (SG 257) - Est £35

Lot 45 - 1939 - 'Airmail' issue the set of three fine mint. (SG 280a/c, Cat £23) - Est £12

Lot 46 - 1948 - 15p green '30th Independence Day' issue a fine unmounted mint COMPLETE SHEET of twenty five with selvedge on three sides. (SG 303) - Est £10

Lot 47 - 1951 - 'Waterlow' definitive issue the set of seventeen fine mint. (SG 322/338, Cat £34) - Est £16
Lot 48 - 1951 - 20p black 'Buddha of Baiman' issue a fine UNMOUNTED MINT copy. (SG 324) - Est £5

Lot 49 - 1951 - 20p black 'Buddha of Baiman' issue a fine UNMOUNTED MINT block of four. (SG 324, Cat £38) - Est £18

Lot 50 - 1951 - 5a deep green, 10a slate & 20a deep ultramarine 'Waterlow' AIR issue all fine mint. (SG 339a/341, Cat £20) - Est £10


Lot 52 - 1891-1960 - Super mainly mint range from early issues through to 1950's, a good array of sets & singles & commemorative issues many rarely seen. Condition generally good to fine. (144 different, SG Cat £195+) - Est £65


Lot 54 - 1961-1964 - AGENCY ISSUES: Stocksheet with mint accumulation of SG 'Appendix' issues inc Scouts, Animals, Rockets, Sport, Anti Malaria etc. (188) - Est £20

Argentina

Lot 55 - 1847 - MARTIN GARCIA ISLAND: Group of shipping documents including one with printed 'Ship' design detailing the cargo, charges and route of the 'Juanita' which arrived at the port of Montevideo in 1847 from Gualeguay with leather and then sailed to Isla Martin Garcia with caña, manuscript notations track the route. Interesting and unusual. - Est £45

Lot 56 - 1873 - 30c orange 'Alvear' issue a good mint copy, part O.G. (SG 33, Cat £100) - Est £35

Lot 57 - 1885 - MARTIN GARCIA ISLAND: 4c grey Postal Stationery card (H&G 1) used with incomplete strike of boxed MARTIN GARCIA BUENOS AIRES marking (card is datelined 'M Garcia' on reverse). Addressed to BUENOS AIRES (Mainland) with arrival markings. - Est £25

Lot 58 - 1888 - ½c blue, ¾c indigo, 5c dull rose red type A and 20c blue green 'Kidd' LITHO issue all fine mint. (SG 108, 108b, 112 & 117a, Cat £27+) - Est £15

Lot 59 - 1888 - 'Kidd' LITHO issue the set of fourteen (missing the 2c yellow green type B) all very fine cds used. A superb assembly. (SG 108/121) - Est £30

Lot 60 - 1888 - 10c brown 'Kidd' LITHO issue a fine mint copy. (SG 115, Cat £18) - Est £10

Lot 61 - 1888 - 'South American Bank Note Co.' small issue, the set of thirteen plus additional listed shades of 1c, 2c, 5c, 6c & 10c all fine cds used. (122/134 plus shades) - Est £15

Lot 62 - 1889 - 6c rose on buff postal stationery card (H&G 3) used with light ESTN PARISH F.C.S. B.A. cds (also datelined the same on reverse). Addressed to GERMANY with BUENOS AIRES transit and GERMANY arrival cds's all on front. - Est £20
Lot 63 - 1889 - 5c red Postal stationery envelope (H&G B7a) used with fine CARTEROS No. 2 cds addressed locally in BUENOS AIRES with arrival mark on reverse. - Est £25

Lot 64 - 1891 - TIERRA DEL FUEGO: 10c carmine rose 'Second Printing' a fine mint copy. (SG 1, Cat £25) - Est £12

Lot 65 - 1892 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: 4c green PS Lettercard (H&G A14) used with boxed MERLO BUENOS AIRES cancel. Addressed locally within BUENOS AIRES with good strike of EST AMBTE F.C.O. No. 28 cds on reverse with additional BUENOS AIRES arrival cds. - Est £35

Lot 66 - 1892 - Neat cover unusually franked with two different shades of the 1888 2c slate (slightly damaged corner) & 2c violet (SG 125 & 125b) tied by BUZONISTAS CAPITAL cds's with small boxed BUZON 25 marking alongside. Addressed locally with various transit and arrival marks on reverse inc undated BUZONISTAS CAPITAL 2 PM and BUZONISTAS CAPITAL 4 PM markings. - Est £45

Lot 67 - 1899 - 20p black & carmine 'Liberty Shield' issue a COMPLETE SHEET of twenty five with marginal inscriptions and '00066' sheet number handstamp with large 'INUTILIZADO' PERFINS across each row of the sheet. Fine item for display. (SG 241) - Est £65

Lot 68 - 1905 - 5c orange Postal stationery envelope (H&G B20) used with added 1899 10c green 'Liberty Shield' issue tied by somewhat smudgy APOSTLES MISIONES cds. Addressed to Germany. Scarce origination. - Est £25

Lot 69 - 1912 - Cover franked strip of four ½c purple & 3c green 'Ploughman' issue plus 1912 5c blue PRO AVIACION MILITAR 'Flag' airmail label tied by BUENOS AIRES cancel dated NOV 1 1912 addressed to LA PLATA with arrival cds also dated 1 NOV. We are not sure whether this was flown or not. Still scarce. - Est £45

Lot 70 - 1913 - MINISTERIAL ISSUES: 1c yellow brown Ploughman issue with 'M.A.' overprint (vertical honeycomb watermark), a fine mint COMPLETE SHEET OF 100 with handstruck '030' sheet number at top right. (SG OD2A, Cat £45) - Est £30

Lot 71 - 1918 - MINISTERIAL ISSUES: 12c blue San Martin issue with 'M. H.' overprint (horizontal honeycomb watermark) a fine mint block of thirty. (SG OD14C, Cta £12) - Est £8

Lot 72 - 1923 - 'San Martin' issue with stop perf 13½ x 12½ the set to 10p (missing the 50c black) all fine cds used. Difficult to assemble. (SG 513A/S23A & 525/S27, Cat £22+) - Est £15

Lot 73 - 1927 - ½c purple, 1c buff, 2c chocolate (2 copies), 5c scarlet (2 one on very thin paper) and 10c grey green 'San Martin' issue with 'AP' Abhorro Postal FISCAL watermark all mint, odd crease here & there but a difficult issue. (SG 551/554, 554b & 555) - Est £15

Lot 74 - 1929 - 'Day of the Race' issue the set of three fine mint. (SG 579/581) - Est £6

Lot 75 - 1935 - Cover franked with strip of three 1924 2c deep brown 'San Martin' issue and strip of three 3c green 'San Martin' issue with variety STAMP PRINTED DOUBLE (SG 531 & 532 second print is inverted on face of stamp) tied by CORDOBA cds's. Addressed to ITALY with arrival marks on reverse. Very unusual. - Est £75
Lot 76 - 1935 - 5c orange brown 'Pro Sanatorio - Correos y Telegrafos' tax label COLOUR TRIAL opt 'WATERLOW & SONS LTD. SPECIMEN' in black with hole punch. - Est £25

Lot 77 - 1936 - 1p light blue and chocolate 'Map' issue both types with and without frontiers fine mint. (SG 660 & 660a, Cat £34) - Est £16

Lot 78 - 1936 - 10p black & maroon 'Grapes' issue fine mint. (SG 663, Cat £29) - Est £15

Lot 79 - 1936 - MINISTERIAL ISSUES: 'Museo de la Plata' printed envelope franked with 1936 30c brown & yellow brown with 'M.J.I.' overprint (SG OD64E) tied by LA PLATA cds with registration label. Addressed to USA with transit & arrival marks on reverse. - Est £25

Lot 80 - 1940 - MARTIN GARCIA ISLAND: Long headed 'Ministerio de Marina' official cover franked with 1935 5c orange brown with 'SERVICIO OFICIAL' opt (SG O671) tied by fine ISLA MARTIN GARCIA 101 cds with nice 'ARMADA ARGENTINA ISLA MARTIN GARCIA 'Arms' official cachet and straight line 'CORRESPONDENCIA OFICIAL ISLA MARTIN GARCIA' cachets on front both in blue. Addressed to SAN MARTIN with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £45

Lot 81 - 1941 - Three Registered 'S.O.' headed covers from the 'Ejercito Argentino Direccion General de Tiro y Gimnasia' franked with SERVICIO OFICIAL opt issues either 25c or pairs of 15c blue (two of the covers - SG O673 or O720). Sent from BUENOS AIRES with small 'Ministerio De Interior' registration labels and various Official markings in blue inc oval Arms cachet, boxed markings and official signatures. Various addresses and all three were returned to the Ministry unable to deliver with various return markings etc. Each cover has two small punch (filing) holes at left well away from stamps etc. Unusual group. - Est £20

Lot 82 - 1942 - WELSH COLONY IN PATAGONIA: Cover franked with 1942 35c ultramarine (SG 717 damaged corner) tied by fine strike of "RAWSON" Ch cds. Sent airmail to DENMARK. Rawson was one of the original Welsh settlements in Patagonia. - Est £30

Lot 83 - 1942 - Printed 'Ejercito Argentino Direccion General de Tiro Y Gimnasia' cover sent registered franked with single 1938 25c carmine red & pink with 'SERVICIO OFICIAL' overprint (SG O673) tied by BUENOS AIRES 2 cds with 'Ministerio del Interior' registration label and various official cachets in blue. Addressed to SANTA FE unclaimed with various manuscript markings on front & reverse denoting return to sender. Two punch holes for filing at left. - Est £20

Lot 84 - 1944 - 5c+50c black & brown lake, 5c+1p black & orange and 5c+20p black & blue 'San Juan Earthquake Relief Fund' issue all fine mint. (SG 737/739, Cat £60) - Est £30

Lot 85 - 1944 - Registered airmail cover with printed 'Polish Legation Buenos Aires' imprint franked with 40c, 50c & pair 2p all tied by BUENOS AIRES cds's. Addressed to 'Embassy of Poland' in London UK with large red 'Servicio Diplomatique Expedition Officielle' cachet in corner. Uncensored as it was diplomatic mail. - Est £15

Lot 86 - 1947 - Trio of internal EXPRESS covers all addressed to BAHIA BLANCA with 55c frankings tied by LAS MOSCAS E.R. & two by CONCORDIA E.R. cds's & all with fine official P.O. EXPRESO labels & large manuscript 'X'. (3 items) - Est £20
Lot 87 - 1948 - TIERRA DEL FUEGO: Cover franked with strip of four 1948 5c yellow & brown (SG 803) tied by fine USHUAIA T.F. cds's of the main P.O. on the Island of Tierra Del Fuego. Addressed to USA. - Est £15

Lot 88 - 1950 - 10c + 10c 'International Stamp Exhibition' issue IMPERF COLOUR TRIAL in red on ungummed paper. Fine. (As SG 820) - Est £12

Lot 89 - 1950 - RIVER MAIL: Incoming surface mail cover from USA franked with 1946 3c blue (SG 939) tied by NEW YORK CANAL STREET cds. Addressed to MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay with fine strike of oval FLOTA MERCANTE DEL ESTADO 'RIO TERCERO' REPUBLICA ARGENTINA cachet in blue of the Argentinean River post service. - Est £30

Lot 90 - 1950 - Circa 1950. EVA PERON: Multicoloured CINDERELLA label showing portraits of Eva and Juan Peron with small 'Arms' of Argentina at top and inscribed 'Juan Peron Eva Peron Forjadores de la Nueva Argentina'. Perforated unused. - Est £10

Lot 91 - 1951 - MARTIN GARCIA ISLAND: Official window envelope franked with 1945 15c blue and 1946 5c red 'Servicio Oficial' overprint issue (SG O774 & O782) tied by fine ISLA MARTIN GARCIA cds with ARMADA ARGENTINA ISLA MARTIN GARCIA 'Arms' cachet and straight line CORRESPONDENCIA OFICIAL ISLA MARTIN GARCIA marking both in blue. Was addressed to BUENOS AIRES with arrival marks on reverse. - Est £40

Lot 92 - 1957 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Cover franked with 1956 40c deep greenish blue (SG 899) tied by good strike of F.A.N.U. SS CORRIENTES illustrated 'Ship' cds of the Flota Argentina de Navegacion de Ultramar. Addressed to BUENOS AIRES. - Est £15

Lot 93 - 1957 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Airmail cover franked with 1957 40c carmine & 60c olive grey TRAIN issue (SG 908 & 911) tied by two fine strikes of the F.A.N.U. SS ARGENTINA illustrated 'Ship' cds of the Flota Argentina de Navegacion de Ultramar. Addressed to BUENOS AIRES. - Est £15

Lot 94 - 1960 - 1.80p '150th Anniversary of May Revolution' issue pair of IMPERF COLOUR TRIALS in pale blue & pale red on gummed paper. (As SG 977) - Est £18

Lot 95 - 1965 - WELSH COLONY IN PATAGONIA: Centenary of Foundation of Puerto Madryn CINDERELLA label in green & black depicting the ship arriving in Patagonia, inscribed in Welsh dated 28 VII 65. A fine mint copy. - Est £10

Lot 96 - 1880-1943 - POSTAL STATIONERY: Useful lot with range of unused & used with some nice uprated items noted 1891 2c card with added 1888 2c sent to Germany, 1897 2c PSW used to Switzerland with arrival cds, 1880 6c rose PSC used to Germany, 1897 4c PS lettercard with added 4 x 1892 2c green from Buenos Aires to Switzerland, 1899 4c grey Pictorial card used, 1902 ½c red PSW headed 'Boletin Militar' sent locally within B.A., 1905 4c card with view on reverse used, 1913 5c red Ploughman PSE used, 1943 5c Moren PSE used with RESISTANCIA CHACO cancel, 1891 2c brown lettercard used with FRANQUEO SUC ALBERT cds, 1937 5c Moreno PSE used with ANGUIAN L.R. cds etc. (16 items) - Est £65

Lot 97 - 1888-1912 - Useful group of Postal Stationery inc four items addressed to DELFIN GALLO TUCUMAN one PSW with arrival cds, 1894 5c PSE with added pair 1c & 5c to HUNGARY, 1912 5c PS
Lettercard with added 3c & 4c Ploughman issue to GERMANY, 1906 5c on 4c PS Lettercard with added 10c per 'SS Italia' to Germany, 1904 5c PSE with * VELA * cds, 1888 1c red PSW used with added 1884 1c rose red 'Envelope' issue (SG 102) with large illustrated oval UNION INDUSTRIAL ARGENTINA BUENOS AIRES cachet to USA. Good lot. (10 items) - Est £40

Lot 98 - 1888-1980 - Interesting lot of covers & postal history inc postal stationery inc 1888 5c PSE with boxed ROSARIO cancel, 1895 5c PSE with added 2c & 5c from BUENOS AIRES to France with LIGNE J cds, 1896 2 x 1c & 2 x 5c tied PARANA to USA, 1942 censored airmail to South Africa, 1933 Reg cover from LEANDRO M ALEM Misiones to Germany, 1939 3 covers from POSADAS Misiones to Switzerland, 1900 12c liberty shield on cover to UK, 1947 Via BSAA airmail cover BAHIA BLANCA to UK, 1957 Ministry of Marine official cover to UK & 1928 2 maritime covers with nice multiple frankings endorsed 'Per RMSP Almanzora' and 'Alcantara'. Good lot. (18 items) - Est £55


Lot 100 - 1926-1928 - REVENUES: Five complete documents all with various REVENUE STAMPS tied by datestamps / perfins. Some peripheral faults but an attractive group. - Est £20

Lot 101 - 2004-2009 - 2004 'Naval Carriers' block of four & 2005 'Ships' block of four both CTO with central BUENOS AIRES cancel. Also 2005 Herna Pujato Expedition Miniature sheet, 2006 'River Transport' block of four, 2007 'International Polar Year Miniature sheet & 2009 'Glaciers' miniature sheet all UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 3055a, 3118a, MS3125, 3194a, MS3246 + 2009 MS) - Est £15

**Australian States**

Lot 102 - 1880-1911 - AUSTRALIAN STATES POSTMARKS: Large stockbook with good array of stamps on piece all collected for postmarks, mostly identified with either cds or numeral cancels. Mainly NSW but also includes some SA & Victoria. (Approx 150 pmks) - Est £40

Lot 103 - 1871 - QUEENSLAND: 2/- blue QV issue 'Postal Fiscal' issue, a fine mint copy, couple of small gum stains show on front. (SG F19, Cat £110) - Est £40

Lot 104 - 1871 - QUEENSLAND: 5/- orange brown QV issue 'Postal Fiscal' issue, a fine mint copy. Small scuff/ fault at bottom affects two perfs. (SG F21, Cat £225) - Est £45

Lot 105 - 1895 - QUEENSLAND: 2d blue used with good part strike of THURSDAY ISLAND cds. (SG 212) - Est £5

Lot 106 - 1871 - TASMANIA: 6d lilac 'Chalon' issue fine used with barred numeral '52'. Small thin on reverse. (SG 136) - Est £8

Lot 107 - 1905 - WESTERN AUSTRALIA: 3d brown 'Swan' issue perf 11, a fine cds used copy. Difficult stamp. (SG 153) - Est £5

**Australia**
Lot 108 - 1913 - ½d green (2), 1d red, 1d carmine and 2d grey 'Roo' issue all fine mint. (SG 1, 2, 2b & 3 Cat £78) - Est £25

Lot 109 - 1913 - 1d red (2), 2d grey, 3d yellow olive, 4d orange, 9d violet, 1/- blue green & 2/- brown 'Roo' issue all good to fine used with cds cancel. (SG 2, 3, 5c, 6, 10, 11a & 12, SG Cat £164) - Est £40

Lot 110 - 1914 - Range of mint 'GV Heads' inc SG 20 (2), 21c, 59a, 63, 94, 97, 99a & 125 (2). Nice condition. (SG Cat £50+) - Est £16

Lot 111 - 1914 - 5d chestnut 'Roo' with small 'O.S.' OFFICIAL PERFIN a good used copy with BRISBANE cds. (SG O22) - Est £20

Lot 112 - 1915 - 2/- brown 'Roo' a very fine cds used copy. (SG 41) - Est £6

Lot 113 - 1918 - 1d carmine & 1½d black brown 'GV Head' issue (wmk 6a) both fine mint. (SG 50 & 51, Cat £29) - Est £12

Lot 114 - 1923 - 6d brown & 2/- maroon 'Roo' issue both very fine cds used. (SG 73/74, Cat £33+) - Est £12

Lot 115 - 1926 - 'GV Head' issue watermark 'Crown & A', perf 13½ x 12½ a nice mint range with all values to 4d plus both shades of 1½d scarlet, 2d scarlet both Die 2 & 3 and 3d dull ultramarine Die 1 & 2. Excellent condition. (SG 94/102, 96a, 99a & 100b, Cat £125++) - Est £45

Lot 116 - 1929 - 6d chestnut, 9d violet and 1/- blue green 'Roo' issue (wmk Crown & A) all three fine cds used. (SG 107/109, Cat £33) - Est £10

Lot 117 - 1931 - 1d green 'GV Head' used with part strike of ADEN cds. (SG 125) - Est £5

Lot 118 - 1931 - 1d green, 2d golden scarlet & 3d ultramarine 'GV Head' issue, wmk 'C of A' all three fine mint. (SG 125, 127/128, Cat £21+) - Est £8

Lot 119 - 1935 - 'Anniversary of Gallipoli Landing' ANZAC issue the pair fine cds used. (SG 154/5, Cat £42+) - Est £15

Lot 120 - 1935 - 'Silver Jubilee' issue the set of three fine cds used. (SG 156/158, Cat £50) - Est £18

Lot 121 - 1937 - 5/- claret, 10/- dull purple and £1 bluish slate 'Robes' issue on normal paper, the set of three fine cds used. (SG 176/178, Cat £53) - Est £20

Lot 122 - 1937 - 5/- claret, 10/- dull purple and £1 bluish slate 'Robes' issue on thin rough paper, the set of three fine cds used. (SG 176a, 177a & 178a, Cat £99+) - Est £30

Lot 123 - 1937 - 10/- dull purple 'Robes' issue on ordinary paper overprinted SPECIMEN in black. (SG 177s) - Est £12

Lot 124 - 1937 - £1 bluish slate on chalk surfaced paper and £1 bluish slate on thin rough ordinary paper both types fine cds used. (SG 178 & 178a, Cat £100) - Est £35

Lot 125 - 1937 - '150th Anniversary of Founding of New South Wales' issue the set of three fine mint. (SG 193/195, Cat £24) - Est £10
Lot 126 - 1937 - 5/- claret on thick paper, 10/- dull purple on thin paper & £1 bluish slate on thick paper 'Robes' issue all fine cds used. (SG 176, 177a & 178, Cat £64) - Est £22

Lot 127 - 1940 - 'Australian Imperial Forces' issue the set of four fine cds used. (SG 196/199, Cat £32) - Est £10

Lot 128 - 1947 - £1 blue & £2 green 'Arms' issue both fine cds used. (SG 224c/224d) - Est £5

Lot 129 - 1913-1930 - OFFICIAL ISSUES: Nice group of mainly used Roos with 'O.S.' PERFINs inc Large perfin 1d red (3), 2d grey & 4d orange, Small perfin values to 1/- with many better stamps inc SG O22 with slight corner fault and SG O47 mint with slight corner rub. Mixed condition mainly good to fine with odd small fault. (SG O2, O3, O6, O16/O18, O20, O22, O44/O48, O76 & O116, Cat £285) - Est £65

Lot 130 - 1913-1931 - Nice lot of mainly very fine CDS used 'Roo' issues some duplication with various values to 1/- and single 5/- (SG 42 with a parcel cancel), other better values noted inc SG 5, 9, 10, 35, 36b, 38, 39b, 40 (3 copies), 107, 109 (2 copies) & O46. Good lot. (32 stamps SG Cat £230+) - Est £65

Lot 131 - 1914-1931 - Nice lot of mainly very fine CDS used 'GV Head' issues some duplication with various values to 1/4 better values noted inc SG 22a, 22b, 48 (2 copies), 51, 64, 78, 80 (2 copies), 81 (3 copies), 85, 92, 98, 103a, surcharge issue SG 119/120 & 131 (2 copies) also some POSTMARKS noted. Good lot. (68 stamps SG Cat £150+) - Est £45

Lot 132 - 1914-1931 - OFFICIAL ISSUES: Nice group of mainly used 'GV Head' issues with 'O.S.' PERFIN including values to 5d with better stamps noted inc SG O39 mint, SG O41/42 used, O41c cds used but with crease, O54 (2 used), O67, O74, O85, O102/O104, O106b (2) etc. Mixed condition mainly good to fine. (41 stamps, SG Cat £223+) - Est £55

Bahamas

Lot 133 - 1861 - 1d lake 'Chalon' issue, no wmk, rough perf 14 - 16. A good used copy. Scarce stamp. (SG 4, Cat £300) - Est £65

Lot 134 - 1863 - 6d deep violet 'Chalon' issue a fine lightly used copy. (SG 31, Cat £60) - Est £20

Lot 135 - 1863 - 1d scarlet vermilion 'Chalon' issue perf 14 a fine mint copy. (SG 33, Cat £50) - Est £16

Lot 136 - 1863 - 6d lilac & 6d deep violet 'Chalon' issue perf 12½, both good to fine used. (SG 30 & 31) - Est £35

Lot 137 - 1884 - 2½d dull blue QV issue a fine mint copy. (SG 50, Cat £75) - Est £25

Lot 138 - 1921 - ½d green, 1d carmine, 2d grey, 2½d ultramarine, 4d orange yellow, 6d bistre brown, 1/- black & carmine and 5/- dull purple & blue 'GV' issue all fine mint. (SG 115/6, 118/9, 121/24, Cat £47+) - Est £20

Lot 139 - 1926 - Registered cover to USA franked with GV strip of three 1d red tied by NASSAU cds's with blue & white NASSAU registration label alongside. Transit & arrival marks on reverse. - Est £16
Bahrain

Lot 140 - 1934 - 2a vermilion GV issue 'Small Die' a fine mint copy. (SG 17a, Cat £90) - Est £35

Lot 141 - 1938 - 3a yellow green GVI issue with 'BAHRAIN' opt in black, a fine mint copy. (SG 26) - Est £6

Lot 142 - 1938 - BAHRAIN/SAUDIA ARABIA: Cover with 'B E Robertson, Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia, Via Bahrein' manuscript return address on reverse franked with 1933 pair 3p slate and 1934 3a carmine GV issue of India with 'BAHRAIN' opts (SG 1 & 18) tied by somewhat unclear large BAHRAIN cds clearly dated 2 NOV 1938. Addressed to USA. - Est £45

Lot 143 - 1948 - Silver Wedding issue pair and 1953 'Coronation' issue set of four all fine mint. (SG 61/62 & 90/93) - Est £20

Lot 144 - 1956 - ½a on ½d orange red, 4a on 4d ultramarine, 12a on 1/3 green & 1r on 1/6 grey blue QE2 issue all fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 97/8 & 100/101, Cat £23+) - Est £8

Lot 145 - 1960 - Definitive issue to 5r all fine UNMOUNTED MINT marginal copies. (SG 117/126, Cat £12+) - Est £5

Lot 146 - 1964 - Definitive issue to 2r plus the 10r all fine mint. (SG 128/136 & 138, Cat £36+) - Est £12

Lot 147 - 1976 - 'Shaikh Isa Bin Sulman al-Khalifa' De La Rue issue, the basic set of six fine cds used. (SG 241/244e, Cat £55) - Est £16

Lot 148 - 1976 - 400f lake brown & cream 'Shaikh Isa Bin Sulman al-Khalifa' issue, perf 14½, a fine UNMOUNTED MINT copy. The scarcest stamp of this issue. (SG 242c, Cat £85) - Est £40

Lot 149 - 1976 - 1d brown black & cream 'Shaikh Isa Bin Sulman al-Khalifa' issue, perf 13½ x 14, a fine UNMOUNTED MINT copy (SG 244ba, Cat £11+) - Est £6

Lot 150 - 1976 - 2d reddish violet & pale reddish lilac 'Shaikh Isa Bin Sulman al-Khalifa' issue, perf 13½ x 14, a fine UNMOUNTED MINT copy (SG 244da, Cat £36+) - Est £18

Lot 151 - 1976 - Circa 1976 Long commercial cover from MANAMA with firms imprint at lower left franked with 1976 100f & 1973 5f blue TAX issue (SG 229b & T194) tied by unusual undated circular 'Post ptt post ptt post ptt post ptt cancels. Addressed to UK. - Est £12

Lot 152 - 1976 - Study lot of the De La Rue 'Shaikh Isa Bin Sulman al-Khalifa' issue all used showing many different shades plus perforation varieties, paper types, some nice dated postmarks, few pairs & odd strip etc. The lot comprises 300f (19), 400f (11), 500f (6), 1d (25), 2d (10) & 3d (8) these include the perf 14 types for all values except the 2d. Super lot for continued study. (79 stamps, SG Cat £725+) - Est £125

Lot 153 - 1933-1980 - Useful range on stockcards with values to 10r plus better mint inc SG 10/11, 38/39, 41/42, 44, 48 & 49 blocks of four with toned gum, 61 block of four, 51/58, 71/76, 76 block of
four, 63/70, 90/93 & 117/126 and USED with SG 4, 17, 24, 32/34, 38/50, 53, 135, 241 x 3 used on piece, 244 x 2 & 244c. (125+ stamps, SG Cat £350++) - Est £95

Lot 154 - 1948-1992 - Small range of mint (most UNMOUNTED) sets inc SG 63/6, 354/7, 449/52, L1 & L2. (14 stamps, SG Cat £22+) - Est £8

**Barbados**

Lot 155 - 1861 - 1d blue 'Britannia' issue no wmk, clean cut perf 14-16, a superb used copy with barred numeral '1' cancel. (SG 19, Cat £75) - Est £25

Lot 156 - 1861 - 1/- black 'Britannia' issue no wmk, perf 14-16 a very fine unused copy. (SG 35, Cat £65) - Est £20

Lot 157 - 1861 - 6d rose red and 6d orange red 'Britannia' issue both very fine used. (SG 29 & 30) - Est £14

Lot 158 - 1870 - ½d green & 6d orange vermilion 'Britannia' issue wmk large star, rough perf 14-16. Both fine cds used copies. (SG 43 & 46 Cat £88) - Est £25

Lot 159 - 1873 - ½d green 'Britannia' issue clean cut perf 15½, a superb used copy with light cds. (SG 58) - Est £6

Lot 160 - 1874 - ½d deep green 'Britannia' issue wmk large star, perf 14. A fine mint copy with gum, small thin on reverse. (SG 65, Cat £45) - Est £15

Lot 161 - 1875 - ½d green & ½d deep green 'Britannia' issue no wmk, perf 14-16 both very fine unused copies. (SG 21 & 21a, Cat £79) - Est £20

Lot 162 - 1882 - 6d olive black QV issue a very fine cds used copy. (SG 100) - Est £20

Lot 163 - 1882 - 1/- chestnut QV issue a good used copy. (SG 102) - Est £7

Lot 164 - 1865 - 1c deep green 'Postage Due' issue a fine UNMOUNTED MINT block of forty one comprising the bottom seven rows of the sheet with margins on both sides & bottom. (SG D7) - Est £12

**Bechuanaland**

Lot 165 - 1891 - 1d lilac, 4d green & purple brown, 6d purple on rose red and 1/- green QV issue with BRITISH BECHUANALAND opt all fine mint. (SG 33 & 35/37, Cat £25+) - Est £10

Lot 166 - 1884-1961 - Stockcards of better oddments inc STELLALAND 3d orange unused thinned, SG 4, 53, 57, D4 & D5 all mint and few used values inc nice PALAPYE ROAD cds on 1935 SJ 1d, also GV issue ½d pair used & 1d carmine red (SG 74a) block of four used with central GABERONES STATION cds. (21 stamps, SG Cat £123+) - Est £40

Lot 167 - 1885-1913 - Small used range with SG 7 (damaged), 11, 32, 34, 35, 36, 39, 72, 74, 76 & 79. Mixed condition. (11 stamps, SG Cat £67+) - Est £18
**Bermuda**

Lot 168 - 1865 - 1d rose red unused with repaired corner, 2d bright blue mint with rounded corner and 6d dull mauve mint with thin & tone spot. (SG 1, 4 & 7, Cat £588) - Est £65

Lot 169 - 1883 - 6d dull mauve QV issue wmk 'Crown CC' a fine mint copy. (SG 7, Cat £23) - Est £8

Lot 170 - 1883 - 1d rose red QV issue wmk 'Crown CA' a fine mint copy. (SG 23, Cat £80) - Est £25

Lot 171 - 1883 - 1d carmine rose QV issue wmk 'Crown CA' a fine mint copy. (SG 24, Cat £50) - Est £16

Lot 172 - 1883 - 2d blue QV issue wmk 'Crown CA' a fine mint copy. (SG 25, Cat £60) - Est £20

Lot 173 - 1883 - 3d grey QV issue wmk 'Crown CA' a fine mint copy. (SG 28, Cat £22) - Est £7

Lot 174 - 1910 - 'Ship' types ½d green, 2½d blue, 6d purple plus 1d carmine WAR TAX opt issue all fine mint pairs. (SG 45, 48, 50 & 58, Cat £45) - Est £15

Lot 175 - 1916 - Neat cover to UK franked with single 1910 1d red 'Ship' issue (SG 46) tied by HAMILTON cds with fine strike of circular 'P C Bermuda' censor marking in violet. - Est £10

Lot 176 - 1922 - ½d brown 'Ship' type, a fine side marginal block of four showing BROKEN B IN BERMUDA variety. Unusual. (SG 77) - Est £16

Lot 177 - 1930 - 1/- black on blue green and 1931 1/- black on green 'Tercentenary' issue both issues mint. (SG 64 & 73, Cat £40) - Est £15

Lot 178 - 1938 - 3d black & rose red GVI 'Lighthouse' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 114) - Est £10

Lot 179 - 1953 - ½d - 10/- QE2 definitive issue (missing the 1d & 9d) all fine mint. (SG 135 & 137/149, Cat £72+) - Est £20

Lot 180 - 1865-1883 - Small group of QV issues inc 1865 2d blue fine unused slightly trimmed perfs at top, 1/- perf 14 x 12½ mint, 1880 ½d stone unused & 2 x ½d green mint, 1883 2d brown purple mint & used, 2½d ultramarine used and 3d grey used. Good condition. (SG 4, 11, 19, 21, 26a, 27b & 28, Cat £511+) - Est £65

Lot 181 - 1865-1953 - Small range with 1865 1d rose red & 1d pale rose fine used, 1880 ½d stone mint & used, 1901 'One Farthing' opt with HAMILTON cds, 1920 1/- black on blue green mint (two small tone spots) plus a couple of later. (SG 1, 2, 19, 30, 64, 112a & 145b, Cat £36+) - Est £12

Lot 182 - 1887-1984 - Nice cover lot inc 1887 1½d red QV PSC used with ST GEORGES '2' duplex to Canada, 1908 cover with 1d red tied by light WARWICK EAST cds to UK, 1941 long OHMS cover with GVI 1d, 1½d & 2 x 2½d tied by HAMILTON cds, 1938 GVI 1½d on FDC to JAMAICA, 1946 GVI 6d PS Airletter used to UK, couple of QE2 PS Airletters Mint & used, 1969 3d tied BAILEY'S BAY on local cover to WARWICK, 1963 Freedom From Hunger FDC & few others. (12 items) - Est £22

**Bolivia**
Lot 183 - 1867 - 5c grey lilac 'Condor' a fine used copy with light cds cancel. Scarce. (SG 10a, Cat £150) - Est £65

Lot 184 - 1868 - 5c green, 10c red & 50c blue 'Nine Stars' issue all three fine cds used. (SG 32/34, Cat £55+) - Est £20

Lot 185 - 1869 - 5c black 'Postal Fiscal' issue a fine mint COMPLETE SHEET of 100. Lovely multiple. (SG F37) - Est £35

Lot 186 - 1870 - 'Eleven Stars' issue to 100c a fine mint set of four. (SG 37/40, Cat £122) - Est £50

Lot 187 - 1874 - Folded letter from LA PAZ franked with pair 1870 5c green 'Eleven Stars' issue (SG 37) tied by light LAP PAZ cds, addressed to COCHABAMBA. - Est £35

Lot 188 - 1878 - 'Book of Law' issue the set of four fine lightly used. (SG 42/45, Cat £30+) - Est £15

Lot 189 - 1878 - A genuine 'Correos de La CHIMBA' SHIP frank in black cut square with part blue cds dated 1878 and a forged ANTOFAGASTA frank with fake cds. - Est £45

Lot 190 - 1883 - Cover franked with 1878 10c orange 'Book of Law' issue (SG 43) tied by fine fancy oval POTOSI FRANCA cancel in black. Addressed to LA PAZ. - Est £45

Lot 191 - 1894 - 50c claret 'Arms' issue on thin paper 'London Printing', a fine UNMOUNTED MINT copy with full gum. Scarce as most of these are forgeries. (SG 68, Cat £17) - Est £12

Lot 192 - 1894 - 100c rose red 'Arms' issue on thin paper 'London Printing', a fine MINT copy with full gum. Very scarce as most of these are forgeries. (SG 69, Cat £40) - Est £30

Lot 193 - 1895 - 1c pale ochre, 2c orange & 10c bistre brown 'Paris' printing on thick paper all fine mint copies. Scarce in mint condition. (SG 70/71 & 73) - Est £15

Lot 194 - 1895 - 20c dull blue ARMS issue 'Etudes Chassepot, Paris' IMPERF PROOF PAIR on medium ungummed paper in ISSUED COLOUR. Uncommon. (As SG 74) - Est £30

Lot 195 - 1895 - 20c dull blue ARMS issue 'Etudes Chassepot, Paris' IMPERF PROOF on medium ungummed paper in ISSUED COLOUR. Uncommon. (As SG 74) - Est £16

Lot 196 - 1895 - 100c carmine red 'Paris' printing on thick paper a fine unused copy. A very scarce and underrated stamp. (SG 76) - Est £20

Lot 197 - 1897 - 10c brownish purple 'Monteagudo' issue an unused side marginal block of eighteen. Odd small fault but an attractive multiple. (SG 80, Cat £40) - Est £20

Lot 198 - 1899 - 1c ochre and 5c green 'Arms' issue (London printing) with 'E.F. 1899' overprints both fine unused. (SG 85 & 87, Cat £37) - Est £18

Lot 199 - 1901 - 20c black & purple, 2b brown plus pair 1919 1c lake 'Arms' issue all overprinted SPECIMEN and with hole punch. (SG 104/105 & 149) - Est £16
Lot 200 - 1901 - Circa. 1901 2c light brown ESSAY stamp by PERKINS BACON (with Imprint) depicting Mercury & inscribed Comercio E Industria, the same design as the Greek 1901 issue (SG 153). Fine unused & Unusual. - Est £45

Lot 201 - 1910 - 2c blue postal stationery card (H&G 2) used with added pair 1909 2c black & green 'War of Independence' issue (SG 116) tied by large undated COCHABAMBA cancels from the German Consulate with circulare KAISERLICH DEUTSCHES KONSULAT COCHABAMBA 'Eagle' cachet on reverse. Fine. - Est £30

Lot 202 - 1912 - Cover franked with 1901 1c claret and 1912 2c green & 5c yellow 'Revenue' issue with 'CORREOS 1912' provisional overprints (SG 100, 130/131) all tied by undated TARIJA BOLIVIA circular cancels in black. Addressed to JUJUY, ARGENTINA with arrival cds on reverse. Uncommon on cover. - Est £45

Lot 203 - 1925 - 5c & 10c 'Independence Centenary' issue IMPERF PLATE PROOFS in black with score lines criss crossing the stamp defaced by printers. Unusual. (As SG 184/5) - Est £25

Lot 204 - 1925 - PIONEER AIRMAILS: 14th August pre-printed cover with PRIMER CORREO AERO COCHABAMBA - LA PAZ & CORREO AERO COCHABAMBA - LA PAZ & CORREO AERO in red franked with the 1925 50c orange 'Arms' issue overprinted CORREO AERO COCHABAMBA - LA PAZ 14-8-1925 in red (Sanabria #3) tied by oval COCHABAMBA 14 AGO 1925 cancel addressed to LA PAZ flown by Junkers with arrival cds on front of the same day. A rare flight cover. (Muller No. 7, only 134 covers were flown) - Est £125

Lot 205 - 1926 - 5c on 2c blue 'Habilitado 1917' overprinted Postal Stationery card (H&G 8a - reply half) used with added 1919 10c orange Arms issue (SG 152) tied by blue boxed ORURO cancel. Addressed to Germany. Couple of light creases at edge but scarce card used. - Est £25

Lot 206 - 1930 - 'Airmail' surcharge issue 5c on 10c black &b orange, 10c black & orange, 15c black & lake, 25c black & blue and 50c black & orange all with opts in ordinary inks and all fine mint. (SG 228/233, Cat £57+) - Est £30

Lot 207 - 1930 - 5c purple, 15c scarlet, 20c yellow, 50c grey blue, 1b brown & 3b grey 'Airmail' issue all fine mint blocks of four. (SG 244/246, 248/249 & 251, Cat £72+) - Est £30

Lot 208 - 1932 - REVENUES: 'Banco Central de Bolivia' cheque for US$300 franked with 1c blue, 2c green & 5c orange 'Transacciones' REVENUES all BISECTED diagonally and tied by oval dated bank cancel in purple with various other cachets on front & back. - Est £16

Lot 209 - 1933 - Real photographic black & white PPC of soldiers in trench eating rations inscribed 'GUERRA DEL CHACO El rancho en la linea' on picture side and 'Editor y Fotografo LUIS BAZOBERRI G. Casilla 11 Cochabamba (Bolivia) Prohibida la reproduccion' on message side. Fine unused & very scarce. - Est £35

Lot 210 - 1933 - Real photographic black & white PPC of soldiers being blessed by chaplain as they go out to battle inscribed 'GUERRA DEL CHACO Benedicion antes del ataque (Anochecer)' on picture side and 'Editor y Fotografo LUIS BAZOBERRI G. Casilla 11 Cochabamba (Bolivia) Prohibida la reproduccion' on message side. Fine unused & very scarce. - Est £35
Lot 211 - 1933 - Real photographic black & white PPC of Soldiers preparing food in large drums inscribed 'GUERRA DEL CHACO Cocina de regimiento' on picture side and 'Editor y Fotografo LUIS BAZOBERRI G. Casilla 11 Cochabamba (Bolivia) Prohibida la reproduccion' on message side. Fine unused & very scarce. - Est £35

Lot 212 - 1933 - Real photographic black & white PPC of bunker and elevated gun position inscribed 'GUERRA DEL CHACO Chapapa de Am. Pes.' on picture side and 'Editor y Fotografo LUIS BAZOBERRI G. Casilla 11 Cochabamba (Bolivia) Prohibida la reproduccion' on message side. Fine unused & very scarce. - Est £35

Lot 213 - 1933 - Real photographic black & white PPC of Group of Soldiers on patrol in brushland inscribed 'GUERRA DEL CHACO Patrulla' on picture side and 'Editor y Fotografo LUIS BAZOBERRI G. Casilla 11 Cochabamba (Bolivia) Prohibida la reproduccion' on message side. Fine unused & very scarce. - Est £35

Lot 214 - 1933 - Real photographic black & white PPC of Soldier having an injury treated while watched by an officer inscribed 'GUERRA DEL CHACO Puesto de sangre' on picture side and 'Editor y Fotografo LUIS BAZOBERRI G. Casilla 11 Cochabamba (Bolivia) Prohibida la reproduccion' on message side. Fine unused & very scarce. - Est £35

Lot 215 - 1933 - Real photographic black & white PPC of Soldiers & Bugler by graves for a Funeral inscribed 'GUERRA DEL CHACO Silencio' on picture side and 'Editor y Fotografo LUIS BAZOBERRI G. Casilla 11 Cochabamba (Bolivia) Prohibida la reproduccion' on message side. Fine unused & very scarce. - Est £35

Lot 216 - 1936 - FIRST FLIGHT: 5c green postal stationery envelope (H&G B12) with added 1935 15c violet & 10c deep green (SG 283 & 299) tied by straight line 'CORREO AEREO' cancellation addressed to APOLO with type written 'Primer vuelo directo La Paz - Apolo'. This was flown by the German pilot 'Hermann Schroth' in the trimotor plane 'Huanuni'. A very rare flight. (Photocopy of page from the Carlos Royuela airmail Exhibit accompanies illustrating two similar covers, unlisted by Muller). - Est £95

Lot 217 - 1944 - Centenario de la Creacion del Departamento del BENI' Revenue issue (authorised for postal used during the 1940's), the set of six mint. - Est £8

Lot 218 - 1947 - 2b 90c blue 'Meeting of Presidents of Bolivia & Argentina' issue a COMPLETE SHEET of 100 fine unmounted mint. (SG 468, Cat £55) - Est £20

Lot 219 - 1954 - 10bs orange UNISSUED 'Train' type (later opt as SG 701), a fine UNMOUNTED MINT block of four. - Est £20

Lot 220 - 1954 - 10bs orange UNISSUED 'Train' type (later opt as SG 701), a fine mint copy. - Est £8

Lot 221 - 1966 - 'Commemorative' SURCHARGE issues the set of twenty two (missing the 1.20b on 1800b Cochabamba Philatelic Society issue SG 791) all fine mint. Difficult issue to assemble. (SG 785/806, Cat £27+) - Est £25

Lot 223 - 1980 - Illustrated printed QSL 'Ham Radio' card sent from LA PAZ to ORURO with nice red 'Radio Club Boliviano QSL Bureau' cinderella label attached. - Est £12

Lot 224 - 1865-1950 - POSTMARKS: Small range on card inc TUPIZA, ORURO, COBIJA, YACUMI BENI, PULACAYO, CATAVI, CAMARCO, PULADYO... Telegraph cancel (?), GAQUI, CAMIRI, VILLAZON & few unidentified plus four stamps with straight line ULTIMA HORA marking. Mixed condition. (26 stamps) - Est £20

Lot 225 - 1888-1905 - Useful lot of postal stationery inc six 2c blue cards (H&G 2) used from COCHABAMBA, ORURO, SUCRE & LA PAZ to SORATA, PULACAYO & GERMANY with various markings & routings via PERU etc, 1893 1c brown on green PSC used with TARIFA cds to SUCRE, also three uprated envelopes two to CANADA at 20c & 22c rates, one to ANTOFAGASTA and 10c orange envelope used with purple TUPIZA cds to LA PAZ. Good to fine, odd small fault. (13) - Est £75

Lot 226 - 1940-1950 - Small lot of better covers with 1940 airmail cover with 1938 pair 60c deep blue & thirteen x 1b brown red AIR issue and 1939 30c blue (SG 341/342 & 353) all tied by fine CORREO AEREO LA PAZ cds's to USA, 1944 cover to LA PAZ franked with 2 x 60c red (SG 356) one BISECTED diagonally tied by UYUNI cds, 1945 Legazione D'Italia in La Paz registered cover to Mexico with 'Franqueo Diplomatica' cachet & 1950 registered Airmail cover from RIBERALTA BENI with boxed cancels in green to USA. (4 items) - Est £35

**Brazil**

Lot 227 - 1850 - 10r grey black on greyish paper 'Small Numeral' a superb lightly used copy huge margins. (SG 17B, Cat £38) - Est £20

Lot 228 - 1866 - 'Dom Pedro' dark beard PERFORATED issue the set of seven very fine lightly used. (SG 43/49, Cat £65+) - Est £20

Lot 229 - 1866 - 10r vermillion, 10r orange vermillion, 20r dull purple, 80r purple brown, 100c green (type 2) and 200r black DOM PEDROS all fine mint or unused. (SG 43, 43b, 44, 46, 47a & 48, Cat £367) - Est £75

Lot 230 - 1866 - 100rs green 'Dom Pedro' issue, Type 1, a fine mint copy with full O.G. (SG 47, Cat £34) - Est £15

Lot 231 - 1876 - 'Dom Pedro' dark beard ROULETTED issue the set of seven plus ALL additional shades & types fine used. (SG 50/56, 52a, 54a, 55a & 56a Cat £215+) - Est £60

Lot 232 - 1876 - 500r orange yellow DOM PEDRO issue a fine cds used copy. (SG 56a, Cat £42) - Est £20

Lot 233 - 1878 - 10r vermillion, 20r mauve and 50r blue 'White Beard' DOM PEDRO issue all fine mint copies with full gum. (SG 57/59, Cat £62+) - Est £30
Lot 234 - 1878 - 10r vermilion 'White Beard' DOM PEDRO issue a fine mint copy with full gum. (SG 57) - Est £7

Lot 235 - 1878 - 50r blue 'White Beard' DOM PEDRO issue a fine unused copy with part AMERICAN BANKNOTE Co. IMPRINT at top. (SG 59, Cat £30) - Est £10

Lot 236 - 1878 - 100r green 'White Beard' DOM PEDRO issue a fine mint copy with full gum. (SG 61, Cat £32) - Est £16

Lot 237 - 1878 - 100rs green 'Dom Pedro' issue used with fine large part strike of straight line STA MARIA cancel in red. Stamp is thinned but fine appearance & rare. (SG 61) - Est £30

Lot 238 - 1878 - 300r bistre brown 'White Beard' DOM PEDRO issue a fine unused copy. (SG 64, Cat £95) - Est £25

Lot 239 - 1878 - 300rs dark green and orange 'Dom Pedro' issue a fine used copy. (SG 67) - Est £15

Lot 240 - 1882 - Superb cds used range of small perforated 'Dom Pedro' issue with 10r grey, 10r black, 10r pale orange vermillion, 10r deep orange vermillion, 50r pale blue, 50r blue, 100r myrtle green type 2 & 200r mauve pink type 3. Excellent condition for this issue. (SG 71, 71a, 72, 72a, 73, 73a, 74b & 75ba, Cat £89) - Est £35

Lot 241 - 1882 - Nice range of small 'Perforated' issue with DOM PEDROs 10r black, 10r orange, 50r blue, 100r olive green, 100r myrtle green and 200r brown rose and 1883 100r mauve type 2, plus 1884 'Numeral' issue 50r blue, 100r pale lilac and 500r olive green all fine used and excellent quality for this issue. (SG 71/74, 74a, 75a, 77a, 80, 83 & 85, Cat £97+) - Est £40

Lot 242 - 1882 - 200r pale brown & 200r brown rose small perforated 'Dom Pedro' issue both shades fine cds used. Superb condition for this issue. (SG 75 & 75a, Cat £40) - Est £30

Lot 243 - 1882 - 50r blue 'Perforated' NUMERAL issue a fine unused copy. (SG 80, Cat £44) - Est £12

Lot 244 - 1890 - Range of 'Southern Cross' issues mainly used with perf 12½-14 issue complete inc all three shades of 300rs and both shades of 500rs mainly used plus perf 11-1½ issue complete plus a good range of shades. Condition mixed but generally good to fine. (41 stamps, SG 88/103, Cat £265) - Est £65

Lot 245 - 1890 - 50r grey green, 50r turquoise green, 50r dull green & 50r sage green 'Southern Cross' issue perf 12½-14, all four shades mint, odd small fault. (SG 89, 89a, 89b, 89c, Cat £35) - Est £15

Lot 246 - 1890 - 700r chestnut 'Southern Cross' issue perf 12½-14, a fine cds used copy. (SG 95, Cat £32) - Est £15

Lot 247 - 1890 - 700rs chestnut 'Southern Cross' issue perf 12½-14, a fine unused copy. (SG 95, Cat £28) - Est £10

Lot 248 - 1890 - 700rs pale brown 'Southern Cross' issue perf 11-1½, a good mint copy. (SG 102, Cat £33+) - Est £12
Lot 249 - 1890 - 10r dull blue mint and 100r reddish purple fine used 'Newspaper' issue perf 12½-14. Good condition for this issue. (SG N111 & N113, Cat £34) - Est £16

Lot 250 - 1890 - 200rs black 'Dom Pedro' postal stationery envelope (H&G B6) used with two strikes of ADM DOS CORREOS (S.CATHA) cds. Addressed to Germany with blue PARIS ETRANGER transit cds on front & RIO DE JANEIRO and Germany arrival cds's on reverse. Also 1891 80rs yellow postal stationery card (H&G 3a) used with fine RIO DE JANEIRO cds to Germany. - Est £30

Lot 251 - 1892 - 200rs black 'Dom Pedro' postal stationery envelope (H&G B6) used with two strikes of large oval ADMINISTRACAO GERAL DOS CORREIOS BAIIA cancel. Addressed to RIO DE JANEIRO. Two black ink marks on front, but scarce late use of this cancel. - Est £25

Lot 252 - 1894 - 2000rs purple & grey 'Liberty Head' issue on thick white paper, a fine cds used copy. (SG 156, Cat £20) - Est £10

Lot 253 - 1894 - 200rs green on pale green 'Dom Pedro' postal stationery lettercard (H&G A12) commercially used with SAO PAULO cds to Switzerland with French transit & Swiss arrival marks on front. - Est £12

Lot 254 - 1898 - 1000rs on 700rs orange yellow 'Newspaper' surcharge issue, a fine mint copy. (SG 174, Cat £39) - Est £18

Lot 255 - 1898 - 200r on 100r reddish purple 'Newspaper' issue with black surcharge, perf 12½-14, a fine mint copy. (SG 179a, Cat £21) - Est £10

Lot 256 - 1899 - 700r on 500r olive buff 'Southern Cross' SURCHARGE issue perf 12½-14, a fine mint copy. (SG 191, Cat £17+) - Est £8

Lot 257 - 1899 - 50r on 20r dull green, 300r on 200r violet and 2000r on 1000r yellow ochre 'Southern Cross' SURCHARGE issue perf 11-11½, all fine mint. (SG 194, 196 & 200, Cat £48+) - Est £24

Lot 258 - 1899 - 'Southern Cross' SURCHARGE issue perf 11-11½ set of six all fine cds used. (SG 194/200, Cat £23) - Est £10

Lot 259 - 1904 - 20rs blue & orange, 200rs deep blue, 300rs black & green, 500rs black & blue and 1000rs mauve & green 'Liberty Head' issue wide setting all fine cds used. (SG 244, 247a, 248/250, Cat £15+) - Est £7

Lot 260 - 1906 - 200r blue 'Third Pan American Congress' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 259b, Cat £95) - Est £35

Lot 261 - 1906 - Range of definitives to 1000r mint with SG 260, 261, 261a, 263, 263a, 264, 264b, 264c, 265, 272 & 275. (SG Cat £17+) - Est £8

Lot 262 - 1908 - 100rs scarlet 'Centenary of Opening of Brazilian Ports' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 282, Cat £10+) - Est £5

Lot 263 - 1908 - 100r rose carmine 'National Exhibition, Rio de Janeiro' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 283, Cat £23) - Est £10
Lot 264 - 1909 - 200rs blue 'Pan American Congress' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 284, Cat £10+) - Est £5

Lot 265 - 1917 - 100rs blue 'Centenary of Revolution of Pernambuco' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 287, Cat £17) - Est £8

Lot 266 - 1918 - 10r chestnut 'Liberty' issue with watermark, a fine mint copy. (SG 288B) - Est £5

Lot 267 - 1918 - Range of 'Liberty' issues with 10rs, 20rs, 25rs, 100rs (2), 300rs & 500rs all without wmk and 20rs, 25rs, 50rs (3), 100rs, 200rs, 300rs & 600rs (2) with CASA DA MOEDA wmk, all fine used. Odd small fault. (SG 288A/90A, 292A/5A, 289B/94B & 296B, Cat £37+) - Est £15

Lot 268 - 1921 - Registered cover franked with 1918 25rs olive grey block of four and 1920 100rs red 'Industry' issue strip of four (SG 290 & 309) tied by PONTA GROSSA PARANA REGISTRADA cds's with small boxed REG mark alongside. Addressed to HAITI with various transit & arrival marks on reverse. Couple of tone spots but an unusual destination. - Est £25

Lot 269 - 1922 - 'Independence Centenary' issue the set of three fine mint. (SG 432/434, Cat £15) - Est £7

Lot 270 - 1923 - Multi franked Registered cover with 10rs purple, 20rs black, 40rs brown pair, 50rs turquoise block of four, 100rs red pair & single & 200rs red 'Industry' definitives all tied by BARRA DO PIRAHY cds's addressed to SWITZERLAND with two fine 1822-1922 Centenary of Independence La Plus Belle Ville Du Monde' green & brown CINDERELLA labels on reverse (one tied). Odd tone spot but interesting cover. - Est £25

Lot 271 - 1923 - Cover FRONT franked with 1920 200rs red (SG 313) plus 1916 100rs red COIL PAIR (SG 264a) tied by indistinct SAO PAULO cds addressed to UK. Very Scarce on cover. - Est £16

Lot 272 - 1923 - Circa 1923 cover FRONT franked with 1916 200rs bright ultramarine COIL PAIR (SG 266a) tied by SAO PAULO cds addressed to UK. Uncommon on cover. - Est £16

Lot 273 - 1929 - 5000rs violet blue 'Ruy Barbosa' issue watermark 'BRASIL CORREIO' a fine mint copy (SG 468, Cat £49) - Est £25

Lot 274 - 1929 - 5,000r carmine red 'Santos Dumont' issue, perf 11 x 12 a fine mint copy. (SG 480d variety, SG lists 12 x 11, Cat £29 minimum) - Est £15

Lot 275 - 1929 - 10,000r olive brown 'Santos Dumont' issue, perf 11 a fine mint copy. (SG 481, Cat £22) - Est £10

Lot 276 - 1930 - 3,000r bright violet AIR issue perf 11, a fine mint copy. (SG 484) - Est £6

Lot 277 - 1930 - 'Fourth Pan American Architectural Congress' issue the set of three fine mint. (SG 487/489, Cat £12) - Est £6

Lot 278 - 1931 - Revolution of 3rd October' issue the set of fourteen (missing the 200rs & 700rs) all fine mint. (SG 490/503, Cat £120) - Est £45
Lot 279 - 1931 - 2,500r on 3,000r bright violet 'Air' overprint issue a fine cds used copy. (SG 510, Cat £23) - Est £10

Lot 280 - 1932 - 3,500r on 5,000r violet blue & 7,000rs on 10,000rs claret 'Zeppelin' overprint issue both fine cds used. (SG 511/12, Cat £54) - Est £25

Lot 281 - 1932 - SAO PAULO REVOLUTION: Circa 1932 illustrated 'Soldier' card inscribed 'Tudo Para um Sao Paulo Forte No Brazil Unido' and 'Distribuição Gratuitamente - Correio Militar M. M. D. C.' for use by soldiers in the Brazilian National Army who were sent to quash the uprising. Addressed to Itapetinima from a Soldier stationed at Rio Preto with magenta CORREIO MILITAR M.M.D.C. RIO PRETO marking and circular CORREIO MILITAR M.M.D.C. S. PAULO marking in black. Full message on reverse. Card is creased & has other small faults but extremely rare. - Est £125

Lot 282 - 1934 - Printed '1st Congresso Filatelic Brasiliero 20-22 de Septembro 1934 Rio de Janeiro' airmail cover franked with 1934 300rs vermillion, 700r blue & 1000rs black 'Exhibition' issue (SG 556/8, Cat £100+) tied by special 'FIERA' cds with special cachet alongside in green. Addressed to PORTO ALEGRE with arrival cds on reverse. Scarce. - Est £45

Lot 283 - 1935 - 'Centenary of Farrroupilha Ragged Revolution' issue the set of four fine mint. (SG 574/577, Cat £13) - Est £6

Lot 284 - 1936 - Cover franked with 1938 400r bluish green & 1937 5000r emerald & olive black 'Tourism' issue (SG 613 & 606 stamp cat £33) tied by BELLO HORIZONTE cds, addressed to UK with transit cds on reverse. - Est £25

Lot 285 - 1937 - 200r, 300r, 1000r & 2000r 'Tourism' issue all fine mint. (SG 602/605, Cat £23+) - Est £10

Lot 286 - 1937 - 5000rs emerald & olive black 'Tourist' issue a fine cds used copy. (SG 606, Cat £33) - Est £15

Lot 287 - 1937 - Black & white PPC 'Rio de Janeiro - Ilha de Paqueta' showing small fishing boats moored on beach franked with 200rs red & 500r purple AIR issue tied by RIO DE JANEIRO 3a SECCAO NOITE cds. Addressed to GERMANY. - Est £10

Lot 288 - 1937 - Illustrated First Flight cover from RIO to BELLO HORIZONTE flown by PANAIR DO BRAZIL franked 200rs, 300rs & 500rs AIR issue tied by RIO cds's with FF cachet in green on reverse with arrival cds. - Est £15

Lot 289 - 1937 - Stampless printed 'Servicio Postal' OFFICIAL envelope sent registered with boxed 'DIRECTORIA REGIONAL DOS CORREIOS E TELEGRAFOS ESTADO DA BAHIA Brasil' cachet in purple and boxed registration marking. Addressed to HOLLAND. Fine. - Est £20

Lot 290 - 1940 - 'New York World's Fair' issue the set of three fine cds used. (SG 633/635, Cat £16) - Est £8

Lot 291 - 1945 - 40c violet UNISSUED stamp commemorating the opening of the international bridge between Argentina & Brazil showing the bridge & Presidents Vargas & Justo. Fine mint. (See note in SG) - Est £15
Lot 292 - 1948 - Illustrated 'Moore-McCormack Lines' SS BRAZIL maiden voyage cover franked with 1946 40c (SG 726) addressed to USA. Also nice 1957 illustrated 'Moore McCormack Lines' SHIP PPC franked on picture side with strip of three 2cr 50c (SG 957) addressed to USA. (2 items) - Est £20


Lot 294 - 1843-1854 - Collection of CLASSIC issues inc 1843 30r & 60r 'Bulls eyes' used with four margins both have faults but are presentable copies, also another used 4 margin 30r with small 2mm ink burn hole at lower right. 1844 Inclinados 10r - 90r inc some duplication. 1850 Small numerals complete (approx 2 sets) plus heavy duplication of lower values & few later 'Blues' issue. Condition is very mixed. Enormous Cat value in excess of £3000. (few 100) - Est £175

Lot 295 - 1866-1878 - Range of unused DOM PEDROS inc 'Dark Beard' perforated values to 500rs, couple of roulettes & 'White Beard' issue values to 300rs. Some duplication & mixed condition. Useful lot. High cat value. (31) - Est £45

Lot 296 - 1866-1878 - Range of used DOM PEDROS most values present from all three sets including fair amount of duplication. Mixed condition good to fine. Needs sorting. Huge cat value. (few 100) - Est £45

Lot 297 - 1881-1884 - Useful collection of perforated small 'Dom Pedros' and 'Numerals' mainly used but with a few mint inc 2 x 700r lilac (SG 86), a really good showing incl a good used 100rs 'Small Head' (SG 69a really underrated issue), later types with values to 200rs & Numerals to 1000rs. Mixed condition but mainly good to fine and certainly above average for this issue. Huge cat value. (59) - Est £50

Lot 298 - 1889-1894 - DOM PEDRO Postal stationery with 1889 80rs orange card (H&G 8) used with purple BAHIA cds & circular '2a' mark to UK, 1892 80rs pink lettercard (H&G A15) used with CAPITAL FEDERAL cds addressed locally and 1894 20rs purple wrapper (H&G E1) used with CAPITAL FEDERAL cds to RIO DE JANEIRO. All very fine. (3) - Est £25

Lot 299 - 1892-1942 - Small group of covers & postal history with 1892 40rs PSC used with ESTACAO DA LUZ cds to NESTA, three maritime PPCs franked with GB stamps with pmks of SS AMAZON, R.M.S.P. ARLANZA & purple RMSP BELT BUCKLE cancel, couple of items with Industry defin frankings, 1935 reg cover with pair 700r blue (SG 567) tied by oval RIO BRANCO cancels to BELGIUM & WW2 Brazilian censor cover. (8 items) - Est £35

Lot 300 - 1900-1973 - Good range of mainly mint commemoratives on stock sheet, many varied issues inc better sets & singles noted SG 226 & 228 used, 287 used, 547, 583/4, 610, 678, 711/5, 826, 797/9 & 1445/7 all mint plus many others. (68 stamps, SG Cat £156+) - Est £45

**British Antarctic Territory**

Lot 301 - 1963 - 'QE2' issue set to 5/- fine mint. (SG 1/13, Cat £90+) - Est £30
Lot 302 - 1963 - 2/- deep violet & orange sepia QE2 issue a fine mint copy. (SG 11) - Est £7

Lot 303 - 1964 - Cover franked with 1963 2 x ½d blue & 2d purple 'QE2' issue (SG 1 & 4) tied by BASE Z HALLEY BAY cds's dated 30 JAN 1964 with boxed 'HALLEY BAY 75 31'S 26 36' W' co-ordinates cachet. Addressed to UK. Nice early item. - Est £20

Lot 304 - 1972 - Cover franked with 1971 4p (SG 39) tied by fine strike of ADELAIDE ISLAND cds with boxed ADELAIDE ISLAND cachet alongside. Sent from the 'RRS Bransfield' with ship details cachet at lower left. Addressed to UK. - Est £12

Lot 305 - 1973 - Explorers' issue complete set of fifteen on large First Day Cover (SG 44/58) with stamps tied by multiple strikes of ADELAIDE ISLAND cds's with boxed 'ROYAL RESEARCH SHIP BRANSFIELD British Antarctic Survey Relief Season 1972/1973' cachet. Few odd tone spots but a nice item. - Est £30

**British Guiana**

Lot 306 - 1865 - REVENUES: 72c orange brown (no wmk, perf 15) and 48c red (wmk Crown CC, perf 14) SUMMARY JURISDICTION issue showing figure of Justice both fine used. (Barefoot & Hall #7 & 13) - Est £10

Lot 307 - 1866 - 6c milky blue, 12c grey lilac and 48c red 'Ship' types perf 10 all good to fine used. (SG 92, 98 & 105, Cat £73) - Est £20

Lot 308 - 1917 - Registered cover to USA franked with 1913 6c grey & black GV issue (SG 263) tied by REGISTRATION GPO cds with large REG label alongside. Transit & arrival marks on reverse. - Est £20

Lot 309 - 1940 - 12c scarlet on chalk surfaced paper POSTAGE DUE issue a fine mint copy. (SG D4a) - Est £10

Lot 310 - 1943 - WWII - US FORCES - ARMY POST OFFICES: 6c orange airmail PSE used from APO 857 with typed endorsement at left and US APO cds with number blanked out dated APR 17 1943 with additional censor mark. APO 857 was located at Atkinson Airfield, Georgetown, British Guiana. Addressed to USA. - Est £15

Lot 311 - 1947 - Registered cover franked with single 1938 24c green GVI issue (SG 312a) tied by AIRMAIL BRITISH GUIANA cds with yellow REG label. Addressed to USA with partial arrival cds on reverse. Backflap missing. - Est £20

Lot 312 - 1949 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Unsealed cover franked with 1938 1c green GVI issue (SG 308a) tied by T.P.O. MAZARUNI cds with second strike alongside. Addressed to USA with GEORGETOWN transit cds on reverse. - Est £25

Lot 313 - 1954 - $1 pink, yellow, green & black 'Toucan' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 343) - Est £7
Lot 314 - 1949-1960 - 6c blue on grey GVI airletter plus 6c blue on greenish grey and 12c light brown & black on blue QE2 airletters all mint (H&G FG5, FG11 & FG13) all fine unused plus 1949 2 x 1c & 36c GVI plus 2 x 4c UPU issue on REG cover to UK and 1959 8c & 14c QE2 issue on registered airmail cover to Brazil. (5 items) - Est £16

Lot 315 - 1977-1984 - GUYANA PROVISIONAL ISSUES: 1977 airmail cover franked 5c, 8c on 3c and 8c on 6c (SG 545, 601 & 620) tied by AIRMAIL GPO cds to USA and 1984 large cover from the Guyana Broadcasting Corporation to UK franked with 30c on 1c FAO 1983 opt, 50c with 1982 opt plus other values (SG 1170, 1006, 1131 & 1052) tied by GPO cds’s. - Est £10

**British Honduras**

Lot 316 - 1872 - 1d pale blue QV issue wmk Crown CC a fine unused copy. Fresh colour. (SG 5, Cat £85) - Est £25

Lot 317 - 1872 - 3d chocolate QV issue wmk 'Crown CC' perf 12½, a superb unused copy. (SG 8, Cat £170) - Est £55

Lot 318 - 1872 - Incoming FRONT only from Great Britain franked with QV 1/- green tied by LONDON numeral '98'. Addressed to 'Royal Mail Steamship Co. Belize' with BELIZE arrival cds. Very attractive. - Est £25

Lot 319 - 1902 - 20c dull & bright purple 'EVII' issue opt SPECIMEN fine mint. (SG 835) - Est £6

Lot 320 - 1953 - 'First' QE2 issue set of twelve fine mint. (SG 179/190) - Est £22

Lot 321 - 1980 - Stampless official cover headed 'O.S.G.B.' with fine BELMOPAN cds with oval ESTABLISHMENT DEPT BELMOPAN BELIZE official cachet in purple alongside signed by official. Addressed to BELIZE CITY with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £8

Lot 322 - 1872-1938 - Small range of oddments inc 1872 QV 1d pale blue perf 12½, 4d mauve perf 14 used, 1882 4d mauve (2) all used. 1888 3c on 3d red brown, 20c on 6d yellow & 50c on 1/- grey mint, 1891 5c ultramarine opt SPECIMEN & opt REVENUE mint, few 1922 GV values on piece inc 3c, 4c, 5c, 25c & 50c and 1938 15c mint. (SG 5, 14, 20, 38, 41/42, 54, 66, 129/131, 133 (rounded corner), 134 & 156, Cat £140+) - Est £45

Lot 323 - 1891-1899 - 10c mauve & green QV issue and 5c ultramarine with small REVENUE opt both fine mint. (SG 57 & 66) - Est £12

Lot 324 - 1900-1952 - POSTMARKS: Small lot with STAN CREEK (3 inc QV issue dated 1900), PUNTA GORDA 2 dated 1903 & 1912, 'K65' numeral, MONKEY RIVER on 3c War Tax issue, SAN ESTEBAN part strike & unusual 'CANCELLED' in bars on QE2 1953 3c. (9 items) - Est £16

**British Indian Ocean Territory**

Lot 325 - 1968 - 'B.I.O.T.' overprint issue the set of fifteen (missing the 45c) fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 1/6 & 8/15) - Est £18
Lot 326 - 1970 - Airmail cover franked with 1968 5c & 1r (SG 16 & 25) tied by fine DESROCHES ISLAND B.I.O.T. cds with second strike alongside. Addressed to UK with VICTORIA SEYCHELLES transit cds on reverse. - Est £15

Lot 327 - 1970 - Airmail cover franked with 1968 5c & 1r (SG 16 & 25) tied by fine FARQUHAR ISLAND B.I.O.T. cds. Addressed to UK with VICTORIA SEYCHELLES transit cds on reverse. - Est £15

Lot 328 - 1970 - Airmail cover franked with 1968 5c, 10c & 1r (SG 16, 17 & 25) tied by fine ALDABRA ISLAND B.I.O.T. cds's with additional strike alongside. Addressed to UK with VICTORIA SEYCHELLES transit cds on reverse. - Est £15


Canada

Lot 330 - 1859 - 1c pale rose & 5c pale red 'Dominion' issue both fine used. (SG 29 & 31, Cat £54) - Est £16

Lot 331 - 1868 - Group of 'Large Queen' issue inc 1c red brown, 2c pale emerald green & 2c deep green, 3c brown red, 5c olive grey, 12½c bright blue, 15c dull grey and 15c slate blue. All are good used with odd small faults however very presentable. (SG 55, 57, 57a, 58, 60, 61c, 63 & 69, Cat £341) - Est £45

Lot 332 - 1870 - 3c orange red 'Small Queen' issue a fine mint copy with full gum. (SG 83, Cat £50) - Est £15

Lot 333 - 1889 - 10c carmine pink and 10c brownish red 'Small Queen' issue both very fine lightly used copies. (SG 110/111, Cat £57) - Est £18

Lot 334 - 1893 - 20c vermilion & 50c blue QV issue the pair very fine used. (SG 115/116, Cat £83) - Est £25

Lot 335 - 1897 - 5c deep blue 'Jubilee' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 128, Cat £40) - Est £12

Lot 336 - 1897 - ½c black mint (small thin), 1c blue green, 2c violet, 3c carmine, 5c deep blue on bluish and 8c orange QV 'Leaves' issue all fine used. (SG 142/146 & 148, Cat £21+) - Est £7

Lot 337 - 1898 - Small range of QV issue with ½c black, 2c rose carmine (both Dies), 5c prussian blue, 7c greenish yellow (perf fault), 8c orange yellow (superb cds used), 10c deep brownish purple and 1899 2c on 3c rose carmine all good to fine used. Odd small fault. (SG 150, 153, 155, 155b, 158, 160/161, 164 & 172, Cat £73+) - Est £18

Lot 338 - 1898 - 1c blue green, 2c violet and 1899 2c on 3c carmine QV issue all fine mint, odd small tone spot otherwise fine. (SG 151, 154 & 171, Cat £67) - Est £16

Lot 339 - 1898 - 'Imperial Penny Postage' issue all three shades fine used. (SG 166/168) - Est £6
Lot 340 - 1903 - 1c green, 2c rose carmine, 5c blue, 7c yellow olive, 10c dull purple and 20c deep olive green EVII issue all fine used. (SG 175/76, 178, 180, 184 & 186, Cat £47+) - Est £15

Lot 341 - 1903 - 2c pale rose carmine two copies PERF & IMPERF single both fine mint. (SG 177 & 177a) - Est £10

Lot 342 - 1903 - 10c brown lilac 'EVII' issue a superb used copy with light cds. (SG 182) - Est £8

Lot 343 - 1903 - 10c dull purple EVII issue a mint copy with full gum. (SG 184, Cat £130) - Est £30

Lot 344 - 1903 - 50c deep violet EVII issue with MONTREAL QUEBEC pre-cancel, fine unused. (SG 187, Cat £85) - Est £30

Lot 345 - 1932 - 8c red orange 'GV' issue fine mint. (SG 324) - Est £8

Lot 346 - 1949 - 1c green, 2c olive, 3c purple, 4c carmine & 4c orange GVI COIL issues Imperf x Perf 9½, all fine used copies. (SG 419, 420a/422a) - Est £7

Lot 347 - 1949 - 4c carmine GVI COIL issue Imperf x Perf 9½ and 4c carmine BOOKLET issue Imperf x Perf 12, both fine used copies. (SG 422 & 423b) - Est £8

Lot 348 - 1960 - Correspondence of seven 5c rate commercial covers to a Puzzle company in Toronto all from Canadian RAF stations with R.C.A.F. STATION postmarks of MOOSE JAW SASK, COMOX SC, NORTH BAY ONT, BAGOTVILLE PQ, COLD LAKE ALBERTA, ST. HUBERT PQ & SUMMERSIDE PEI. (7) - Est £15

Lot 349 - 1907-1938 - Cover lot with most addressed to UK inc 1922 4c olive admiral tied OTTAWA, 1927 1c & 2c from OKANAGAN HILLS cds, 1927 2c tied by CAMP & LEVIS EXPRESS cds, 2 x 1927 covers with 2c & 1c tied ST PATRICK QUE & POINTE AU PIC PQ cds’s, 1907 pair 2c (SG 173) to Scotland, 1909 2c tied NAPANEE ONT, 1917 2c brown ITC issue tied TILLSONBURG to Ottawa & 1938 3c PSE with PINCHER CREEK ALBERTA cds to USA. Mixed condition, some are roughly opened with tears. Interesting lot. (10 items) - Est £18

Lot 350 - 1941 - NEWFOUNDLAND: 1c to 14c, 20c, 24c & 48c 'GVI' issue all fine mint. (SG 276/284, 286/7 & 289, Cat £37+) - Est £12

**Cayman Islands**

Lot 351 - 1948 - 'Silver Wedding' issue the pair fine mint. (SG 129/130) - Est £9

Lot 352 - 1980 - Colour PPC of 'Hell Postal Agency, Grand Cayman, BWI' franked with 10c tied by fine HELL GRAND CAYMAN cds. Addressed to USA. - Est £6

Lot 353 - 1900-1902 - ½d pale green & 1d rose carmine 'QV' issue and ½d green, 1d carmine & 2½d bright blue 'EVII' issue all mint, couple with heavy hinges on reverse. (SG 1/5) - Est £20

Lot 354 - 1900-1921 - Useful range inc EVII to 1/-, GV to 1/- & range of WAR STAMP opts. Noted SG 1, 4/5, 8/9, 25/28, 30/31, 38, 53, 54, 56/59 & 63 all mint & SG 2 cds used. Mixed condition but mainly good to fine. (22 stamps, Cat £93+) - Est £30
Lot 355 - 1902-1938 - Useful mainly mint range with good ranges of GVI issue values to 2/- plus perf varieties inc SG 3, 4, 28, 30, 119, 120a, 121a, 122, 122a, 123, 123a & 124a. Some duplication. (54 stamps, SG Cat £145+) - Est £40

**Ceylon**

Lot 356 - 1863 - ½d dull mauve 'QV' issue perf 12½ a fine mint copy. Small scuff at top but a nice copy. (SG 48, Cat £55) - Est £15

Lot 357 - 1912 - 5r black on blue green GV issue with variety WATERMARK INVERTED, an unused copy with pinhole. (SG 317bw, Cat £60) - Est £12

Lot 358 - 1938 - Mint range of GVI issue with 2c, 5c, 6c, 10c, 15c, 20c, 25c, 30c, 50c, 1R & 2R all fine mint. (SG 386c, 387f, 388/393, 394d, 395a & 396, Cat £62+) - Est £24

Lot 359 - 1938 - 2r black & carmine GVI issue a fine UNMOUNTED MINT copy. (SG 396) - Est £8

Lot 360 - 1947 - 40c (4 x 10c) ultramarine on blue postal stationery Airletter (H&G FG4) very fine unused. Scarce. - Est £45

**Chile**

Lot 361 - 1855 - 5c red brown on blued paper 'Perkins Bacon New Plate' printing, a superb lightly used copy, three large margins just touching at lower left. (SG 17) - Est £10

Lot 362 - 1861 - 1c chrome yellow a fine unused copy good strong colour, margins are tight to touching, but not cut into. (SG 29, Cat £43) - Est £20

Lot 363 - 1867 - 1c orange 'Perforated Columbus' issue a fine mint copy with full gum. (SG 41, Cat £23) - Est £8

Lot 364 - 1867 - 10c blue 'Perforated Columbus' issue a fine mint copy with full gum. (SG 46, Cat £17) - Est £6

Lot 365 - 1867 - 5c pale red 'Perforated' issue a superb used copy with lovely 'STAR' cancel in brownish ink. (SG 44) - Est £16

Lot 366 - 1877 - 1c slate 'Roulette' issue a very fine mint block of four. (SG 49) - Est £10

Lot 367 - 1877 - 1c grey, 2c orange & 5c lake first 'Roulette' issue all fine mint with gum. (SG 49/51, Cat £34) - Est £16

Lot 368 - 1878 - 'Roulette' issue fine mint range with 1c green both types, 2c crimson lake, 2c carmine, 5c dull ultramarine, 10c orange, 15c greenish slate, 20c grey, 25c red brown, 30c rose carmine, 50c violet & 1p black & brown. (SG 54/55, 56/57, 59a, 60/63, 64a, 65a & 66, Cat £63+) - Est £25

Lot 369 - 1878 - 50c mauve 'Roulette' issue a fine unused copy (no gum) but good colour for this shade. Difficult stamp. (SG 65, Cat £85) - Est £20
Lot 370 - 1878 - 50c mauve 'Roulette' issue a very fine cds used copy. (SG 65, Cat £37) - Est £15

Lot 371 - 1878 - 50c mauve and 50c violet 'Roulette' issue both fine mint copies (SG 65 & 65a, Cat £88+) - Est £30

Lot 372 - 1878 - 1p black & brown 'Roulette' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 66, Cat £29) - Est £12

Lot 373 - 1895 - 2c carmine on deep pink PS Lettercard (H&G A1) used locally with lovely CONDUCCION GRATUITA VALPARAISO hooded cancel, undelivered with manuscript 'No en connu en el 55' on reverse. Fine with all marginal perforations. - Est £12

Lot 374 - 1895 - 2c carmine on pink PS Lettercard (H&G A2) used with LOS ANDES cds. Addressed to GERMANY. Fine with all marginal perforations. - Est £12

Lot 375 - 1897 - 1c dark green on green grey 'Roulette' PSC (H&G 6) used locally with SANTIAGO 1 cds and fine strike of small oval TERCERA HORA marking alongside. - Est £18

Lot 376 - 1899 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: 5c violet PSE (H&G B12b) sent from CHILLAN with firms cachet at lower left. Addressed to S.F. DE LIMACHE with fine strike of AMBCIA ENTRE SANTIAGO i TALCAHUANO cds on front and SANTIAGO transit and SAN FCO DE LIMACHE arrival cds's on reverse. Cover is trimmed at top left corner. - Est £25

Lot 377 - 1899 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Incoming cover from Germany franked with pair of 10pf red tied by BIRSTEIN cds's. Addressed to SANTIAGO with fine strike of AMBCIA ENTRE CORONEL i VALPARAISO cds on reverse. - Est £45

Lot 378 - 1900 - 5c on 30c rose carmine 'Roulette' issue a fine mint block of nine, two used strips of three and an INVERTED OPT unused. (SG 86 & 86a) - Est £20

Lot 379 - 1900 - 5c on 30c rose carmine 'Roulette' issue with variety OVERPRINT INVERTED a fine mint copy. (SG 86a) - Est £20

Lot 380 - 1900 - 5c on 30c rose carmine 'Roulette' issue with variety OVERPRINT DOUBLE ONE INVERTED a fine mint copy. (SG 86c) - Est £45

Lot 381 - 1900 - Incoming PPC from RUSSIA franked pair 1k orange tied by purple '1' numeral cancel with ST PETERSBURG cds. Addressed to SANTIAGO with fine strike of AMB ENTRE CORONEL i VALPARAISO cds on reverse. - Est £45

Lot 382 - 1903 - 'Arias' issue Postal stationery the set of three cards (H&G 24/26) with 1c card used locally with CORREO URBANO SANTIAGO cds, 2c card (H&G 25) used from SANTIAGO to TRAIGUEN and 2c card (H&G 26 border changed) used locally within SANTIAGO. (3 items) - Est £25

Lot 383 - 1905 - 12c black & lake and 1p grey and bronze green 'Columbus' issue both fine mint. (SG 109 & 114, Cat £26) - Est £10

Lot 384 - 1909 - 6c on 3c grey 'Columbus' Postal Stationery card (H&G 30). A fine unused example. - Est £12
Lot 385 - 1909 - 20c grey postal stationery registered envelope (H&G C2) used with added strip of three 1904 12c on 5c red 'Provisional' issue (SG 103) tied by SANTIAGO cds's addressed to HOLLAND with transit and arrival marks. Nice franking. - Est £45

Lot 386 - 1910 - 10c on 1p grey & bronze green, 20c on 1p grey & bronze green & 1p grey & bronze green 'Isla Juan Fernandez' OPT issue all fine mint. (SG 116/118, Cat £10+) - Est £5

Lot 387 - 1910 - 'Centenary of Independence' issue the set of fifteen fine mint. (SG 119/133, Cat £130) - Est £75

Lot 388 - 1910 - 2c grey Postal stationery lettercard (H&G A4) used with added 1904 12c on 5c red 'Provisional' issue and 1905 1c green (SG 103 & 104) tied by VALPARAISO cds's addressed to GERMANY. Card is without outer perforated edge otherwise a very unusual commercial franking. - Est £25

Lot 389 - 1911 - 2p black & red 'Presidente' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 147, Cat £24) - Est £12

Lot 390 - 1912 - 4c sepia 'Presidente' issue with large pre-printing paper fold vertically through centre. Small thin but striking variety. (SG 151) - Est £16

Lot 391 - 1913 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: 10c brown 'Presidente' Postal Stationery envelope (H&G B23) used with fine strike of AMBULANCIA 76 cds (Chillan - Pitrufquen line). Addressed to TEMUCO with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £30

Lot 392 - 1914 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: 10c brown 'Presidente' Postal Stationery envelope (H&G B23) used with fine strike of AMBULANCIA 62 cds (San Rosendo - Valdivia line). Addressed to TEMUCO with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £35

Lot 393 - 1915 - 8c grey 'Presidente' issue TYPE B, a fine mint copy. (SG 162) - Est £10

Lot 394 - 1915 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: 10c on 5c grey postal stationery envelope (H&G B26) used with fine AMBULANCIA 55 cds (Santiago - Talca - Talcahuano line). Addressed to SANTIAGO with partial arrival cds on reverse. - Est £35

Lot 395 - 1918 - 2c carmine on buff postal stationery wrapper (H&G E1) used with SANTIAGO 1 cds, addressed to TALCA. Late use. - Est £15

Lot 396 - 1921 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: 4c green 'Presidente' postal stationery envelope (H&G B22) used with two good strikes of AMBULANCIA 82 cds (Valdivia - Temuco line). Addressed to OSORNO with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £35

Lot 397 - 1925 - Blue & Brown PRO-RAZA 'Essay' issue with central portrait of 'Bernardo O'Higgins' a fine mint copy. This stamp is very similar to the issue used for the 1927 'Testart' Airmails. - Est £16

Lot 398 - 1927 - TESTART AIRMAIL: Cover with red 'Correo Aereo Via Valparaiso' endorsement in red in corner franked with 2 x 10c black & blue 'Presidente' issue (SG 163) and single 1927 40c on 10c blue & black brown TESTART AIRMAIL surcharge issue (SG 184) tied by CORREO AEREO SANTIAGO cds's dated 6 May 1927 with small manuscript '5g 60' rate endorsement at lower left. The cover is
addressed to CHUQUITAMATA with VALPARAISO transit cds on reverse. A Rare airmail item. - Est £175

Lot 399 - 1927 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Cover franked with 1915 10c black & blue 'Presidente' issue (SG 163) tied by fine 'AMBULANCIA 4' cds (Iquique - Pisagua line). Addressed to PICA with PINTADOS transit and PICA arrival cds on reverse. - Est £35

Lot 400 - 1928 - 1p black & green and 1p black & yellow green 'Presidente' issue with watermark both mint copies. (SG 188/188a, Cat £20+) - Est £10

Lot 401 - 1928 - 5p black & olive green 'Presidente' issue with watermark a mint corner block of four. Gum is slightly dried on reverse. (SG 190, Cat £48) - Est £18

Lot 402 - 1928 - 20c black & orange, 40c black & violet, 1p black & green, 2p black & dull scarlet, 5p black & olive green and 10p black & orange 'Presidente' AIR issue (no wmk) all fine mint. (SG 191/195, 198, Cat £28+) - Est £15

Lot 403 - 1928 - Range of fine cds used 'Presidente' AIR opt issues with unwatermarked 20c, 40c, 1p, 2p, 5p & 10p, watermarked 40c, 1p all three types inc thin paper variety, 1p with opt in black, 2p, 5p & 10p and the later set of four. (SG 191/195, 198, 199/200, 200a, 200b, 200c, 200d, 202/3 & 213/216, Cat £30+) - Est £15

Lot 404 - 1928 - 10p black & orange 'Presidente' AIR opt issue a fine cds used pair. (SG 203) - Est £8

Lot 405 - 1929 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: 15c brown 'Presidente' postal stationery envelope (H&G B23) used with two good strikes of AMBULANCIA 91 cds (Route unknown in Vamos's book). Addressed to VALPARAISO with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £35

Lot 406 - 1931 - 'LAN' airmail issue on thin paper set of eight (missing the 20c carmine) in fine mint blocks of four, many marginal or corner blocks. (SG 223/230) - Est £25

Lot 407 - 1931 - 10c yellow brown LAN airmail issue on thin paper, a fine mint COMPLETE SHEET OF 100. (SG 224, Cat £35) - Est £20

Lot 408 - 1936 - '400th Anniversary of Discovery of Chile' issue the set of twelve fine mint. (SG 256/267, Cat £34) - Est £16

Lot 409 - 1939 - PERFINS: Printed 'Braden Copper Co. Rancagua, Chile' cover franked with 30c with 'B C C o' PERFIN tied by SANTIAGO cds. Addressed to USA. - Est £16

Lot 410 - 1942 - 10c blue 'Bicentenary of Talca' OBLIGATORY TAX issue a fine mint COMPLETE SHEET OF 50. (SG T338, Cat £45) - Est £20

Lot 411 - 1948 - CLAUDE GAY: 60c ultramarine, 2p 60c green and 3p carmine 'Flora & Fauna' issue all three values in se-tenant blocks of twenty five fine mint representing the complete set. (SG 381a/383y, Cat £95) - Est £45

Lot 412 - 1952 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Unfranked cover from OSORNO with senders return address on reverse posted on the train with fine strike of AMBULANCIA 75 cds (Pua - Curacautin
line). Addressed to SANTIAGO and taxed with manuscript 'T 82' marking. SANTIAGO arrival cds on reverse. Unusual. - Est £45

Lot 413 - 1952 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Cover sent from ESTACION CUNIBAL with manuscript return address on reverse franked with 1948 60c black (SG 379) tied by fine strike of AMB SANTA FE - LOS ANJELES ((71)) cds. Addressed to SANTIAGO with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £35

Lot 414 - 1952 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Cover franked with 1941 40c ultramarine and 2p carmine lake and 1950 1p blue green AIR issues (SG 323, 307 & 398) tied by fine strike of AMBULANCIA 20 cds (Vallenar - Huasco line). Addressed to SANTIAGO with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £35

Lot 415 - 1955 - Recess AIR issue with watermark, the set of three fine mint plus corner block of four of the 100p green LITHO issue. (SG 439/441 & 441d, Cat £23) - Est £10

Lot 416 - 1955 - 200p deep blue block of four and 500p scarlet block of eight AIR issue with watermark both blocks cds used, odd light crease but attractive multiples. (SG 440/441) - Est £7

Lot 417 - 1957 - ANTARCTIC: Unaddressed commemorative cover franked with 1956 10p violet (SG 449) tied by EXPEDICION GABRIEL GONZALES VIDELA ANTARTIDA CHILE cds with large BAHIA PARAI SO Fundada 12 Marzo de 1951 BASE ANTARTIDA GABRIEL GONZALES VIDELA 'Shield' cachet alongside. A less common base. - Est £20

Lot 418 - 1958 - 500p deep blue 'Antarctic' issue a fine cds used block of six. (SG 468) - Est £5

Lot 419 - 1960 - 'Anniversary of the First National Government' issue SOUVENIR SHEET with 5c in brown and 10c in blue green, imperf and unused as issued. Scarce. (See note below SG 523, Cat £110) - Est £40

Lot 420 - 1991 - SELLO CLIP yellow & green cover Christmas booklet with 10 x 35 pesos "Navidad 90" stamps. Fine. (SG 1340a) - Est £12

Lot 421 - 1991 - SELLO CLIP purple & orange cover Christmas booklet with 10 x 45 pesos "Navidad 91" stamps. Fine. (SG 1416b) - Est £12

Lot 422 - 1991 - SELLO CLIP yellow cover booklet with 10 x 45 pesos "Chile exporter" stamps featuring apples and grapes. Fine. (SG 1350a) - Est £12

Lot 423 - 1992 - SELLO CLIP blue green cover booklet with 10 x 60 pesos yellow & grey 'Protect the Environment' stamps (5 different designs). Fine. (SG 1421a) - Est £12

Lot 424 - 1889-1890 - 1c green & 2c rose 'Roulette' issue four copies all used with good strikes of the oval CORREO URBANO CONDUCCION GRATUITA oval cancel most showing the dates of use. (SG 54 & 56) - Est £8

Lot 425 - 1905-1965 - Useful range of mainly mid to modern POSTMARKS inc COMBARBALA, OVALLE, LEBU, EL PALQUI, PUENTE ALTO, LA UNION, LOS ANJELES, LA CALERA, SERENA, ARICA, CARAHUE, CONSTITUTION, SAN BERNARDO, TOMÉ, LOTA, PARRAL, AMBULANCIA in purple, AMBULANCIA 47,
COQUIMBO, CARIZAL BAJO, PUERTO MONTT, VALLENAR in purple, SANTIAGO PRAL FRANQUEO in purple, VICTORIA, PROVIDENCIA and SAN MIGUEL.. (37) - Est £20

Lot 426 - 1916-1931 - Group of 'Presidente' postal stationery envelopes with 1916 4c green (H&G B22) used with UNION cds to RIO BUENO, 1923 20c orange (H&G B24) sent registered with added 20c black & orange tied from SANTIAGO to Argentina & 1931 15c on 20c orange (H&G B29) used with added 5c green tied from VALDIVIA to OSORNO. All have arrival marks & are fine. (3) - Est £35

Lot 427 - 1930-1934 - REVENUES: 'Cia de Consumidores de Gas de Santiago' GAS BILL Revenue document franked with 20c green 'Impuesto' REVENUE overprinted 'Compania de Gas de Santiago' in black with hole punch cancel and circular purple cancel alongside. Reverse of document shows various costs of gas. - Est £10

Lot 428 - 1931-1932 - REVENUES: Small 'Singer Sewing Machine Co' REVENUE Document (appears to be some kind of payslip) franked with 20c green 'Impuesto' REVENUE cancelled by 'SINGER' PERFIN through stamp and document. Attractive item. - Est £10

Lot 429 - 1935-1989 - CINDERELLA: Neat group with 1944 40c red 'Union Chilens Salvad a los Ninos' label, two rather ornate 20c blue & red TB seals, lovely large portrait 50c blue & red 'Monumento Balmaceda' label and 1989 'Servicio Electoral' Election label. (5) - Est £16

**Colombia**

Lot 430 - 1865 - 1c rose & 1c pale rose, 10c violet and 1866 10c lilac, all fine used four margin copies. (SG 31, 34 & 45) - Est £15

Lot 431 - 1881 - 1c green, 5c blue and 20c black 'Original' issue plus 2c bright rose 'Redrawn' type, all fine mint or unused copies with four margins. (SG 93, 95, 97 & 99) - Est £10

Lot 432 - 1886 - 2c black on buff Postal stationery card (H&G 8) used from PASTO (datelined on reverse) to GERMANY with TRANSITO PANAMA cds on front and double circle NEW YORK PANAMA TRANSIT marking on reverse. Couple of light creases. - Est £25

Lot 433 - 1889 - 10c red on greyish 'Registration' issue a fine mint copy. (SG R141) - Est £6

Lot 434 - 1892 - 1p blue on green, 5p red on lilac rose, 2½c blue on rose 'Retardo' issue and 1894 5c vermilion on white 'AR' issue all fine mint. (SG 161, 162, L167 & AR169, Cat £24+) - Est £10

Lot 435 - 1899 - 1000 DAYS WAR: 10c blue on buff 'Cartagena' issue with control mark in top right corner, imperf superb used with CARTAGENA cds dated NOV 27 1899. (SG 176, Cat £41) - Est £16

Lot 436 - 1900 - 1000 DAYS WAR: 5c vermilion, imperf with wavy lines control opt with variety PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES (SG 183A variety, Reverse shows lower part of design & value tablet). Unused thinned. - Est £15
Lot 437 - 1902 - 1000 DAYS WAR: 10c black 'Cartagena' issue with variety CONTROL MARK OMITTED fine mint. (SG 190 var) - Est £12

Lot 438 - 1902 - 1000 DAYS WAR: 20c blue on buff 'Bogota' issue a pair overprinted with boxed 'De Oficio' (Specimen) in black. (SG 199) - Est £25

Lot 439 - 1903 - 1000 DAYS WAR: 10c blue on brown, 10c blue on salmon & 10c blue on pale lilac 'Barranquilla' issue on thick LAID paper all fine mint. (SG 242A, 244A & 245A, Cat £25+) - Est £10

Lot 440 - 1904 - 'Gold Currency' issue 1c green & 10c mauve both in used strips of three (the 10c has a small tear) plus ½c brown, 1c green & 10c mauve mint & used 2c blue all imperf on very thin paper. (SG 259/261 & 263, Cat £24+) - Est £10

Lot 441 - 1914 - Group of covers mostly with 5c 'Numeral' issue frankings used from ARMENIA, AMBALEMA, SOCORRO, GAMARRA, IPIALES, SOLEDAD, CIENAGA & QUIBDO all postmarks are fine & clear. Some small faults. (8) - Est £35

Lot 442 - 1917 - study lot with 1p blue or 1p sky blue 450+ copies and 2p orange 380+ copies plus a few lower values all fine mainly cds used. (SG 363/366, Cat £300++) - Est £25

Lot 443 - 1917 - 50c carmine, 4c bistre brown & 5c chestnut 'AR' issues, 1923 30c bistre & 40c brown all fine mint. (SG 364, AR371/2 & 399/400, Cat £37+) - Est £16

Lot 444 - 1917 - 4c bistre brown 'AR' issue & 1923 30c bistre & 40c brown all fine mint. (SG AR371 & 399/400, Cat £27+) - Est £12

Lot 445 - 1920 - 50c 'Timbre Eclesiastico' REVENUE issue WATERLOW COLOUR TRIAL in pale blue attached to small piece with 'Waterlow & Sons Ltd Specimen' overprint in black & small hole punch. - Est £20

Lot 446 - 1920 - Circa. 1920 2c 'ARMS' REVENUE issue DIE PROOF in black on large piece of ungummed paper by PERKINS BACON & Co. This issue was later authorised for postal use during the 1920-30 period. Very fine & Scarce. - Est £45

Lot 447 - 1924 - Headed 'Presidencia de la Republica' envelope franked with 1923 3c blue (SG 394) tied by BOGOTA cds with large oval 'Ministerio de Correos y Telegrafos Admon de Correos de Bogota Depto de despacho de Correspondencia Oficial'. The cover is addressed to New York and has additional 'Presidencia de la republica Secretaria' cachet on reverse and is signed by Luis Carlos Corral. - Est £35

Lot 448 - 1929 - Cover franked with pair 1926 4c blue (SG 411) tied by large boxed EL LIMON (Antioq.) cancel. Addressed to CANADA, couple of tape marks around edges of cover but uncommon origination. - Est £12

Lot 449 - 1930 - CINDERELLA: 1930-1970 Nice range of Labels inc 2c brown 'AL MAR' label, 1946 2nd Congress Mariano, 2c Bucaramanga Estampilas Civica label used with cds, couple of TB seals, 2c purple Catedral de Manizales Donativo Voluntario label, lovely 1950 multicoloured IBAGUE Lugar de Turismo label, ½c red Junta de Defensa Barranquilla label plus a couple of others. Super lot. (13 items) - Est £25
Lot 450 - 1937 - 5c on 8c blue and 10c on 12c blue 'Surcharge' issue the pair fine mint. (SG 512 & 514) - Est £5

Lot 451 - 1939 - Multifranked Registered Airmail cover (10 stamps front & back, total 55½c) tied by MEDELLIN cds's addressed to VENEZUELA with arrival cds on front. - Est £12

Lot 452 - 1940 - 1p carmine 'Death Centenary of General Santander' a fine mint copy. (SG 555, Cat £28) - Est £12

Lot 453 - 1940 - Circa 1940 5c blue & black 'Casa Del Viajante - Cali - Barranquilla, Colombia' HOTEL advertising CINDERELLA label on small piece. Unusual. - Est £10

Lot 454 - 1940 - 25c grey black 'P.O. Rebuilding Fund' issue top value (not issued for postal use). Fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (As SG 546) - Est £8

Lot 455 - 1941 - 5p black & green 'Airmail' issue top value fine cds used. (SG 580, Cat £28) - Est £12

Lot 456 - 1945 - 15c carmine a fine mint block of nine with MISPERFORATION variety with second series of perforations diagonally bisecting each of the nine stamps. (SG 624) - Est £25

Lot 457 - 1952 - 5c '50th Anniversary of Colombian Academy of History' issue WATERLOW COLOUR TRIAL in brown & blue with 'Waterlow & Sons Ltd Specimen' overprint in black & small hole punch. (As SG 816) - Est £20

Lot 458 - 1952 - 1c 'Dr Ezequiel Uriocoechea' WATERLOW COLOUR TRIAL in orange with small SPECIMEN opt in black. (SG 753) - Est £20

Lot 459 - 1953 - 23c ultramarine & black 'Triana' type & 30c sepia & black 'Ponce de Leon' type WATERLOW portrait issue IMPERF PLATE PROOFS with small hole punch. (SG 781/82) - Est £12

Lot 460 - 1915-1940 - PERFINS: Card of stamps with various different types inc. BAA, CRT, JVM, B DE C plus a couple of others and a few Revenues & telegraphic punches. (11 stamps) - Est £16

Lot 461 - 1939-1965 - Small range of better mint oddments inc SG 490/1, 493, 515/520, 552, 526, 717/9 & 1150/1153. (18 stamps, SG Cat £42+) - Est £16

Costa Rica

Lot 462 - 1883 - 2c black on brownish 'Fernandez' postal stationery card (H&G 1) overprinted MUESTRA (Specimen) in large red letters. Unused. - Est £15

Lot 463 - 1889 - 1c sepia, 5c orange, 10c brown lake and 20c green 'Soto' issue all fine mint marginal blocks of fifteen. (SG 22, 24/26, Cat £22+) - Est £10

Lot 464 - 1889 - 50c rose carmine 'Soto' issue a fine mint side marginal block of ten. (SG 27) - Est £5

Lot 465 - 1889 - 50c rose carmine SOTO issue a fine used copy with part GERMAN arrival cds dated 1894. Rare genuine postal use. (SG 27) - Est £15
Lot 466 - 1889 - GUANACASTE: 5c orange 'Soto' issue with 'GUANACASTE' opt used with superb central strike of oval CORREOS DE COSTA RICA BEBEDERO cancel in purple. Stamp has torn corner but a rare cancel. (SG G64) - Est £15

Lot 467 - 1889 - 20c green SOTO issue overprinted SPECIMEN in black. (SG 26) - Est £10

Lot 468 - 1892 - 'Arms' issue set of ten including the 5c violet (missing the 10c green) all fine mint with gum. (SG 32/41, Cat £85) - Est £35

Lot 469 - 1906 - 10c green 'Waterlow' REVENUE issue opt '1906' a fine mint block of twenty five, one stamp with fault. - Est £5

Lot 470 - 1907 - 5c sage green TRAIN 'Telegraph' issue WATERLOW COLOUR TRIAL (issued stamp in yellow brown) opt 'WATERLOW & SONS LTD. SPECIMEN' in black with small hole punch. Scarce. (Hiscocks #5, As SG 102 opt for postal use) - Est £40

Lot 471 - 1911 - 2c black & green perf 14 with '1911' overprint in black with variety OVERPRINT INVERTED. A fine mint example. (SG 88 variety) - Est £45

Lot 472 - 1912 - 2c on 4c purple PSC (H&G 15) used with fine strike of MOJON cds dated FEB 17 1912. Addressed to SAN JOSE. No message but nice small village origination. - Est £25

Lot 473 - 1914 - 5c orange postal stationery envelope (H&G B9) used with added 1910 5c orange (SG 80) tied by concentric rings cancel with SAN JOSE cds on reverse. Addressed to USA. Also 1938 10c carmine 'Waterlow' envelope (H&G B15) used internally from SAN JOSE to TURRIALBA. - Est £16

Lot 474 - 1922 - 1c brown with variety 'CAFE DE COSTA RICA' overprint INVERTED a fine mint block of six. (SG 123 var) - Est £10

Lot 475 - 1922 - 4c scarlet with variety 'CAFE DE COSTA RICA' overprint INVERTED a fine mint block of six. (SG 125 var) - Est £10

Lot 476 - 1924 - 'Central American Olympic Games' issue the set of three IMPERF, fine mint. (SG 156A/158A) - Est £6

Lot 477 - 1924 - Central American Olympic Games' issue both sets PERF and IMPERF. The perf set has slightly toned gum otherwise fine mint. (SG 156/158A & 156/158B) - Est £15

Lot 478 - 1930 - 10c carmine AIR issue with variety CORREO AEREO OVERPRINT INVERTED. A fine mint copy. (SG 181 var) - Est £15

Lot 479 - 1930 - OFFICIAL SEALS: Orange & dark blue 'Arms' official seal imperforate, a fine mint strip of three. (Mena #IPS2) - Est £10

Lot 480 - 1934 - Airmail' issue set of thirteen all with circular hole punch in centre, produced in error, originally intended for Official use. Only 500 sets exist. (SG 198/210, Mena A15a/A27a) - Est £45

Lot 481 - 1934 - OFFICIAL SEALS: Green 'Arms' official seal perforated, a fine mint strip of three. (Mena #PS3) - Est £10
Lot 482 - 1935 - Registered cover franked 1930 5c green & 1935 50c blue black (SG 175 & 217) tied by TURRIALBA cds with additional strike on reverse. Addressed to GERMANY with pink Registration label and transit and arrival marks on reverse. - Est £30

Lot 483 - 1940 - 85c violet 'Opening of Sabana Airport' issue block of eight all with red SPECIMEN overprint and hole punch. (SG 254) - Est £10

Lot 484 - 1940 - 15c on 45c slate violet with variety OVERPRINT INVERTED. A fine mint copy. (SG 260a) - Est £35

Lot 485 - 1941 - 15c on 20c blue 'Costa Rica Panama Boundary Treaty' opt issue, a fine mint pair with variety MISSING HYPHEN BETWEEN 'Costa Rica' AND 'Panama' (Position 80). Uncommon. (SG 301) - Est £20

Lot 486 - 1942 - 5c on 6c brown and 5c on 20c blue '1938' opt issue both fine mint copy with variety '15 CENTINOS 15' OVERPRINT INVERTED. (SG 325a & 326a) - Est £12

Lot 487 - 1942 - Registered cover franked 1936 10c red 'Cocos Island' issue single on front & strip of four on reverse (SG 227 one stamp cut by opening) tied by LAS JUNTAS DE ABANGARES GUANACASTE cds's with boxed registration marking. Addressed to SAN JOSE with arrival marks. Scarce - Est £20

Lot 488 - 1942 - Cover franked on reverse with 1937 5c green & 10c orange imperf from the miniature sheet (SG MS234a) tied by LAS JUNTAS DE ABANGARES GUANACASTE cds's, addressed to SAN JOSE with arrival marks, censored. Small worm hole. - Est £18

Lot 489 - 1942 - Cover franked with 1936 10c red & 1942 5c carmine (SG 227 & 327) tied by SARDINAL cds addressed to SAN JOSE & censored on arrival. - Est £16

Lot 490 - 1943 - Registered cover franked on reverse with 1936 10c red 'Cocos Island' issue six copies (SG 227 two stamps cut by opening) plus 1942 5c blue (SG 330) tied by CORREOS AEREO CANAS GUANACASTE cds's with boxed registration marking. Addressed to SAN JOSE with arrival mark. Censored. Scarce. - Est £20

Lot 491 - 1945 - Nice PROOF impression on thin white paper of the boxed 'CORREO AEREO 1945' overprint. (As SG 402) - Est £20

Lot 492 - 1946 - 15c on 20c green 'Mauro Fernandez' issue ESSAY overprinted in BLUE, unmounted mint. (As SG 413, Mena #SP253e) - Est £20

Lot 493 - 1947 - PROOF impression on very thin paper mounted on archive card of the 'CORREOS 1947' overprint in a vertical pair. As used on the Cocos Island issue in 1947 (As SG 431) - Est £40

Lot 494 - 1947 - 10c red 'Cocos Island' OFFICIAL issue with 'CORREOS 1947' ESSAY overprint in red INVERTED, fine mint. Scarce. (Mena #E254b) - Est £25

Lot 495 - 1976 - Printed QSL 'Ham Radio' card sent from SAN JOSE to PERU with nice purple 'Radio Club de Costa Rica QSL Bureau P.O. Box 2412' cinderella label attached. - Est £12
Lot 496 - 1930-1980 - REVENUES: Interesting range on stocksheet with many different types inc couple of Eleccion opts on Telegraph issue, Consular, Red Cross, Timbre Political, Library tax, Cheque, Registro Nacional, Timbre Agrario, National Parques type with Tortoise design, Airport tax with air traffic control tower design, Timbre Deportivo with central Cyclist design, Hospital tax, Orphan Fund, Court tax plus a couple of official seals. Super lot. (approx 50) - Est £25

Lot 497 - 1944-1946 - 20c green 'Mauro Fernandez' issue opt MUESTRA (Specimen) in red plus the 1946 15c on 20c green also opt MUESTRA. (SG 405 & 413, Mena #M249 & M253) - Est £15

Lot 498 - 1947-1957 - OFFICIAL MAIL: Group of eight stampless official covers with some from smaller towns / villages and also from SAN JOSE with various official cachets, postmarks & Ministry envelopes. Good lot for study. (8 items) - Est £30

Lot 499 - 1960-1980 - Collection of 'Thomas De La Rue' SPECIMEN Revenues mainly in strips of three, four or five plus one block of 6 all variously perforated 'T D L SPECIMEN'. Various different types of Revenue with values to 500 colones. (36 stamps) - Est £40

Lot 500 - 1970-1980 - REVENUES: Three of pages from various passports all with 'Consular' revenues used in LOS ANGELES & PANAMA. (3 items). - Est £8

Lot 501 - 1991-1992 - Two pages from a passport one with 2 x £10 brown & black 'Timbre Consular' REVENUES tied by LIMA PERU consular cachet and one with nice franking of 62col on 500col 'Museo Nacional' opt, 200col on 500col 'Servicio Pasajeros Internacionales' opt and 517col 'Comprobante de Pago Unificado' revenues all tied by blue cachet. - Est £10

**Cuba**

Lot 502 - 1857 - 1r greenish blue 'Isabella' issue a fine used side marginal block on piece, fine margins all round with manuscript penstroke cancellation. Lovely multiple. (SG 9) - Est £25

Lot 503 - 1883 - 20c brown with 'La Propaganda Litera' fancy overprint in black, a fine mint copy. (SG 105, Cat £130) - Est £40

Lot 504 - 1898 - 1p yellow green 'Babyhead' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 201, Cat £11+) - Est £6

Lot 505 - 1900 - 10c orange Special Delivery issue inscribed 'Immediata' a fine unused pair without gum. (SG E306, Cat £74) - Est £20

Lot 506 - 1916 - TELEGRAPH: 20c bluish green on pale green 'Man with Lightning Bolt' TELEGRAPH issue a fine mint copy. Scarce. (Hiscocks #109) - Est £10

Lot 507 - 1927 - Official postcard headed 'Republica de Cuba Obsequio de la Secretaria de Comunicaciones' and dated '1902 20 de Mayo 1927' franked with single 1927 25c deep violet '25th Anniversary of Republic' issue (SG 352) tied by SANTO DOMINGO cds to HAVANA. The reverse has a printed illustration of a generic 'Liberty' figure. Arrival mark alos on reverse. A Rare item. - Est £75
Lot 508 - 1928 - 2c to 50c '6th Pan American Conference' issue all fine mint. (SG 355/362, Cat £19+) - Est £10

Lot 509 - 1930 - Cover franked 1925 1c green 'Portrait' issue tied by HAVANA roller cancel, underpaid (the local rate was 2c) addressed locally with straight line DETENIDA POR FALTA DE FRANQUEO & handstruck date both in violet. To indicate tax payable a further 1925 1c green has been added & handstamped with 'T' in circle TAX marking. A fine & rare postage due cover. - Est £65

Lot 510 - 1931 - 50c olive green & 1p black 'Foreign' AIR issue and 20c carmine 'Internal' AIR issue all fine mint. (SG 383/4 & 387) - Est £7

Lot 511 - 1931 - PERFINS: Illustrated 'Enrique Armaignac' cover with illustration of a Saddle on front in black and Horses racing a chariot on reverse in red franked with 1930 10c purple AIR opt issue (SG 375) with 'E.A.' PERFIN tied by SANTIAGO DE CUBA cds to USA with HAVANA transit & USA Firms arrival marks on reverse. - Est £15

Lot 512 - 1936 - 'Free Port of Matanzas' issue PERFORATED, the set of fourteen (missing the 15c light blue express issue) all fine mint. (SG 401/412, Cat £36+) - Est £18

Lot 513 - 1936 - Cover franked with single 1929 10c brown (SG 373) tied by MIRANDA ORIENTE cds to USA, the cover is registered but the registration marking has been improvised by a second strike of the MIRANDA cds with manuscript number above. Various registered transit cds's on reverse. Unusual provisional use. - Est £25

Lot 514 - 1937 - Small mint range of 'Writers & Artists' issue inc 1c Bolivia, 2c Brazil, 3c Colombia, 4c Costa Rica, 5c Ecuador, 8c Guatemala, 10c Honduras, 25c Columbus and 10c 'Temple of Quetzalcoatl' Express issue all fine mint. (SG 424b, 424c, 424f, 424h, 424j, 424n, 424l, 424o & 424v, Cat £52) - Est £25

Lot 515 - 1937 - Postcard franked with single 1936 1c green 'Maximo Gomez' issue (SG 415) tied by fine ARTEMISA P. DEL RIO cds. Addressed to MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay. - Est £10

Lot 516 - 1939 - 10c emerald green ROCKET POST issue with 'Experimento del Cohete Postal Ano de 1939' overprint. A fine mint copy. (SG 433, Cat £40) - Est £20

Lot 517 - 1969 - 3c green 'Echeverria' postal stationery envelope (H&G B17) used with added 1969 3c 'Cuban Womens Day' issue and pair 13c 'Cuban Radiofusion Institute' issue (SG 1632 & 1656) tied by purple PINAR DEL RIO cds's. Addressed to BULGARIA with HAVANA transit cds on reverse. A little trimmed at left but uncommon. - Est £25

Lot 518 - 1870-1890 - Nice group of early multiples inc 1870 20c brown block of four, Babyhead issues ½m impressos blocks of four and six, 2c blue postage issue block of four (one stamp has a small tear) and 5c grey block of eight. Some have slightly toned gum. (SG 46, 136, 138 & P141, Cat £48+) - Est £18

Lot 519 - 1877-1955 - Page of post 1900 Revenues and Spanish period Telegraphs, some interesting overprints noted inc 1952 20c on 1c red Palacio de Justicia opt unused. The telegraph values include some used pairs and 1877 1p brown and 1878 2 x 2p blue unused, various pencancelled copies etc. (61 stamps) - Est £20
Lot 520 - 1915-1950 - PERFINS: Useful lot with good range of different types inc 'R V & Co.', 'G E', 'SA RRA', 'NCB' & 'BNC' plus a couple of others. (13) - Est £16

**Cyprus**

Lot 521 - 1887 - ½pi dull green QV issue used with fine central strike of RIZOKARPASO squared circle cds dated APR 7 1887. (SG 16a) - Est £10

Lot 522 - 1904 - 5pa bistre & black and 10pa orange & green EVII issue both fine mint block of four. (SG 60/1, Cat £24) - Est £15


Lot 525 - 1950 - RURAL POST OFFICES: Cover franked with pair 1938 1p orange (SG 154) tied by two strikes of undated YEROSHIPPOU G.R. RURAL SERVICE CYPRUS cancel. Addressed to UK with LIMASSOL transit cds on reverse. - Est £25

Lot 526 - 1955 - AIRLETTERS: 4½p grey blue on blue GVI issue and 25m light grey on blue QE2 issue airletters both fine unused. (H&G FG6 & FG7) - Est £10

Lot 527 - 1880-1932 - Small card of oddments inc 1880 2½d rosy mauve plate 14 & 1924 9pi brown & purple mint top marginal copy with plate number both mint plus 1882 1pi rose & 2pi blue used, 1882 ½pi on ½pi emerald green (SG 25) cds used couple of later PMKS inc PAPHO on EVII issue, 1926 PAPHOS, 1932 partial R.P.O. EVRIKHOU, pair 1pi on piece etc. Mixed condition but mainly good to fine. - Est £16

Lot 528 - 1960-1970 - 25m grey 'Republic of Cyprus' OPT on QE2 airletter (H&G F10) used with NICOSIA cds dated 14 MR 1961, no message and 1970 30m yellow brown PS Airletter (H&G F13) commercially used with KYRENIA cds to USA. (2) - Est £10

**Dominican Republic**

Lot 529 - 1865 - 'Medio Real' black on pale green LAID paper, a heavily repaired unused example with faults, however the repairs have made this a decent looking four margin copy of an exceedingly Rare and under catalogued stamp. (SG 3, Cat £550) - Est £95

Lot 530 - 1895 - 5c Paris Arms issue a fine IMPERF PLATE PROOF on card in carmine (issued stamp was in blue). Very attractive. (As SG 87) - Est £25
Lot 531 - 1899 - 2c red PSC (H&G 9) used with SANTO DOMINGO duplex cancel. Addressed to FRANCE with JACMEL HAITI transit cds and French arrival cds all on front and second JACMEL cds and USA transit cds on reverse. No message but nice routing. - Est £20

Lot 532 - 1902 - 1c black & green '400th Anniversary of Santo Domingo' issue a very fine mint IMPERF PAIR. (SG 125 var) - Est £10

Lot 533 - 1902 - 2c black & red '400th Anniversary of Santo Domingo' issue a fine mint IMPERF PAIR design slightly touched at bottom left. (SG 126 var) - Est £10

Lot 534 - 1902 - 5c black & blue '400th Anniversary of Santo Domingo' issue a very fine mint IMPERF PAIR. (SG 127 var) - Est £10

Lot 535 - 1902 - 12c black & violet '400th Anniversary of Santo Domingo' issue a very fine mint IMPERF PAIR. (SG 129 var) - Est £10

Lot 536 - 1904 - 1c on 20c black & yellow, 5c black & deep blue and 10c black & yellow green '16 de Agosto 1904' surcharge issue all fine mint. (SG 138 & 140/1, Cat £21) - Est £10

Lot 537 - 1905 - 5c on 20c brown and 10c on 20c brown 'Surcharge' issue both fine unused. (SG 147/8, Cat £13+) - Est £7

Lot 538 - 1906 - ½c black & green, 5c black & blue, 20c black & olive, 50c black & brown and 1p black & violet 'Arms' issue all fine mint. (SG 160, 163 & 165/7, Cat £39+) - Est £20

Lot 539 - 1911 - 'Arms' issue set of eight (missing the 10c black & purple) all fine mint. (SG 183/190, Cat £20) - Est £10

Lot 540 - 1931 - 'Airmail' issue set to 20c blue (both types) and the 50c brown all fine mint. (SG 300/305 & 307, Cat £33+) - Est £16

Lot 541 - 1944 - Censored airmail cover to CANADA franked 13c (SG 524) tied by CIUDAD TRUJILLO cds dated NOV 17. The cover was under franked and handstamped with three line 'Insuficiente franqueada para cursar por avion le faltan', subsequently the sender has attached and additional 1944 10c (SG 515) which is tied by CIUDAD TRUJILLO cds dated NOV 18 and the tax mark has been crossed out. Censored on arrival in Canada with C41 / DB/ censor strip. Very unusual. - Est £20

Lot 542 - 1952 - Registered cover franked 10c & 12c tied by CERTIFICADO GUAYACANES cds's in blue with boxed GUAYACANES registration cachet alongside. Addressed to CANADA with transit & arrival cds's on reverse. - Est £12

Lot 543 - 1961 - 'Coffee Plant & Cocoa Beans' issue the set of seven fine mint IMPERF PAIRS, odd light crease but an attractive & scarce set. (SG 836/842) - Est £65

Lot 544 - 1988 - Page from a passport franked with strip of four 1p bright blue 'Servicio Consular Rentas Internas' REVENUES tied by large 'EMBAJADA REPUBLICA DOMINICANA PERU' cachet in blue. Modern revenues from this country are rarely encountered. - Est £10

Lot 545 - 1879-1881 - Nice range with 1879 issue mainly used range with shades plus two UPU overprints, 1880 'without Network' issue mint/unused 1c (2), 2c (4), 25c & 50c and used values 1c (2
shades), 5c (3), 10c (5), 20c (5), 25c (4), 75c & 1p (2). Also 'Network' opt issue mint/unused 1c (2), 2c (3), 25c, 50c and used 1c (4), 2c (2), 5c (2), 10c (4), 20c (3), 25c (4), 50c & 75c. Condition generally fine, nice lot for study. (66 stamps) - Est £30

Lot 546 - 1979-1993 - Super range of modern mint or unused sets & singles with many varied themes etc. Really difficult issues to obtain. (178 different roughly between SG 1386-1813) - Est £45

**Ecuador**

Lot 547 - 1865 - 4r dull rose 'First Issue' a fine used copy with manuscript cancel, four close margins. (SG 4, Cat £130) - Est £45

Lot 548 - 1896 - Folded cut down envelope used as a lettersheet franked with 1896 1c carmine 'Liberal Party' issue (SG 118, paying the 1c printed paper/unsealed rate) tied by UPU GUAYAQUIL cds. Addressed to USA. Some peripheral faults & small tear away from stamp but an unusual & scarce use. - Est £35

Lot 549 - 1900 - Waterlow' TELEGRAPH issue set of three mint/unused. (Hiscocks 41/43) - Est £8

Lot 550 - 1911 - PERFINS: 10c black & blue two used copies with 'B D E' PERFINS of the Banco de Ecuador. (SG 358) - Est £6

Lot 551 - 1918 - Circa. Censored cover franked on reverse with 1915 2c green pair & 3c black pair. Each stamp cancelled with three neat penstrokes but origin unknown. Three censor strips overlap the top of cover. - Est £15

Lot 552 - 1924 - REVENUES: Complete Revenue document franked with 10c blue 'Ferrocarril de Puerto Bolivar' TRAIN revenue, 20c olive and pair of 1c blue with 'Centenario Guayaquil' overprint all overlapped tied by circular firms cachet of GUAYAQUIL in purple. Few creases but a nice item. - Est £20

Lot 553 - 1926 - 2c violet & 10c green both used and 3c black mint all with 'Opening of Quito - Esmeraldas Railway' TRAIN opt upright plus 5c carmine mint with opt inverted. (SG 419/20 & 422/23, Cat £30+) - Est £15

Lot 554 - 1929 - 6c orange, 9c red & 10c blue 'Centenary issue' with SEMI OFFICIAL 'Airplane' overprint (without Ecuador inscription), all overprint in black unused. Uncommon. (Sanabria 508, 510 & 511) - Est £25

Lot 555 - 1930 - Airmail cover franked with 1929 pair 5c carmine (SG 459) on front and pair 1928 1s orange & black, 1929 10c brown & 1928 pair 20c on 8c apple green 'National Assembly' issue (SG 416b, 460 & 443) all tied on reverse by GUAYAQUIL cds's. Addressed to USA with boxed 'POR AVION BY AIR MAIL Peso 14 Gms Porte 5/. 260' with values added in manuscript. Also additional CORREO AEREo PANAGRA handstamp and Tourism cachet. - Est £25

Lot 556 - 1932 - Correspondence of Commercial PANAGRA airmail covers from GUAYAQUIL to USA all with varied frankings including 1929 or 1930 air issues, four covers with boxed 'POR AVION BY AIR MAIL Peso Gms Porte' cachets with manuscript weight and costs added and three covers with two line CORREO AEREo PANAGRA cachets in purple. (7 items) - Est £25
Lot 557 - 1932 - FIRST FLIGHT: 'J. P. Campana Z' first flight cover with 2 x 10c & 50c tied by boxed MANTA AUG 2 1932 registration markings in blue. Addressed to GUAYAQUIL with QUITO cds dated AUG 3 1932. All markings on front. - Est £25

Lot 558 - 1933 - Cover franked with single 1930 2s black & indigo 'Independence Centenary' issue (SG 483) tied by GUAYAQUIL cds addressed to UK. - Est £10

Lot 559 - 1938 - 65c on 3c ultramarine 'SEDTA' airmail overprint issue a fine unmounted mint corner block of twenty five. (SG 582a) - Est £5

Lot 560 - 1938 - 15c green postal stationery viewcard with view No. 50 'The Chimborazzo - Ecuador' in blue fine unused. Uncommon. (Unlisted in H&G) - Est £25

Lot 561 - 1938 - 15c green postal stationery viewcard with view No. 44 'The Altar - Riobamba - Ecuador' in blue fine unused. Uncommon. (Unlisted in H&G) - Est £25

Lot 562 - 1939 - Unissued 'Columbus' commemoration issue TRIANGLE set of five IMPERF fine mint. - Est £8

Lot 563 - 1941 - ECUADOR PERU BORDER WAR: Cover franked 3 x 10c orange, 5c carmine & 5c brown all tied by GUAYAQUIL cds's. Addressed to USA with 'Porque el Ecuador ama y sirve a la justicia tiene derecho a demandar la ayuda espiritual de America' label attached and tied by 'Ecuador Pais Amazonico' propaganda cachet and additional three line cachet/ Small faults but labels are unusual. - Est £45

Lot 564 - 1946 - Airmail cover franked with pair 1946 2s blue (SG 778) tied by ANCON cds (Small Island P.O.). Addressed to UK. - Est £10

Lot 565 - 1947 - 30c blue, 30c brown and 30c purple 'Primera La Patria!' AIRMAIL overprint issue the set of three in fine unused blocks of four. (Sanabria #206/8) - Est £25

Lot 566 - 1955 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Circa 1955 cover franked with 1947 50c olive grey and 1949 1s green & red (SG 810 & 887) tied by indistinct cds with superb strike of purple boxed POST OFFICE GALAPAGOS 'Barrel Mail' marking alongside. Return address on reverse 'Margret Wittuner Floreana Galapagos'. - Est £45

Lot 567 - 1961 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: 'First International Tourist Expedition to the Galapagos' LINDBAD TRAVELLER cover with Peruvian stamp and 1961 1.80s purple Galapagos issue with 'Estacion de Biologica Maritima' UNESCO OPT (SG 1211) both uncancelled but with illustrated 'Ship' marking alongside & various commemorative cachets. - Est £15

Lot 568 - 1967 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Illustrated 'Inauguration Correo Aereo Galapagos - TAME' cover franked with 1961 1s bronze green Galapagos issue with 'Estacion de Biologica Maritima' UNESCO OPT (SG 1209, small scuff at base) tied by CORREOS DEL ECUADOR GALAPAGOS cds with illustrated I. SANTA FE 'Porpoise' cachet alongside. Unaddressed but with QUITO arrival cds. - Est £15

Lot 569 - 1967 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Illustrated 'Inauguration Correo Aereo Galapagos - TAME' cover franked with 1961 1s bronze green Galapagos issue with 'Estacion de Biologica Maritima'
UNESCO OPT (SG 1209) tied by CORREOS DEL ECUADOR GALAPAGOS cds with illustrated I. ISABELA 'Fruit' cachet alongside. Unaddressed but with QUITO arrival cds. - Est £18

Lot 570 - 1967 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Illustrated 'Inauguration Correo Aereo Galapagos - TAME' cover franked with 1961 1s bronze green Galapagos issue with 'Estacion de Biologica Maritima' UNESCO OPT (SG 1209) tied by CORREOS DEL ECUADOR GALAPAGOS cds with illustrated I. MARCHENA 'Seal' cachet alongside. Unaddressed but with QUITO arrival cds. - Est £18

Lot 571 - 1967 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Illustrated 'Inauguration Correo Aereo Galapagos - TAME' cover franked with 1961 20c sepia Galapagos issue with 'Estacion de Biologica Maritima' UNESCO OPT (SG 1207) tied by CORREOS DEL ECUADOR GALAPAGOS cds with illustrated I. ESPANOLA 'Seashell' cachet alongside. Unaddressed but with QUITO arrival cds. - Est £18

Lot 572 - 1967 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Illustrated 'Inauguration Correo Aereo Galapagos - TAME' cover franked with 1957 1s blue Galapagos issue (SG 4) tied by CORREOS DEL ECUADOR GALAPAGOS cds with illustrated I. FLOREANA 'Bird' cachet alongside. Unaddressed but with QUITO arrival cds. - Est £18

Lot 573 - 1967 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Illustrated 'Inauguration Correo Aereo Galapagos - TAME' cover franked with 1957 1s blue Galapagos issue (SG 4) tied by CORREOS DEL ECUADOR GALAPAGOS cds with illustrated I. GENOVESA 'Penguin' cachet alongside. Unaddressed but with QUITO arrival cds. - Est £18

Lot 574 - 1967 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Illustrated 'Inauguration Correo Aereo Galapagos - TAME' cover franked with 1961 1s bronze green Galapagos issue with 'Estacion de Biologica Maritima' UNESCO OPT (SG 1209, stamp damaged with small tear at base) tied by CORREOS DEL ECUADOR GALAPAGOS cds with illustrated I. SN CRISTOBAL 'Cow' cachet alongside. Unaddressed but with QUITO arrival cds. - Est £15

Lot 575 - 1967 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Illustrated 'Inauguration Correo Aereo Galapagos - TAME' cover franked with 1961 1s bronze green Galapagos issue (SG 3) tied by CORREOS DEL ECUADOR GALAPAGOS cds with illustrated I. SN CRISTOBAL 'Cow' cachet alongside. Unaddressed but with QUITO arrival cds. - Est £18

Lot 576 - 1967 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Illustrated 'Inauguration Correo Aereo Galapagos - TAME' cover franked with 1961 1s bronze green Galapagos issue with 'Estacion de Biologica Maritima' UNESCO OPT (SG 1209) tied by CORREOS DEL ECUADOR GALAPAGOS cds with illustrated I. ISABELA 'Fruit' cachet alongside. Unaddressed but with QUITO arrival cds. - Est £18

Lot 577 - 1975 - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS: Circa 1975 colour PPC 'Galapagos - Ecuador - Tropical Bird' unused but with fine souvenir strikes of boxed 'POST OFFICE GALAPAGOS cachet and illustrated FLOREANA 'Barrel Mail' cachet both in black. - Est £16

Lot 578 - 1890-1950 - Nice range of mint & used 'Telegraphs' with OPTS on Seebeck issues, other overprints, some blocks of four, Train issue, Waterlow issues etc. Some duplication in places. (60+ stamps) - Est £25
Lot 579 - 1924-1925 - REVENUES: Pair of invoices each with three different REVENUES the first with 10c purple TRAIN issue, 10c orange & 1c with 'CENTENARIO GUAYAQUIL' opt all tied by straight line firms cachet and second has 10c purple TRAIN issue, 5c brown and BISECTED 2c green all tied by circular firms cachet. (2 items) - Est £20

Lot 580 - 1947-1950 - Interesting group of parcel post forms all with multiple frankings inc overprints on Revenue issues, TAX issues, higher values and one with unoverprint5ed postally used Revenue, various different origins inc COTACACHI, SALCEDO, AMBATO, LOJA, RIOBAMBA, SANTA ROSA & LATACUNGA etc. (29 items) - Est £45

France & Colonies

Lot 581 - 1863 - MARITIME: 40c orange 'Napoleon' issue used with very fine clear strike of the scarce dotted diamond 'ANCHOR' marking in black. (SG 119) - Est £12

Lot 582 - 1894 - FRENCH SUDAN: Tablet 'Definitive' issue the set of thirteen (missing the 25c black on rose) all fine mint. Scarce. (SG 3/15, Cat £235+) - Est £75

Lot 583 - 1922 - 2c + 1c to 1fr + 25c 'War Orphans Charity' issue all fine mint. (SG 388/394, Cat £88+) - Est £25

Lot 584 - 1930 - ALGERIA: Semi official AIRMAIL issue 2f blue & red inscribed 'Alger-Tunis' and the unissued types with the reverse wording 'Tunis-Alger' 50c dark green on greenish, 1f red on pink & 10f brown on orange all cancelled with ALGER CONSTANTINOPLE cds's dated 1931. (Sanabria #504 & unissued in footnote) - Est £15

Lot 585 - 1971 - CHAD: 1000f multicoloured 'Great Egret' BIRD issue a superb IMPERF copy unmounted mint. (SG 336) - Est £15

Gold Coast

Lot 586 - 1902 - 20/- purple & black on red EVII issue used with '1 6' PERFIN and light cds dated 1905. (SG 48, Cat £200) - Est £30

Lot 587 - 1946-1990 - Small lot of better mid-modern period covers inc 1957 REG PSE used with added stamps from ACCRA to UK, 1946 stampless OHMS official cover from ACCRA to USA, 1957 multifranked REG cover from GIFFARD CAMP to UK, GHANA INDEPENDENCE opt on QE2 airletter mint, Ghana 1½d brown PSC mint & few 1990's provisional opts on cover. (8 items) - Est £15

Lot 588 - 1950-1980 - AIRLETTERS: Range of Gold Coast & Ghana airletters inc few QE2 period unused, odd uprated, 1950 6d orange GVI issue used from IBI to USA and similar used in 1952 from KUMASI to UK, couple of Independence OPTS inc one used with CAPE COAST G.C. Cds dated JUNE 1957. (18 items) - Est £25
**Grenada**

Lot 589 - 1863 - 1d yellowish green QV issue wmk small star rough perf 14-16 a fine mint copy. (SG 5, Cat £110) - Est £35

Lot 590 - 1873 - 1d deep green 'Chalon' issue wmk small star (sideways), clean cut perf 15. A mint copy with only small part O.G. but good colour & fine perfs. (SG 10, Cat £85) - Est £25

Lot 591 - 1887 - 1d carmine QV issue a mint block of four comprising two TETE BECHE pairs, Light crease at left also 1883 ½d dull green TETE BECHE pair mint. (SG 40a & 30a) - Est £12

Lot 592 - 1888 - HALF PENNY POSTAGE on 2/- orange a fine cds used copy. (SG 43) - Est £10

Lot 593 - 1888 - 1d on 2/- orange REVENUE surcharge issue a very fine mint copy with full O.G. (SG 44) - Est £40

Lot 594 - 1888 - 2½d on 8d grey brown QV issue a fine cds used copy. (SG 47) - Est £5

Lot 595 - 1918 - 'One Farthing' red cinderella label for the RED CROSS SOCIETY dated '1914 1915 1916 1917 & 1918' an unused TETE BECHE PAIR. Light tone spot. Uncommon. - Est £20

Lot 596 - 1982 - GRENADINES: 'Official' issues 30c, 40c (both types), $2 & $4 plus $4 colour change issue from miniature sheet all overprinted 'P.R.G.' fine mint. Uncommon. (SG O15/O19) - Est £16

Lot 597 - 1863-1881 - Group of 1d green QV issue from various printings all used with various cancels mostly fine plus poor 6d with trimmed perfs. (7 stamps, Cat £100+) - Est £20

Lot 598 - 1863-1948 - Useful range of mainly early issues inc 1863 1d green used (SG 4), 1875 1/- deep mauve fine used (SG 13, 2 copies), 4d blue used (SG 23 faults), 4d on 2/- orange cds used (SG 41, nicked at left), 2½d on 8d mint (SG 47, 2 copies), 1898 2½d ultramarine (SG 56) two cds used copies, SG 33 mint, SG 51 (2 mint), 1902 6d purple & green cds used (SG 62), also odd block, QV tete-beche pair (SG 30a) mint etc. (33 stamps, SG Cat £150+) - Est £35

Lot 599 - 1880-1890 - Group of QV REVENUES with early 2/- orange unused, later QV 3d (4), 6d (2), 1/- & 2/- all used, a 2/- used with postal cds cancel dated 1905 (forgery?) plus a couple of postage issues used for revenue purposes. (12) - Est £10

Lot 600 - 1892-1952 - POSTAGE DUES: Small range with SG D4/D5, D7, D8/D10 (D8 with SAUTEURS cds), D11, D13/D14 & D16/D18 all used with odd small fault. (SG Cat £72+) - Est £25

**Guatemala**

Lot 601 - 1873 - 4r mauve 'Litho' issue a fair used copy, thinned as is usual with this issue. Faults. (SG 5, Cat £120) - Est £35

Lot 602 - 1873 - 1p yellow 'Litho' issue a fair used copy, thinned as is usual with this issue. Faults. (SG 6, Cat £150) - Est £35

Lot 603 - 1875 - 'Liberty Head' issue the set of four very fine used. (SG 7/10) - Est £25
Lot 604 - 1878 - Indian Woman' issue set of four all used with neat 'Star' cancels, good condition for this issue. (SG 11/14, Cat £48) - Est £25

Lot 605 - 1881 - 1c on ½r green & brown 'Quetzal' SURCHARGE issue a fine lightly used copy. (SG 17, Cat £23) - Est £11

Lot 606 - 1881 - 1c on ½r green & brown 'Quetzal' SURCHARGE issue a fine unused copy no gum. (SG 17, Cat £18) - Est £8

Lot 607 - 1881 - 1c on ½r green & brown 'Quetzal' SURCHARGE issue a fine mint copy with gum. (SG 17, Cat £18) - Est £12

Lot 608 - 1881 - Provisional' SURCHARGE issue the set of four fine used, odd small fault but a scarce set. (SG 17/20, Cat £178) - Est £75

Lot 609 - 1881 - 5c on ½r green 'Provisional' issue a mint pair with left hand stamp showing variety 'SPACE BETWEEN 'n' & 't' OF 'centavos' positions 29 & 30. Small thin on non variety stamp. Very scarce. (SG 18, Goodman #19a) - Est £50

Lot 610 - 1881 - 5c on ½r green 'Indian Woman' SURCHARGE issue a fine used copy. (SG 18, Cat £20) - Est £10

Lot 611 - 1881 - 5c on ½r green 'Indian Woman' SURCHARGE issue a fine mint strip of three. Uncommon in multiples. (SG 18, Cat £39) - Est £18

Lot 612 - 1881 - 5c on ½r green 'Indian Woman' SURCHARGE issue a fine unused copy. (SG 18, Cat £13) - Est £6

Lot 613 - 1881 - 5c on ½r green 'Indian Woman' SURCHARGE issue a fine mint copy with gum. (SG 18, Cat £13) - Est £8

Lot 614 - 1881 - 10c on 1r green & black 'Quetzal' SURCHARGE issue a fine mint copy with gum. (SG 19, Cat £27) - Est £18

Lot 615 - 1881 - 10c on 1r green & black 'Quetzal' SURCHARGE issue a fine lightly used copy. (SG 19, Cat £35) - Est £16

Lot 616 - 1881 - 10c on 1r green & black 'Quetzal' SURCHARGE issue a fine unused copy. (SG 19, Cat £27) - Est £12

Lot 617 - 1881 - 20c on 2r rose red 'Indian Woman' SURCHARGE issue a used copy with part manuscript cancel. Unusual. (SG 20, Cat £100) - Est £40

Lot 618 - 1881 - 20c on 2r rose red 'Indian Woman' SURCHARGE issue a mint copy, small thin on reverse. (SG 20, Cat £70) - Est £25

Lot 619 - 1886 - 5c deep violet LITHO 'Quetzal' issue a fine mint copy. Scarce stamp. (SG 33, Cat £60) - Est £30
Lot 620 - 1891 - 5c blue PSE (H&G B4) used with fine strike of COBAN 'Star' duplex cancel. Addressed to GUATEMALA CITY with arrival marks on reverse. - Est £12

Lot 621 - 1893 - Neat cover franked on reverse with single 1886 10c scarlet 'Quetzal' issue (SG 48) tied by small cork cancel with green CORREOS DE GUATEMALA cancel on front. Addressed to USA with transit and arrival marks. - Est £30

Lot 622 - 1894 - 2c on 100c brown, 10c on 75c pink and 10c on 200c orange yellow 'Wide Setting' plus 1c on 2c yellow brown, 2c on 100c brown, 6c on 150c prussian blue and 10c on 200c orange yellow 'Narrow Setting' all fine used (SG 51, 53/58, Cat £38+) - Est £18

Lot 623 - 1896 - 10c rose postal stationery envelope (H&G B5) used with octagonal SANTA LUCIA COTZUMALGUAPA cancel. Addressed to GUATEMALA CITY. - Est £20

Lot 624 - 1897 - 18c black 'Central American Exposition' issue a fine used copy. (SG 67) - Est £10

Lot 625 - 1900 - 20c rich purple, 25c yellow and 25c blue green 'Quetzal' issue all fine mint. (SG 106, 108/9, Cat £36+) - Est £18

Lot 626 - 1902 - Typeset 'Official' issue the set of five mint some with heavy hinge. (SG O127/O131, Cat £44) - Est £16

Lot 627 - 1902 - OFFICIAL ISSUE: Duplicated range with 1c green (1 mint, 1 unused), 2c red (2 mint, 1 unused & 1 forgery), 5c blue (1 mint, 1 unused & 2 used), 10c purple (2 mint, 2 used & 2 forgeries) and 25c orange (1 mint, 2 used & 3 forgeries one of which is "used"). (SG O127/O131, 23 stamps) - Est £25

Lot 628 - 1911 - 1c on 6c slate & bistre, a fine mint copy. (SG 143) - Est £20

Lot 629 - 1911 - 1c on 6c slate & bistre, a fine used copy. (SG 143) - Est £8

Lot 630 - 1913 - 12½c on 2p black & red orange with variety OVERPRINT INVERTED, a good mint copy, perfs slightly trimmed at base. (SG 151a) - Est £12

Lot 631 - 1916 - 25c on 2c black & lake with variety shifted overprint resulting in the lines CENTAVOS and VEINTICINCO being transposed (Centavos at top). A fine mint pair. It's thought that only one sheet occurred with this error. (SG 154 variety) - Est £30

Lot 632 - 1916 - 25c on 2c black & lake with variety OVERPRINT DOUBLE an unused copy. (SG 154c, Cat £21) - Est £10

Lot 633 - 1922 - 25c on 60c black & olive, a fine mint block of six with Overprint types A & B. (SG 186A & 186B, Cat £12) - Est £8

Lot 634 - 1922 - 25c on 90c black & red brown a fine mint bottom marginal block of fifteen with part imprint and opt types A & B. (SG 188A/B, Cat £36+) - Est £24

Lot 635 - 1922 - PROVISIONAL SURCHARGE ISSUES: Large lot of mint multiples and singles all with varied types of surcharges mainly A, B & C types including nice positional pieces, many different values represented. Super lot for study. (600+ stamps, SG Cat £1000+) - Est £100
Lot 636 - 1924 - 'Perkins Bacon' definitive issue the set of nine fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 202/210) - Est £10

Lot 637 - 1924 - 'Perkins Bacon' definitive issue and later 1926 'Waterlow' definitive issue (missing 2p 50c purple) every stamp fine cds used. (SG 202/210, 212/218 & 220/222) - Est £10

Lot 638 - 1924 - 15p black TRAIN issue 'Perkins Bacon' printing and later 1926 'Waterlow' printing both fine cds used. (SG 210 & 222) - Est £7

Lot 639 - 1926 - 2p - 15p 'Waterlow' definitive issue all the high values fine mint. (SG 218/222, Cat £15) - Est £7

Lot 640 - 1928 - 3c on 15p black, 5c on 15p black both Waterlow and Perkins Bacon printings, 15c on 15p black, 1930 2c on 3p green, 3c on 3p green and 4c on 3p green plus 3c deep purple with Primer Vuelo Postal Barrios - Miami' OPT all fine mint. (SG 239/241, 240a, 256/258 & 265, Cat £18+) - Est £9

Lot 641 - 1930 - Cover franked with block of four 1930 6c rose carmine AIR issue (SG 254) tied by boxed CORREO AEREO INTERNACIONAL 10 DIC 1930 GUATEMALA C.A. Cancels with small circular CORREOS DE GUATEMALA 'T' TAX marking subsequently crossed out in blue crayon. Addressed to USA with straight line CORREO AEREO in purple. This date is not listed as a first flight. - Est £30

Lot 642 - 1931 - Cover franked with 1929 pair 15c on 15p black TRAIN issue, 4c on 3p green AIR overprints and 1c olive TAX stamp (SG 241, 258 & 223) tied by QUEZALTENANGO cds's with large blue & white CORREO AERE GUATEMALA 'Arrow' airmail label alongside. Addressed to USA with BUZON No.2 marking on reverse. - Est £25

Lot 643 - 1941 - OFFICIAL MAIL: Headed 'Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores' official cover franked with pair 1929 3c green TRIANGLE Official issue (SG Q241) tied from by GUATEMALA PORTE OFICIAL cancel addressed to BELIZE, BRITISH HONDURAS with official cachet in purple and BELIZE arrival cds on reverse. - Est £20

Lot 644 - 1948 - 'Fourth Central American Games' issue set of five plus 1950 'Sixth Central American & Caribbean Games' issue set of six both UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 474/478 & 501/506) - Est £16

Lot 645 - 1960 - 'World Refugee Year' overprint issue set of eight UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 637/644) - Est £16

Lot 646 - 1963 - 6c grey blue & sepia 'Presidents Reunion' overprint issue, a fine UNMOUNTED MINT copy. (SG 677) - Est £5

Lot 647 - 1964 - 'President Kennedy Commemoration' issue the set of five fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 724/8) - Est £10

Lot 648 - 1990 - 'Sixth Central American and Caribbean University Games' issue the set of eight fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 1312/1319, Cat £19) - Est £10

Lot 649 - 1870-1970 - REVENUES & TELEGRAMS: Mixed range on pages with various types, overprints, mint & used etc. (34) - Est £16
Lot 650 - 1890-1898 - Useful lot of postal stationery inc 1890 3c rose PSC (H&G 4) used with QUEZALTENANGO cds to UK, 1890 5c blue PSE (H&G B4) with black COBAN 'Star' duplex to GUATEMALA CITY, 1894 10c rose PSE (H&G B5) used with blue COBAN cds to UK, 1896 3c rose PSC (H&G 4) used with SAN JOSE octagonal cancel to GERMANY, 1898 10c rose PSE (H&G B5) used with COLOMBA octagonal cancel to GERMANY and 1896 6c on 5c blue PSE (H&G B8) used from GUATEMALA CITY to SAN ANDRES OSUNA with two different SANTA LUCIA COTZUMALGUAPA transit cds's and OSUNA arrival cds. Odd small fault but a nice group. (6 items) - Est £75

Lot 651 - 1898-1902 - Range of overprints on REVENUE issue inc 1c perf 12 fine mint 2c on 1c perf 14 x 12 with variety OPT INVERTED, 2c on 1c perf 12 fine used and 1902 issue pair perf 12 x 14. (SG 88, 89, 89ca, 113c & 114d, Cat £47+) - Est £20

Lot 652 - 1902-1926 - OFFICIAL PERFINS: Small range with 1902 5c (2), 10c (2), 20c & 50c, 1924 15c, 50c, 2p50c & 3p (2) and 1926 6c, 50c, 3p (2) and 5p mostly fine used. (16) - Est £24

Lot 653 - 1919-1984 - Useful range of mint (many unmounted) sets & singles, mid to modern period inc SG 158/62, 244/5, 325/8, 0400/5, 444/6, 432/5, 447/8, 451/61, 547/53, 566/8, 595/7, 622, 740/4, 784/6, 810/3, 884/7, 927a block of six, 993/8 block of six & 1242/3. (87 stamps, Cat £71+) - Est £35


**Haiti**

Lot 655 - 1881 - 2c purple on greyish, 5c yellow green on greenish and 7c pale blue on bluish 'Liberty Head' issue all four margin copies fine cds used. (SG 2, 4 & 5a, Cat £28+) - Est £15

Lot 656 - 1881 - 2c purple on greyish, 3c olive bistre on cream, 5c yellow green on greenish, 7c pale blue on bluish and 20c red brown on buff 'Liberty Head' issue all fine four margin copies cds used. Excellent quality. (SG 2a, 3a, 4, 5a & 6, Cat £65+) - Est £35

Lot 657 - 1893 - 1c purple, 2c indigo, 5c orange vermilion, 7c scarlet & 20c brown 'Drooping Palms' issue all fine mint blocks of four. (SG 35/36 & 38/40, Cat £20+) - Est £15

Lot 658 - 1896 - 7c slate 'Drooping Palms' issue with variety IMPERF BETWEEN HORIZONTAL PAIR fine mint. (SG 45b) - Est £25

Lot 659 - 1905 - Cover to SWITZERLAND franked with single 1896 20c orange 'Drooping Palms' issue (SG 46) tied by blurred CAYES cds's with arrival cds on reverse. Roughly opened away from stamp. - Est £25

Lot 660 - 1927 - First Flight cover (6th September) franked with single 1924 50c black & orange (SG 302) tied by CAP HAITIEN cds and also by blue POSTES AVION HAITI 'Airplane' cachet. Addressed to PORT AU PRINCE with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £20

Lot 661 - 1939 - 'Port Au Prince Athletic Stadium Fund' issue the set of three fine mint. (SG 336/338) - Est £30
Lot 662 - 1948 - Correspondence of commercial airmail covers to USA all from same sender in PORT AU PRINCE one has HELP HAITI TO IRRIGATE / A.G. cachet and four have AIDEZ A L'IRRIGATION D'HAITI cachets all struck in blue. Interesting. (5 covers) - Est £16

Lot 663 - 1950 - Airmail cover franked 1946 50c brown & 1g black & 1949 5c green all tied by PORT AU PRINCE cds addressed to SWITZERLAND with small 'Via Airmail' Aeroplane cachet & straight line JUSQU'EN FRANCE cachet both in blue. - Est £12

Lot 664 - 1954 - 'Cent-cinquantenaire de L'Independence' Official Presentation booklet dated 1st Janvier 1954 containing all three sets issued on 1st January for the commemoration hinged on pages (SG 472/500) - Est £30

Lot 665 - 1961 - 'Parcel Post' issue the set of four UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG P757/P760) - Est £5

Lot 666 - 1898-1945 - POSTMARKS: Small range on card with various types inc CAP HAITIEN (3), GRANDE RIVIERE DU NORD (poor strike), GONAIVES (3), JACMEL, AQUIN (4), . . . LEGOANE (?), PETIT GOAVE (2), PORT AU PRINCE (3), JEREMIE (3), ST MARC, PORT DE PAIX (2) & CAYES (2) plus additional range of 21 stamps with MARITIME cancels inc LIGNE F, Dutch types, German types & partial CANAL ZONE etc. Mixed condition. (47 stamps) - Est £25


**Honduras**

Lot 668 - 1878 - 1c violet, 2c brown, ½r black, 2r blue, 4r vermilion & 1p orange yellow 'Morazan' issue, all original printings mint with full gum. Underrated issue due to the huge amount of reprints. (SG 31/33 & 35/37, Cat £20+) - Est £12

Lot 669 - 1890 - 1890 20c vermilion 'Seebeck' issue IMPERF PROOF in unissued colour plus 1891 20c green & 25c claret 'Bogran' issue IMPERF PROOFS in unissued/issued colours. All fine. (As SG 49, 60 & 61) - Est £20

Lot 670 - 1891 - 10p orange & purple 'Bogran' issue imperf COLOUR TRIAL on thin white paper. Small faults. (As SG 69) - Est £15

Lot 671 - 1903 - Circa 1903 Cover franked with 1903 5c deep blue and 10c brown 'Guardiola' issue (SG 120 & 122) with stamps tied in transit by oval NEW ORLEANS cancels. Addressed to FRANCE. Fine cover. - Est £35

Lot 672 - 1910 - 1c on 20c ultramarine 'Medina' issue a fine used copy. (SG 137) - Est £5

Lot 673 - 1911 - 50c brown 'Hass' issue BISECTED vertically & tied on small piece by 'Lines' cancel. A scarcer value bisected. (SG 146) - Est £20

Lot 674 - 1911 - Study lot of HASS issue duplicated with mint/unused values inc 50c brown (2) and 1p olive (5) and used to 1p (2). All fine condition + odd pmk. (50+ stamps) - Est £10
Lot 675 - 1913 - 'Provisional' SURCHARGE issue the set of eight fine used. (SG 178/185 Cat £19) - Est £10
Lot 676 - 1913 - 'Provisional' SURCHARGE issue the set of eight good mint/unused. (SG 178/185 Cat £22) - Est £10
Lot 677 - 1913 - Duplicated mint/unused & used range of 'Surcharges' on HASS issue, most values present inc some pairs, pmks etc. High cat value, useful lot for study. (60+ stamps, SG 159/166) - Est £40
Lot 678 - 1913 - Duplicated mint/unused & used range of 'Surcharges' on LITHO issue, most values present inc some pairs, pmks etc. High cat value, useful lot for study. (90 stamps, SG 178/185) - Est £45
Lot 679 - 1914 - Registered cover franked on reverse with strip of three 1911 10c blue (SG 144) tied by LINES cancels with SANTA ROSA cds and nice boxed SANTA ROSA registration marking in purple on front. Addressed to USA with various transit and arrival markings. - Est £30
Lot 680 - 1915 - 6c bright mauve 'Litho' issue opt 'OFICIAL' in black. A fine mint copy. Rare. (Unlisted in SG, Scott O52a) - Est £75
Lot 681 - 1924 - 1c olive green 'Herrera' issue IMPERF BETWEEN HORIZONTAL PAIR fine used. (SG 215 variety) - Est £12
Lot 682 - 1924 - 1c olive green 'Herrera' issue a good used IMPERF BETWEEN VERTICAL PAIR. (SG 215 variety) - Est £12
Lot 683 - 1925 - 1c blue, 1c carmine & 1c buff 'Inauguration of President Baraona' issue IMPERF all fine mint. (SG 222B, 223B & 225B, Cat £28+) - Est £15
Lot 684 - 1925 - 1c carmine & 1c red 'Inauguration of President Baraona' issue PERFORATED both fine mint. (SG 223A & 226A, Cat £66+) - Est £30
Lot 685 - 1925 - 1c green 'Inauguration of President Baraona' issue PERFORATED a fine UNMOUNTED MINT copy. (SG 226Aa, Cat £50) - Est £30
Lot 686 - 1930 - 2c red 'Air' opt on Official issue (opt in red). Mint, some perf staining but a very scarce stamp. (Sanabria 60, only 250 were overprinted) - Est £40
Lot 687 - 1932 - Long registered official cover headed 'Direction Generale des Postes' franked with 1932 10c blue green, 50c violet and 1p orange External AIR opt issue (SG 350g, 350j & 350k) tied by 'Lines' cancel with TEGUCIGALPA cds and boxed registration marking alongside. Sent airmail to MONTEVIDEO URUGUAY with transit and arrival marks on reverse. Address partially rubbed out and central fold but a scarce franking. - Est £35
Lot 688 - 1932 - Long registered official cover headed 'Direction Generale des Postes' franked with pair 1930 50c red Official AIR opt issue (SG O323) tied by 'Lines' cancel with TEGUCIGALPA cds and boxed registration marking alongside. Addressed to BARRANQUILLA sent airmail via SAN LORENZO
(Valle) with transit mark on reverse and flown by SCADTA on arrival in Colombia with BOGOTA transit and BARRANQUILLA SCADTA arrival cds's. Central fold. A Scarce cover. - Est £45

Lot 689 - 1933 - Long cover with return address on reverse of 'Coxenhole, Ruatan' franked with 2 x 1931 10c brown with 'T. S. de C.' overprint in green one stamp showing variety OPT DOUBLE (SG 332 & 332a, some toned perfs) tied by LA CEIBA cds's in bright magenta. Addressed to UK. Couple of creases but nice variety on cover. - Est £25

Lot 690 - 1940 - Circa 1940. American Banknote Co. CONSULAR REVENUE Specimens all denominated in 'US GOLD' currency, 10c green, 50c red, $1 blue, $10 brown & $25 green all with red SPECIMEN overprint & small hole punch. (5) - Est £25

Lot 691 - 1946 - 'Hamilton Banknote Co.' definitive issue set of nine inc both types of 8c fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 457/465) - Est £10

Lot 692 - 1950 - MARITIME: Cover franked with 1939 2c vermilion (SG 386) tied by straight line PAQUEBOT marking with BELIZE BRITISH HONDURAS cds alongside and 'M V CUBAHAMA' ship marking in violet. Addressed to USA. - Est £15

Lot 693 - 1953 - 'United Nations' issue set of nine fine mint. (SG 523/531, Cat £45) - Est £25

Lot 694 - 1954 - Internal airmail cover franked pair 1c & 9c tied by LINES cancel with TELA cds. Addressed to TEGUCIGALPA with fine strike of RECEIBIDA EN EL ESTADO QUE PRESENTA (Received in the condition presented) cachet in violet (the cover appears as though it was opened in transit. arrival cds also on reverse. - Est £18

Lot 695 - 1956 - 'Anniversary of United nations' overprint issue, the set of nine fine mint. (SG 542/550) - Est £16

Lot 696 - 1958 - 'Bi-National Centre Commemoration' issue the set of ten fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 580/9) - Est £10

Lot 697 - 1958 - SIGNATURE CONTROLS: Long registered airmail cover franked with 1956 60c black & orange and 1957 5c & 2L 'Revolution of 21st Oct 1956' issue all three with small 'R Estrada S' SIGNATURE CONTROL opts tied by 'Lines' cancel with SERV NOCTURNO TEGUCIGALPA cds alongside with boxed registration marking all in purple. Addressed to HOLLAND. - Est £30

Lot 698 - 1959 - '150th Anniversary of Birth of President Lincoln of USA' issue set of twelve fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 590/601) - Est £12

Lot 699 - 1959 - '150th Anniversary of Birth of President Lincoln of USA' OFICIAL overprint issue set of twelve fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG O602/13) - Est £8

Lot 700 - 1960 - Circa 1960 Engraved 1L green & 2L brown REVENUE PROOFS with inscription tablet blank printed by 'Thomas Greg & Sons' perforated gum. - Est £20

Lot 701 - 1961 - 16c on 10c 'Flag' issue and 16c on 12c 'Morales' issue surcharged postal stationery airmletters, both fine unused. - Est £16
Lot 702 - 1965 - 'Death Centenary of Father Subriana' issue set of eight plus the miniature sheet and the 1966 'Pope Pauls Visit to UN' OPT on the same issue all UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 662/669, MS670 & 675/681, Cat £47) - Est £24

Lot 703 - 1975 - 'Centenary of the UPU' issue the set of twelve and miniature sheet all fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 855/866 & MS867, Cat £30) - Est £15

Lot 704 - 1978 - Two pages from a passport one with 4 x 5L orange REVENUES tied by straight line ANULADO & CANCELADA cancels and the other with pair 10L red similarly cancelled. Various other cachets & markings on front & back. - Est £12

Lot 705 - 1913-1935 - Useful range of mainly mint or unused on stock sheet with better noted inc high values to 1p, opts & surcharges etc. Inc SG B176/7, 178/185, 187a tete beche pair, 212, 238, 297/8, 266, 252 perf & imperf, 251, 281, 305b inverted opt, 295, 300, O321 pair, 349, 302/4, 350f, 350j, 350k, 351/3, 369/73 & 375. (50 stamps, SG Cat £90+) - Est £35

Lot 706 - 1930-1965 - Small stockcard of UNMOUNTED MINT issues inc AIR opts SG 293/5, SG 444, 380 & Churchill opt issue SG 671/3. (8 stamps, SG Cat £17+) - Est £8

Lot 707 - 1964-1992 - Group of modern miniature sheets with SG MS699 unmounted mint, MS940 Argentine Football Victory OPT issue unmounted mint (SG Cat £41), MS1112 used, MS1092 used crease and 1964 Kennedy miniature sheet with 'Olympics' overprint (unlisted in SG) unmounted mint but creased. (5 items) - Est £25

**Hong Kong**

Lot 708 - 1862 - 8c yellow buff QV 'First Issue' (No wmk) an unused copy, good looking with slight grease mark on NG of HONG in top tablet and slightly weak upper left corner, otherwise a decent copy of a scarce stamp. (SG 2, Cat £650) - Est £75

Lot 709 - 1863 - 6c lilac QV issue wmk Crown CC a fine used copy with blue 'B62' barred numeral cancel. (SG 10) - Est £7

Lot 710 - 1863 - 8c pale dull orange, 12c pale blue & 30c mauve plus 1880 10c mauve, 1882 10c green and 1885 20c on 30c orange red QV issues all fine used. (SG 11, 12a, 16, 30, 37a & 40, Cat £43+) - Est £15

Lot 711 - 1877 - 16c yellow QV issue a fine used copy, couple of nibbled perfs at base. (SG 22, Cat £65) - Est £20

Lot 712 - 1941 - 'Centenary of British Occupation' issue set to 25c fine mint. (SG 163/167, Cat £40) - Est £15

Lot 713 - 1954 - 5c orange, 15c green, 20c brown, 25c scarlet, 30c pale grey, 50c reddish purple and $1 orange & green QE2 issue all fine mint. (SG 178, 180, 181/2, 183a, 185 & 187, Cat £38+) - Est £15

Lot 714 - 1962 - QE2 'Definitive' issue with watermark upright, the set of fifteen fine mint. (SG 196/210) - Est £75
Lot 715 - 1860-1960 - Small mixed range on couple of stock sheets early to modern with better early QV issues plus some later higher values. Mixed condition. (100++) - Est £35

Lot 716 - 1863-1980 - Useful range of oddments on stocksheet with better values throughout inc QV issues 5c on 18c SG 24 used but thinned, 8a, 48a, 49, 7c on 10c green SG 43 all used 4c carmine SG 57 mint, SG 58, 158 used, Centenary of British Occupation issue set to 25c mint SG 163/167, few QE2 High values used on piece, couple of Frama labels, few Revenues, unusual QV 6c grey Forgery & range of CHINA opts. (90+ stamps, SG Cat £230 approx) - Est £45

**India**

Lot 717 - 1855 - 4a black on blue glazed paper two used copies one on piece & 8a carmine on blue glazed paper heavily used. (SG 35 & 36, Cat £46) - Est £15

Lot 718 - 1865 - 8a carmine 'Die 1' and 1868 8a rose 'Die 2' both good used. (SG 65 & 73, cat £80+) - Est £20

Lot 719 - 1892 - USED IN PERSIA: ½a blue green QV issue used on small piece with full strike of large BUSHIRE squared circle cancel dated JUL 2 1900. (SG 85) - Est £15

Lot 720 - 1892 - USED IN PERSIA: 1a plum green QV issue used on small piece with almost full strike of small BUSHIRE squared circle cancel dated APR 26 1892. (SG 89) - Est £12

Lot 721 - 1911 - 3p grey, ½a bright green, 1a rose carmine, 2a purple, 2a 6p ultramarine, 3a orange, 4a deep olive, 6a yellow bistre & 8a purple wmk single star and also 1926 8a reddish purple wmk multi star, all fine mint. (SG 151, 157, 159, 166, 170, 172, 174, 177, 182 & 212, Cat £50+) - Est £18

Lot 722 - 1937 - 'GVI' issue set to 1r fine mint. (SG 247/259, Cat £85) - Est £28

Lot 723 - 1943 - AZAD HIND: Nice group of mint 'Azad Hind' labels almost all different with various values to 12a perf & imperf. (12 labels) - Est £15

**Indian States**

Lot 724 - 1936 - BHOPAL: ½a - 8a Official 'SERVICE' opt issue plus additional shade of the ½a all fine mint. (SG O336/40 & O336d, Cat £25+) - Est £12

Lot 725 - 1879-1901 - BHOR: 'Native' issues all three stamps fine used. Scarce & underrated. (SG 1/3) - Est £35

Lot 726 - 1935 - BIJAWAR: 3p brown & 6p carmine mint and 6p carmine cds used plus later 3p brown roulettet mint. (SG 1/2 & 6, Cat £24) - Est £10

Lot 727 - 1944 - IDAR: 4a vermilion BOOKLET PANE of four unused with some backing paper attached. Scarce. (SG 6) - Est £30
Lot 728 - 1912 - KISHANGARH: ¾a ultramarine 'Half Tone' issue on thick white paper a fine unused copy, small thin. (SG 53) - Est £6

Lot 729 - 1913 - KISHANGARH: ¾a blue with variety KISHANGAHR plus a normal example both fine unused. (SG 59 & 59d) - Est £5

Lot 730 - 1893 - NANDGAON: 1a rose on LAID paper, imperf fine unused. Rare. (SG 6ba, Cat £200) - Est £95

Lot 731 - 1877 - NAWANAGAR: 1 doc deep ultramarine 'First' issue imperf on LAID paper, a fine used copy. (SG 1) - Est £12

Lot 732 - 1913 - ORCHHA: 'Unissued' types ¾a red, 2a yellow & 4a green all perforated plus 1a violet & 4a green Imperf, all mint/unused. (See note on SG T2) - Est £20

Lot 733 - 1878 - SIRMOOR: 1p pale green and 1p blue on LAID paper both unused with part gum, the 1p blue has been separated by scissors and is imperf at top & left (not unusual at this date) well clear of design. (SG 1/2) - Est £10

Lot 734 - 1949 - TRAVANCORE-COCHIN: 4p on 8ca carmine OFFICIAL issue a fine unused block of six, perf 12 with variety IMPERF BETWEEN HORIZONTALLY creating three vertical Imperf between pairs. Nice multiple. (SG O10fb) - Est £10

Lot 735 - 1949 - TRAVANCORE-COCHIN - REVENUES: 5np on 1a red 'Revenue' issue with additional 'T..C.' & 'KERALA' opts in black. Fine used. Not listed in Koeppel & Manners. - Est £15

**Iraq**

Lot 736 - 1918 - Surcharges on Turkish postage stamps, the set of fourteen (missing the ¾a on 5pa) fine cds used. (SG 2/14, Cat £50) - Est £20

Lot 737 - 1919 - MOSUL ISSUE: Surcharges on Turkish Revenue stamps, the basic set of six plus the two types of 1a and 4a all fine mint. (SG 1/5 7, 7d & 8, Cat £28+) - Est £12

Lot 738 - 1923 - 2r olive bistre 'Sunni Mosque, Muadhddam' issue fine mint. (SG 51, Cat £55) - Est £22

Lot 739 - 1923 - 'ON STATE SERVICE' official overprint issue the set of twelve (missing the 8a) fine cds used. (SG O54/O65, Cat £100) - Est £40

Lot 740 - 1923 - 5r orange & 10r lake 'Pictorial' issue both top values fine cds used. (SG 52/53) - Est £14

Lot 741 - 1931 - 2r yellow brown superb cds used, 1941 10f yellow buff fine mint & 1d turquoise green perf 14½ x 14 fine cds used on piece. (SG 89, 215 & 229a) - Est £10

Lot 742 - 1941 - 'On State Service' Official overprint issue set of twenty five plus numerous perforation varieties all fine mint. Thirty three different stamps in all including both ½d and 1d varieties. Scarce assembly. (SG O230/O254, Cat £135+) - Est £65
Lot 743 - 1942 - 'Boy' portrait issue the set of eight fine UNMOUNTED MINT blocks of six. (SG 255/262) - Est £5

Lot 744 - 1948 - 'Definitive' issue fine mint range to 1D, only missing 6 values from the entire set of twenty six and all the high values are present. (SG 271/2, 274/6, 278/81, 283, 285/6, 288/9 & 291/296, Cat £124+) - Est £45

Lot 745 - 1948 - Range of 'Aid for Palestine' TAX stamps with SG T324 (2 used), T329 used, T330 (3 used), T331 (1 used & 1 unused) & T337 mint with part gum. Odd small fault. (9 stamps, SG Cat £138+) - Est £35

Lot 746 - 1958 - 12f brown olive - 1d emerald with 'Republic' overprint, all fine mint. (SG 419/425, Cat £101) - Est £35

Lot 747 - 1958 - 1d green with 'Iraqi Republic' Arabic overprint top value both postage and Official types fine mint. (SG 425 & O481, Cat £33+) - Est £10

Lot 748 - 1958 - 1f blue with 'Republic' overprint a fine mint vertical pair with lower stamp showing variety LINES OF OVERPRINT TRANSPPOSED. Scarce variety. (SG 443 & 443a) - Est £30

Lot 749 - 1973 - 500f 'International History Congress' overprint issue fine cds used. Tiny nick at base but scarce. (SG 1096, Cat £55) - Est £15

Lot 750 - 1958-1968 - Small range of mint (most UNMOUNTED) sets & single inc SG 506, 511, 507/9, 563/71, 640/2 &823/4. (19 stamps, SG Cat £22+) - Est £8

**Kenya Uganda & Tanganyika**

Lot 751 - 1898 - UGANDA: 5r brown QV issue a postally used copy with blurred cds, but couple of small tears & other faults. A Space filler. (SG 91, Cat £100) - Est £15

Lot 752 - 1903 - BRITISH EAST AFRICA: 8d grey & pale blue EVII issue a fine cds used copy. (SG 8, Cat £40) - Est £12

Lot 753 - 1926 - Large registered cover franked with 1922 10c black & 1/- green 'Kenya & Uganda' issue (SG 80 & 87, the 10c has a surface rub) tied by NAKURU cds's with NAKURU blue & white formula registration label. Addressed to UK with NAIROBI transit cds on reverse. A little worn in places but nice high value franking. - Est £20

Lot 754 - 1927 - 30c black & bright blue GV issue a fine mint copy. Key value. (SG 98a) - Est £12

Lot 755 - 1930 - TANGANYIKA: Sepia PPC 'Evening on the Indian Ocean' franked with pair 1927 5c black & green GV issue (SG 93) tied by fine TANGA cds with second strike alongside, addressed locally. Very Fine. - Est £15

Lot 756 - 1935 - 2/- lake & purple and 3/- blue & black GV issue both fine mint. (SG 119/120) - Est £8

Lot 757 - 1935 - OHMS airmail cover inscribed 'Uganda Protectorate' addressed to UK franked 10c black, 2 x 15c red, 2 x 20c orange & 50c grey GV 'Kenya & Uganda' issue (SG 80, 82, 83 & 85) all tied by ENTEBE UGANDA cds's. Some folds & minor faults but an attractive franking. - Est £15
Lot 758 - 1938 - 10c red brown & orange GVI issue perf 14, a fine mint copy. (SG 134b, Cat £120) - Est £40

Lot 759 - 1938 - 15c black & rose red GVI issue both types perf 13¼ and 13¾ x 13¾. Fine mint. (SG 137 & 137a) - Est £10

Lot 760 - 1938 - 2/- lake brown & purple brown GVI issue perf 13¼ x 13¾ a fine mint copy. (SG 146b) - Est £10

Lot 761 - 1954 - 1/- blue on yellow BOOKLET Complete with 4 x 5c & 8 x 10c QE2 issue. Fine. (SG SB6) - Est £5

Lot 762 - 1958 - 15c on 10c carmine 'QE2' postal stationery card with 'POSTAGE 15c' opt in black. A fine unused copy. Rare. (H&G 14, unpriced) - Est £95

Lot 763 - 1919-1938 - Small range of mint oddments on stocksheets inc SG 64 block of four, 76/7, 81a, 84/5, 110 & 111 strips of three, 112 (3), 113, 114 pair, 116, 131/2, 134 & 137. (30 stamps, SG Cat £96+) - Est £32

Lot 764 - 1923-1928 - Original commercial correspondence to 'Lady Elizabeth Byng (later Lady Lafone) at Wrotham Park Barnet or other locations consisting of covers franked with the 'Kenya & Uganda' GV issue, many addressed internally to ELMENETTA with various postmarks noted inc ENTEBE, GILGIL, MOMBASA, NAIROBI, RONGOI, ELMENETITA, NJORO, KISUMU, THIKA, NARRO MORU (1926 date, Rare) & NANYUKI. Also group of incoming covers from GB inc REG & newspaper wrappers and a nice GV 1½d tied by super MOMBASA PAQUEBOT cds. The condition is very mixed with many covers roughly opened and in need of a bit of TLC, however a really interesting original lot. (34 items) - Est £95

Lot 765 - 1926-1929 - Small correspondence of covers to UK all franked with 'Kenya & Uganda' GV issue (mainly 20c yellow) from various originations inc postmarks of GIL GIL, ENTEBE, ELBURGON (Scare first type) and NJORO inc EAP type & later KENYA type. Mixed condition, some are roughly opened with tears. Interesting lot. (9 items) - Est £40

Lot 766 - 1958-1980 - REVENUES: 10c on 1/- purple TANGANYIKA 'KODI' revenue with boxed STAMP DUTY 10 CENTS opt in black fine used. Scarce. (Barefoot #17, Cat £25) - Est £15

**Kuwait**

Lot 767 - 1956 - 'QE2' surcharge issue, the set of nine fine mint. (SG 110/119) - Est £10

Lot 768 - 1957 - 'QE2' surcharge issue the set of eleven fine mint. (SG 120/130) - Est £6

Lot 769 - 1958 - 'Independence' issue set of thirteen fine mint. (SG 131/143) - Est £12

Lot 770 - 1961 - 'New Currency' issue the set of eighteen fine mint. (SG 146/163) - Est £25

Lot 771 - 1969 - Pair of airmail covers to UK both with very attractive frankings inc many different issues the small cover has Airplane issue SG 430 & 432/3, 441 & 438 and the long cover has SG 419, 230, 430, 433, 436, 441, 438 & 327 both covers with KUWAIT cds's. - Est £8
Lot 772 - 1952-1957 - 1952 'QE2' issue & 1957 New Currency 'QE2' issue both sets fine mint. (SG 93/102 & 120/130) - Est £10

Lot 773 - 1953-1971 - Small range of mint (most UNMOUNTED) sets inc SG 103/6, 396/9, 492/3, 508/9, 570/1 & 627/9. (17 stamps, SG Cat £27+) - Est £10

**Labuan**

Lot 774 - 1880 - Small range of QV Head issues inc 1880 2c green Crown CC unused toned, 1885 2c rose red wmk Crown CA mint, 1891 6c on 8c mauve and 1892 used, 1892 No wmk issue 2c rose lake (3 mint), 6c green used, 8c pale violet & 10c sepia brown both mint. (SG 5, 30, 35, 39, 40, 41a & 43a Cat £93+) - Est £30

Lot 775 - 1894 - 5c green & black perf 14½-15 a fine mint copy. (SG 65, Cat £32) - Est £12

Lot 776 - 1894 - 5c black & green compound perf 12 x 13½ a mint copy. Couple of light tone spots. (SG 65b, Cat £55) - Est £12

**Leeward Islands**

Lot 777 - 1938 - 3d orange GVI issue on chalk surfaced paper, a fine mint copy. (SG 107, Cat £35) - Est £15

Lot 778 - 1890-1947 - Small group of POSTMARKS with ST PETERS ANTIGUA (2 strikes one on QV ½d) , ALL SAINTS ANTIGUA, A12 numeral (St Kitts), 3 different MONTSERRAT cds's, PLYMOUTH MONTSERRAT cds, A08 numeral (Montserrat), NEVIS cds & GVI 3d with CEDAR GROVE ANTIGUA cds. (11 stamps) - Est £25

Lot 779 - 1938-1954 - Range of mint GVI issues inc key types with 1d shades, 2d grey, 2½d, 6d & 1/- (2 different), also 1d block of four, UPU set & Silver Wedding. (28 stamps) - Est £10

**Malaya & States**

Lot 780 - 1932-1990 - Cover lot inc 1941 Singapore to UK censored in Singapore, 1932 GB 1½d brown tied PAQUEBOT SINGAPORE to UK roughly opened, 1939 3 covers to UK all with Straits Settlements 8c grey GVI issue tied by various PENANG cancels, 1935 5c Silver Jubilee issue on long cover sent locally in Singapore, couple of unused Federation airletters & one used in 1958 with added stamps from KUANTAN to USA & 2 1990's PS airletters used. (11 items) - Est £25

Lot 781 - 1880 - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS: 10c on 12c ultramarine 'QV' issue, a fine used copy. (SG 45) - Est £6

Lot 782 - 1902 - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS: $5 dull green & brown orange EVII issue wmk 'Crown CA' and later $5 dull green & brown orange wmk 'Multi Crown CA' both fiscally used spacefillers. (SG 121 & 138, Cat £360) - Est £30
Lot 783 - 1912 - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS: $1 black & red on blue GV issue both types wmk 'Multi Crown CA' and 'Script CA' both used with parcel post cds's. (SG 210 & 239) - Est £5

Lot 784 - 1904 - FEDERATED MALAY STATES: 5c green and carmine on pale yellow TIGER issue on chalk surfaced paper a fine mint block of four. (SG 39e, Cat £52) - Est £25

Lot 785 - 1925 - FEDERATED MALAY STATES: Two covers on 'Selangor Club, Kuala Lumpur' stationery one franked 1922 6c orange 'Tiger' issue (SG 63) tied by KUALA LUMPUR cds to UK and the second a similar cover but double rate with a pair 6c orange. (2) - Est £15

Lot 786 - 1910 - JOHORE: 10c dull purple & black a fine mint copy. (SG 84, Cat £55) - Est £20

Lot 787 - 1884-1919 - JOHORE: Small mint range inc odd OPT on Straits Settlements & later deffins inc 25c value etc. (17 stamps, SG Cat £41) - Est £12

Lot 788 - 1912 - KEDAH: First definitive issue range 1c to 20c fine cds used. (SG 1/7, Cat £12+) - Est £5

Lot 789 - 1912 - KEDAH: First definitive issue set to $1 fine mint. (SG 1/11, Cat £60+) - Est £20

Lot 790 - 1921 - KEDAH: Duplicated USED range of the Third definitive issue with values to 50c plus Type 2 printings 10c (2 copies), 25c (2 copies) & 30c all with cds cancels. (SG 26/32 & 34/36, Cat £61+) - Est £20

Lot 791 - 1921 - KEDAH: 4c deep carmine, 20c black & yellow green, 21c mauve & purple, 30c black & rose and 40c black & purple all fine mint. (SG 29 & 31/34, Cat £17) - Est £6

Lot 792 - 1921 - KEDAH: 40c black & purple and 50c brown & grey blue 'Type 1' printing both fine cds used. (SG 35 & 36, Cat £74) - Est £25

Lot 793 - 1921 - KEDAH: 40c black & purple and 50c brown & grey blue 'Type 2' printing both fine cds used. (SG 35b & 36b, Cat £35+) - Est £12

Lot 794 - 1921 - KEDAH: 50c brown & grey blue with variety CROWN TO LEFT OF CA in watermark. A fine mint copy. (SG 36aw, Cat £40) - Est £16

Lot 795 - 1922 - KEDAH: 2c green wmk Crown CA and 1c brown, 3c deep purple, 4c deep carmine & 10c blue & sepia all wmk Script CA with 'MALAYA - BORNEO EXHIBITION' opt fine mint. (SG 41, 45/48, Cat £22) - Est £10

Lot 796 - 1922 - KEDAH: 12c black & indigo cds used and 35c purple fine mint. (SG 58/9, Cat £13+) - Est £5

Lot 797 - 1953 - KEDAH: Long Registered cover franked 10c purple & 20c blue (SG 82, 84a) tied by fine SUNGEI PATANI cds with blue & white formula registration label. Addressed to the RASC (Royal Army Service Corps) who were actively fighting the communists at the time. Various arrival marks on reverse. - Est £20

Lot 798 - 1957 - KEDAH: 1c to $1 & $5 all fine mint. (SG 92/100 & 102, Cat £, Cat £65+) - Est £20

Lot 799 - 1949 - MALACCA: 'GVI' definitive issue set to $2 fine mint. (SG 3/16, Cat £61+) - Est £25
Lot 800 - 1961 - NATIONAL ISSUES: 1c 'Flower' issue (As SG 166 of Johore) nine corner blocks of fifteen plus one block of four ONE FOR EACH DIFFERENT STATE PRESENT (except Trengannu) and all showing the 'CATERPILLAR' Plate Flaw (Row 5/3) UNMOUNTED MINT. (10 blocks) - Est £45

Lot 801 - 1882 - P.O.s IN THAILAND: 2c pale rose QV issue with 'B' opt in black a fine mint copy. (SG 15) - Est £40

Lot 802 - 1950 - PAHANG: 'GVI' definitive issue set to $2 fine mint. (SG 53/72, Cat £29+) - Est £12

Lot 803 - 1889-1899 - PAHANG: Small mint range inc 2c carmine OPT on Straits Settlements issue & tigers to 5c & 4c opt. (6 stamps, SG Cat £32) - Est £10

Lot 804 - 1949 - PENANG: 'GVI' definitive issue set to $2 fine mint. (SG 3/21, Cat £74+) - Est £30

Lot 805 - 1949 - PENANG: 'GVI' issue set of twenty (missing the 8c carmine) all fine used. (SG 3/22, Cat £38) - Est £15

Lot 806 - 1949 - PENANG: $1 blue & purple and $2 green & scarlet GVI issue both fine mint. (SG 20/21) - Est £18

Lot 807 - 1950 - PERAK: 'GVI' definitive issue set to $2 fine mint plus 4c & 5c shades. (SG 128/147, Cat £62+) - Est £25

Lot 808 - 1961 - PERAK: Cover addressed to a Tea Estate in TAIPING (Perak) franked with 2 x 1957 2c orange tied by fine GRIK village postmarks. - Est £6

Lot 809 - 1883 - SELANGOR: 2c pale rose opt SELANGOR (Type 4 - N wide), a fine unused copy no gum. (SG 22, Cat £170) - Est £45

Lot 810 - 1895 - SELANGOR: 50c black & green 'Tiger' issue fine fiscally used with neat large court cds. (SG 60, Cat £120) - Est £15

Lot 811 - 1935 - SELANGOR: Definitive issue set of eighteen (missing three values the 2c orange, 3c green & 15c ultramarine) all fine cds used. (SG 68/85, Cat £30+) - Est £10

Lot 812 - 1949 - SELANGOR: 'GVI' definitive issue set to $2 fine mint. (SG 90/109, Cat £51+) - Est £20

Lot 813 - 1949 - TRENGANNU: 'GVI' definitive issue set to $2 (missing the 25c & 40c) fine mint. (SG 90/109, Cat £46+) - Est £15

Lot 814 - 1957 - TRENGANNU: 1c to $1 plus shades of 2c & perf variety of 50c plus $5 all fine mint. (SG 116/125, 117a, 124a & 127, Cat £42+) - Est £16

**Mauritius**

Lot 815 - 1859 - 4d rose QV issue (no watermark) a superb used copy with part circular PAID cancel. (SG 48) - Est £10

Lot 816 - 1862 - 6d slate 'Britannia' issue perf 14-16 a fine lightly used copy, part cds at top right. (SG 54) - Est £30
Lot 817 - 1863 - 2d pale blue QV issue a fine unused copy, couple of nibbled perfs at left. (SG 59, Cat £70) - Est £15

Lot 818 - 1863 - 6d yellow green QV issue wmk Crown CC, a superb unused copy, fine colour. (SG 64, Cat £190) - Est £40

Lot 819 - 1876 - ½d on 9d dull purple and ½d on 10d maroon both fine unused. (SG 76/77) - Est £8

Lot 820 - 1877 - ½d on 10d rose and 1d on 4d rose carmine both good mint copies. (SG 79/80) - Est £10

Lot 821 - 1878 - 17c on 4d rose QV issue a fine unused copy. Slight thin. Expertised 'Gustafson' on reverse. (SG 87, Cat £160) - Est £30

Lot 822 - 1903 - 15c on 15c ultramarine EXPRESS DELIVERY overprint issue normal and INLAND type both fine mint. (SG E1 & E3) - Est £6

Lot 823 - 1921 - Range of GV issues with some duplication various values & shades to 1r noted 4c green, 6c sepia, 10c red Die 1, 20c prussian blue Die 2 & 1r Die1, all fine mint plus 1935 5c, 12c & 20c Silver Jubilee issue. (SG Cat £130+) - Est £40

Lot 824 - 1858-1938 - Good collection in stockbook, some duplication with many better stamps from early QV issues, surcharges, CANCELLED opts, GV issues with many values to 1r & 2r 50c later GVI range fine mint. Will reward sorting. (100's) - Est £65

Mexico

Lot 825 - 1848 - Stampless cover from SOMBRERETE to DURANGO with fair strike of straight line 'italic' SOMBRERETE marking in black with large '2' rate marking alongside. - Est £15

Lot 826 - 1849 - Prestamp cover from SOMBRERETE to DURANGO with good strike of italic 'SOMBRERETE' marking and large '2' rate handstamp in black. Also endorsed 'Mayo 31' in manuscript. - Est £20

Lot 827 - 1850 - Stampless cover from PARRAL to DURANGO with fine strike of boxed straight line PARRAL marking in red with '2' rate marking alongside. - Est £20

Lot 828 - 1852 - Stampless cover from SOMBRERETE to DURANGO with fine strike of straight line 'Block Capitals' SOMBRERETE marking in black with large '2' rate marking alongside. - Est £20

Lot 829 - 1852 - Stampless cover from OAXACA to PUEBLA with fine strike of boxed OAXACA marking in black with straight line 'FRANCA' alongside. Tear at top left but would be easily repaired. - Est £20

Lot 830 - 1853 - Stampless cover with fine strike of straight line SAIN ALTO marking in red with manuscript 'No 13' date added and handstruck 'I' rate marking alongside. Addressed to SOMBRERETE. Some light tones. - Est £25

Lot 831 - 1856 - ½r blue, 1r yellow (3 copies), 2r green and 4r vermilion (2 copies) HIDALGO issue all sound copies, mixed margins with various different district overprints. (SG 1/4, Cat £195 as cheapest) - Est £60
Lot 832 - 1856 - ½r blue HIDALGO issue with S.L.POTOSI district opt, a fine mint four margin copy with full O.G. (SG 1a, Cat £40) - Est £25

Lot 833 - 1856 - ½r blue HIDALGO issue with TAMPICO district opt, a fine unused copy, four close margins (SG 1a, Cat £40) - Est £20

Lot 834 - 1856 - ½r blue HIDALGO issue with TOLUCA district opt, a fine unused copy, mixed margins, touching in two places at bottom. (SG 1a, Cat £40) - Est £16

Lot 835 - 1856 - ½r blue HIDALGO issue with MORELIA district opt, a fine unused copy, good margins, touching at bottom. (SG 1a, Cat £40) - Est £18

Lot 836 - 1856 - ½r blue HIDALGO issue with PUEBLA district opt, a fine unused copy, four margins. (SG 1a, Cat £40) - Est £20

Lot 837 - 1856 - ½r deep blue HIDALGO issue without district opt, a fine mint corner marginal copy, four large margins. Thinned on reverse but a stunning looking copy. (SG 1c, Cat £27) - Est £15

Lot 838 - 1856 - 1r deep yellow HIDALGO issue with S.L.POTOSI district opt, a fine mint copy with full O.G. Four tight margins. (SG 2a, Cat £15) - Est £10

Lot 839 - 1856 - 1r deep yellow HIDALGO issue with GUADALAJARA district opt, a fine unused copy with four close margins. (SG 2a, Cat £15) - Est £10

Lot 840 - 1856 - 1r yellow HIDALGO issue with TAMPICO district opt, an unused copy with three margins, touching at right. (SG 2, Cat £20) - Est £10

Lot 841 - 1856 - 1r yellow HIDALGO issue without district opt, a fine mint copy with full O.G. Four margins. (SG 2c, Cat £15) - Est £10

Lot 842 - 1856 - 2r green HIDALGO issue with S.L.POTOSI district opt, a fine mint copy with full O.G. Four margins. (SG 3b, Cat £26) - Est £16

Lot 843 - 1856 - 2r green HIDALGO issue with TAMPICO district opt, an unused copy, four margins. Stamp is a little grubby. (SG 3b, Cat £26) - Est £10

Lot 844 - 1856 - 2r green HIDALGO issue with GUADALAJARA district opt, an unused copy, four margins. (SG 3b, Cat £26) - Est £12

Lot 845 - 1856 - 2r green HIDALGO issue without district opt, a fine mint copy with full O.G. Four margins, tight to touching at right. (SG 3c, Cat £25) - Est £12

Lot 846 - 1856 - FORGERIES: 2r yellow green 'Hidalgo' issue FORGERY, two identical copies without any district name 'used' with part MEXICO oval cancel in black. (As SG 3) - Est £6

Lot 847 - 1856 - 4r dull vermilion HIDALGO issue with MEXICO district opt, a fine used copy with four margins. (SG 4a, Cat £75) - Est £30

Lot 848 - 1856 - 4r dull vermilion HIDALGO issue with PUEBLA district opt, a fine used copy with four margins. (SG 4a, Cat £75) - Est £30
Lot 849 - 1856 - 4r dull vermilion HIDALGO issue with S.L.POTOSI district opt, a fine unused copy, four margins. (SG 4a, Cat £130) - Est £65

Lot 850 - 1856 - 4r dull vermilion HIDALGO issue with PUEBLA district opt, a fine unused copy, four margins, tight to touching in places. (SG 4a, Cat £130) - Est £45

Lot 851 - 1856 - 4r dull vermilion HIDALGO issue without district opt, a fine unused copy, four close margins. (SG 4b, Cat £85) - Est £35

Lot 852 - 1856 - 8r violet 'Hidalgo' without district name, a fine used copy with light cancel, three good to large margins, tight at base. A very nice copy. (SG 5c, Cat £140) - Est £75

Lot 853 - 1857 - Cover franked with 1856 2r green HIDALGO issue with ZACATECAS district opt tied by boxed ZACATECAS cancel. Addressed to MEXICO CITY. - Est £20

Lot 854 - 1859 - Cover franked with 1856 2r sap green (SG 3a) with 'PUEBLA' district opt tied by very fine two line FRANCO PUEBLA cancel in black. Addressed to MEXICO CITY. Very attractive. - Est £25

Lot 855 - 1861 - ½r grey black on brown, 1r grey black on green, (2 copies), 2r grey black on lilac rose (3 copies), 4r black on yellow and 4r dull rose on yellow HIDALGO issue all sound copies, mixed margins with various different district overprints. (SG 8/12, Cat £147 as cheapest) - Est £45

Lot 856 - 1861 - 1r grey black on green, 2r grey black on lilac rose & 4r dull rose on yellow HIDALGO issue all with PUEBLA district opts, mixed margins fine used. Odd small fault. (SG 9, 10 & 12, Cat £61+ as cheapest) - Est £20

Lot 857 - 1861 - 1r grey black on green 'Hidalgo' issue with 'S L POTOSI' district opt, a fine unused copy, four margins. (SG 9a, Cat £14+) - Est £7

Lot 858 - 1861 - 1r grey black on green (2 copies), 2r grey black worn impression and 4r black on yellow 'Hidalgo' issue without district opt, all fine unused or mint, variable margins. (SG 9b, 10c & 11b, Cat £50) - Est £15

Lot 859 - 1861 - FORGERIES: 4r black on yellow 'Hidalgo' issue two REPRINTS with forged district opts one mint & one used. (As SG 11) - Est £12

Lot 860 - 1861 - FORGERY: Fake cover franked with QUADRISECTED 4r dull rose on yellow HIDALGO issue used as a 1r tied by forged undated FRANCO EN CUERNAVACA cancel in black. (SG 12c, Genuine cat £8500) - Est £35

Lot 861 - 1864 - 2r blue 'Engraved' HIDALGO issue a fine IMPERF PROOF on thin white paper. Ex ABNCo. Archive. Fine & scarce. (As SG 16) - Est £30

Lot 862 - 1864 - 1p black 'Engraved' HIDALGO issue a fine IMPERF PROOF on thin white paper. Ex ABNCo. Archive. Fine & scarce. (As SG 18) - Est £30

Lot 863 - 1864 - Eagle' ESSAY in blue with blank inscription and value tablets, imperf on white paper. Fine & scarce. - Est £45
Lot 864 - 1864 - 'Eagle' ESSAY in brown with blank inscription and value tablets, imperf on white paper. Fine & scarce. - Est £45

Lot 865 - 1864 - SELLO NEGRO: Stampless folded letter from SANTA ROSALIA to PARRAL with boxed FRANCO and fine oval ADMON DE CORREOS DE ST ROSALIA marking in both in black. Fine. - Est £25

Lot 866 - 1866 - 'Maximillian' engraved issue, the set of four without district name or opt fine mint or unused. (SG 40/43, Cat £30+) - Est £15

Lot 867 - 1867 - 2r blue green and five copies of the 4r vermilion on yellow 'Gothic' MEXICO issue all used with mixed margins. (SG 47 & 53, Cat £86) - Est £25

Lot 868 - 1867 - 4r vermilion on yellow 'Gothic' MEXICO issue a fine used copy, good to large margins. (SG 47, Cat £16) - Est £8

Lot 869 - 1867 - 4r red 'Gothic' MEXICO issue, a good used copy, three good to large margins, touching at top. Rare stamp. (SG 48, Cat £500) - Est £65

Lot 870 - 1867 - 4r rose 'Gothic' MEXICO issue on watermarked paper, a good used copy, margins tight to good. (SG 54, Cat £75) - Est £25

Lot 871 - 1875 - 2c black 'Porte de Mar' issue with 'CHIAPAS' district opt in blue, a fine unused copy. Small thin. Scarce issue with district opt. (SG M123) - Est £15

Lot 872 - 1884 - PERFIN: 6c green 'Hidalgo Medallion' issue with large 'B' PERFIN, fine used. Scarce. (SG 146) - Est £15

Lot 873 - 1895 - 5c ultramarine 'Mulitas' issue, watermark 'CORREOSEUM' a mint copy with 'OFICIAL' overprint in red. The stamps with the red 'OFICIAL' overprint are unissued Post Office Specimens. Few light tone spots. (See note on Page 78 of Mail Transportation Issue 1895-1898 by Karl Schimmer) - Est £20

Lot 874 - 1897 - 'Mulitas' issue watermark 'Eagle RM' range with 1c green (5 copies one with WMK INVERTED), 2c scarlet (2 copies one with WMK INVERTED), 5c blue (6 copies 5 with WMK INVERTED) & 20c brown rose. All good to fine used. (SG 243, 244, 246 & 249, Cat £32+) - Est £20

Lot 875 - 1898 - Neat cover franked 1895 1c green 'Mulitas' issue (SG 218) tied by fine MEXICO DF duplex cancel. Addressed to USA. Unusual rate for a sealed cover. - Est £20

Lot 876 - 1912 - Incoming PPC from USA addressed to Mexico City unclaimed with large quantity of markings inc LISTA cds's & small circular DIRECTOR markings etc. Busy. - Est £16

Lot 877 - 1913 - CIVIL WAR: 5p orange red 'TRANSITORIO' tall issue with coupon a fine mint copy. This value was issued for revenue purposes only. Identical to SG 532. Creased on reverse. - Est £15

Lot 878 - 1914 - CIVIL WAR: Headed 'American Consular Service' cover franked with pair 1914 10c pale blue & red 'Sonora Seal' issue (SG S36) tied by unclear MEXICO duplex cancel. Addressed to USA. - Est £20
Lot 879 - 1914 - CIVIL WAR: 'VALE 20 Centavos 1914' Provisional overprint in black on 3c orange 'Denver' issue. A fine mint copy with variety OVERPRINT INVERTED. Couple of pulled perfs at top. Unusual. - Est £15

Lot 880 - 1921 - Registered cover franked 1917 10c blue & 20c red (SG 398 & 399) tied by LA BARCA JAL cds with oval CERTIFICADOS LA BARCA cancel alongside with boxed LA BARCA registration cachet. Addressed to GUADALAJARA with arrival mark on reverse. - Est £20

Lot 881 - 1923 - 30c deep green ROULETTE issue without wmk a mint copy, gum a little sweated. (SG 426, Cat £49) - Est £15

Lot 882 - 1923 - Cover from COLONIA CHUICHUPA (with return address at left) franked with single 1923 10c brown (SG 423) tied by good strike of CHUICHUPA, CHIH cds. Addressed to USA. This was a Mormon Colony established in Mexico. - Est £12

Lot 883 - 1923 - Three registered covers to USA with 1923 10c brown & 1910 20c blue & lake (SG 289 & 423) from CHIHUAHUA, Cover with single 1917 30c grey black from CHIHUAHUA & cover with 1917 20c brown red & 1923 10c brown (SG 399 & 423) from TAPACHULA. All have blue & white registration seals on reverse & various registration markings. - Est £20

Lot 884 - 1929 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Cover franked with 1923 10c carmine red tied by fine SERVICIO AMBULANTE 102 cds. Addressed to USA. - Est £25

Lot 885 - 1932 - Long airmail cover to USA franked 15c tied by TENOSIQUE TAB cds with fine strike of 'R.A.C. No. 2 R.M.' internal airmail route cds on front. Transit marks on reverse. Slight tear at top from opening. - Est £25

Lot 886 - 1933 - Headed 'Secretaria de la Economia Nacional' cover franked with 1923 2c scarlet (SG 437) tied by TEPIC NAY cds with additional 'Official' cachet all on front. Addressed to USA. - Est £8

Lot 887 - 1935 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Real photo PPC of a Bullfight franked with 1923 5c orange (SG 441) tied by fine strike of SERVICIO AMBULANTE 210 cds. Addressed to USA. - Est £25

Lot 888 - 1935 - Headed 'Legacion de Venezuela' Stampless OFFICIAL cover sent Registered to USA with nice Official 'Arms' cachet & boxed 'Correspondencia Diplomatica' marking. Also violet boxed Sucursal S Registration cachet plus transit & arrival marks on reverse. - Est £16

Lot 889 - 1937 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Express cover franked with 1934 10c bright violet and 4 x 10c violet black EXPRESS issue (SG 565a & E581) tied by multiple strikes of SERVICIO AMBULANTE 210 cds with straight line 'ENTREGA INMEDIATA' marking in purple. Addressed to USA with SAN ANTO - LAREDO R.P.O. USA travelling P.O. cancel on reverse with HOUSTON arrival cds. Nice item travelling on the rail network of two different countries. - Est £40

Lot 890 - 1941 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Cover from AGUASCALIENTES with printed firms imprint on front franked with 1934 pair 1c orange & 1937 10c bright violet (SG 561 & 602) tied by two fine strikes of O.P.A. 18 REP MEXICANA cds. Addressed to USA & censored on arrival. - Est £35

Lot 891 - 1942 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Real photo PPC of a park & river inscribed 'Un detalle de la Bameda, Cordoba, Ver' written from CORDOBA with manuscript endorsement on message side
franked with 1937 10c bright violet (SG 602) tied by fine strike of SERVICIO AMBULANTE 293 cds. Addressed to USA. - Est £30

Lot 892 - 1942 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Cover from ERONGARICUARO, MICHOACAN with typed return address on front franked with 1937 10c bright violet (SG 602) tied by fine strike of O.P.A. 573 REP MEXICANA cds. Addressed to USA & censored on arrival. - Est £30

Lot 893 - 1944 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Censored cover from SAN LUIS POTOSI with manuscript return address on front franked with 1934 20c grey green & 1940 6c green (SG 567 & 654) tied by good strike of SERVICIO AMBULANTE 547 cds. Sent airmail to USA with TAMPICO transit cds on reverse. - Est £30

Lot 894 - 1954 - FIRST FLIGHT: Colour Swiss Air PPC with view of DC-6 B airplane in sky franked with 80c tied by MEXICO CITY cds to SWITZERLAND with fine SWISS AIR SPECIAL FLIGHT - SWITZERLAND USA MEXICO CUBA BERMUDAS cachet in purple. - Est £12

Lot 895 - 1967 - DAMAGED MAIL: Dirty & burnt part airmail cover franked with 1967 80c (SG 1131) sent from MEXICO CITY to USA with purple 'Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service' cachet on front. Reason for damage unknown. - Est £20

Lot 896 - 1981 - Long airmail cover to USA with $4 EXPORTA issue tied by MEXICO DF cds with superb strike of THIS MAIL WAS X-RAYED cachet in red. Very scarce. - Est £40

Lot 897 - 1840-1855 - Nice little group of PRESTAMP covers including boxed VILLA DE ROSAS & FRANCO in blue, boxed PARRAL in red, boxed ZACATECAS in black and straight line SOMBRETE in black. All good to fine strikes. (4 items) - Est £45

Lot 898 - 1891-1960 - Interesting lot of covers & postal history inc good range of mint & used postal stationery inc 1901 2c PSC with oval FRANCO EN CONETO DE DURANGO, 1942 censored uprated PS lettercard to USA, various other mint envelopes & lettercards, 1935 2c red card used to USA, 1911 PPC of Chillis drying to USA, 1953 reg cover TACUBAYA to USA, 1928 1st Oct First Flight NUEVO LAREDO - MEXICO CITY, 1891 cover to USA with pair 1c & 2c numerals & 1911 cover to TEXAS with SANDERSON & EL PASO RPO cds and SAN ANTONIO TEX DEAD LETTERS SEC cds. (20 items) - Est £35

Lot 899 - 1915-1990 - Useful range of mainly mint issues on stockpages, many better noted inc early airmails, few officials, mid to modern period inc UMM etc. (100's) - Est £30

Lot 900 - 1923-1924 - Nice group of Registered covers to USA, four with blue & white registration seals on reverse with 3 from MEXICO CITY inc 1923 4 x 10c brown 1923 3 x 10c brown with reg label, & 1924 single 30c green, 1924 strip of three 10c carmine from CHIHUAHUA & 1924 10c carmine & 20c blue from ARRIAGO. All with various registration markings. (5) - Est £20

Lot 901 - 1923-1924 - Nice group of Registered covers to USA, all with blue & white registration seals on reverse with 1924 3 x 10c carmine from TAMPICO, 1924 single 30c green from GUANAJUATO & similar franking from CHIHUAHUA, 1924 20c blue & 10c carmine from ACAPULCO, 1923 strip of three 10c brown with OAXACA cds’s in blue & strip of three 10c carmine from MADERA. All with various registration markings. (6) - Est £25
Lot 902 - 1927-1932 - Useful range of mint & used AIRMAIL issues on pages with some duplication inc SG 454/456 mint & used, 468, 476a/481 used plus few pairs & block of four, 492 x 3 mint, 506 x 2 mint & used, 496 mint, 497 used, 498 mint, 502/3 used plus few 1931-32 surcharges mixed mint & used. (94) - Est £25

Lot 903 - 1929-1936 - Nice lot of early airmail covers with 1929 35c green airmail PSE with added tax stamp tied from ALVARO OBREGON to Veracruz, 1931 cover franked 50c with 'Habilitado Aereo 1930-1931 overprint (SG 502) tied from TAMPICO to UK with airmail markings, 1933 3 x 20c sepia & 15c on 20c sepia (SG 479 & 516) tied from MAZATLAN to Switzerland & 1934 same franking tied LA PAZ BCFA to UK, 1936 nice multi franked cover to MONASTIR YUGOSLAVIA with excellent range of transit marks & 1936 pair 40c (SG 596) tied from MEXICO CITY to Germany. (6 items) - Est £35

Lot 904 - 1956-1996 - Range of UNMOUNTED MINT with Philatelic Exhibition issue SG 788/792, 'Tourism' AIR issue SG 1194/1196, 'Art' issue SG 2062/2066, SG 2128, 'Birds' set SG 2145/6, 'Film' pair SG 2352a plus two miniature sheets 'Efimex '68' SG MS1184 & 1992 'Meeting of Two Worlds' SG MS2077. (21 items, SG Cat £45+) - Est £22

Lot 905 - 1965-1968 - Useful range of mint & UNMOUNTED MINT 'Olympic Games' issues & miniature sheets inc 1965 1st issue pair of MS (MS1106 & MS1107), 1966 2nd issue both MS (SG MS1123 & MS1127), 1967 3rd issue complete set UMM plus the four MS (SG 1140/1149, MS1145 & MS1150), 1968 4th issue complete set mostly UMM & 4 MS (SG 1158/1168, MS1164 & MS1169) and 1968 Start of the Games issue postage set & pair of MS plus oddments of the air issue & 1 MS (SG 1172/1176 & MS7177). (SG Cat £135++) - Est £40

**Montserrat**

Lot 906 - 1876 - 1d QV issue,wmk Crown CC, perf 14, a fine unused copy. (SG 1) - Est £8

Lot 907 - 1876 - 1d red unused and 6d green lightly used both 'MONTSERRAT' overprint on QV issue of Antigua. (SG 1 & 2, Cat £66)) - Est £25

Lot 908 - 1938 - ½d blue green, 1d carmine, 1½d purple, 2½d ultramarine & 3d brown 'GVI' issue all perf 13 fine mint. (SG 101/103, 150/106, Cat £31+) - Est £12

Lot 909 - 1969 - 3c 'Soursop' QE2 issue with variety Watermark Crown to right of CA. Fine mint. (SG 215a) - Est £5

Lot 910 - 1976 - 'Flowering Trees' issue the set of fifteen opt SPECIMEN. (SG 371/385) - Est £10

**New Zealand**

Lot 911 - 1855 - 2d blue on blued paper 'Chalon' issue imperf on unwatermarked paper, a good looking copy lightly used with four margins (although close in places). Stamp has a slight stain & small thin, but not noticeable from front. (SG 5, Cat £300) - Est £60

Lot 912 - 1898 - 6d green 'Kiwi' issue, no wmk, perf 14 - 16 a mint copy with gum, small thin on reverse. (SG 254, Cat £65) - Est £16
Lot 913 - 1902 - 2/- blue green 'Milford Sound' issue perf 14, a fine cds used copy. (SG 328a, Cat £35) - Est £12

Lot 914 - 1910 - 3d chestnut, 6d carmine & 1/- vermilion OFFICIAL overprint issue all fine mint. (SG O74/75 & O77, Cat £88) - Est £30

Lot 915 - 1913 - 2/- blue 'Postal Fiscal' issue on Cowan paper overprinted OFFICIAL a good cds used copy. (SG O87, Cat £80) - Est £25

Lot 916 - 1915 - 1½d grey slate, 2d bright violet, 2d yellow, 2½d blue, 3d chocolate, 4d yellow, 4d bright violet, 6d carmine & 9d sage green 'GV' issue perf 14 x 14½ all fine mint. (SG 416a, 417a, 418a, 419a, 420b, 421c, 422e, 425d & 429d, Cat £78+) - Est £28

Lot 917 - 1915 - 1½d grey slate, 2d bright violet, 2d yellow, 2½d blue, 4d yellow, 4d bright violet, 4½d deep green, 6d carmine, 7½d red brown, 8d red brown & 1/- vermilion 'GV' issue perf 14 x 13½ all fine mint. (SG 416/419, 421/423, 425/426, 428 & 430, Cat £113+) - Est £45

Lot 918 - 1915 - 2d yellow a fine mint vertical pair with top stamp Perf 14 x 13½ and bottom stamp 14 x 14½. (SG 418b) - Est £10

Lot 919 - 1915 - Range of GV Head issues all with OFFICIAL overprints, some duplication inc SG O88, O89 mint pair, O90, O91 mint, O93, O98 corner block of four mint, O100, O100b, O102 & O102b mint pair & single, O105b used, also a couple of cut out Official franks. (28 stamps, SG Cat £58+) - Est £25

Lot 920 - 1938 - Pair of stampless OFFICIAL covers to UK (one with an airmail label) both from WELLINGTON with postal cancels and good strikes of red NEW ZEALAND GOVERNMENT HOUSE PAID handstamps. - Est £12

Lot 921 - 1940 - 'Centenary of Proclamation of British Sovereignty' issue the set of thirteen (missing the 8d) in fine mint blocks of four. (SG 613/625, Cat £220+) - Est £75

Lot 922 - 1965 - 'Bird' issue HEALTH miniature sheets the set of two fine mint. (SG MS832c) - Est £15

Lot 923 - 1870-1915 - Small range of early oddments on stocksheet inc various 1898-1908 issue mint/unused values (unchecked for printings) plus a few Official overprints etc. Needs checking. (46) - Est £15

Lot 924 - 1874-1970 - Useful range of oddments on stocksheet with SG 155, 180, 398 all fine used plus Postage due block of four SG D21 used, SG D24 used pair, also nice range of mint with SG 249, O76b, 419, 438, 425, 420b, 463/4 two mint pairs of each value, 555, 626, 877 block of four, 781/800 to 5/- missing a couple of values & L37. (66 stamps, SG Cat £275++) - Est £65

Lot 925 - 1892-1941 - Trio of covers with 1892 2½d blue tied WELLINGTON to NOVA SCOTIA, 1901 2d purple tied AUCKLAND to NEW SOUTH WALES and 1941 2d tied TAMEKE to USA with circular 'T 20 CENTIMES' tax mark. Good to fine. (3) - Est £15
Lot 926 - 1907-1910 - Small lot of OFFICIAL overprint issues with ½d mint, 2d bright reddish purple mint pair, 2d purple used & 3d bistre brown used, 1910 ½d green mint & strip of three used and 3 x 1d carmine 'Universal' issue used. (SG Cat £37+) - Est £15

Lot 927 - 1937-1968 - Interesting lot of better postal history inc 1938 cover with PATUMAHOE cds, 1973 1d on cover tied HATAITAI to UK, 1980 14c pink window PSE used, 1941 OHMS cover with 1d 'Official' opt issue tied to USA, 1968 formula airletter with small boxed POSTAGE PAID THE TREASURY opt & 1967 incoming cover from UK unclaimed with various markings inc fine TAKAPUNA NORTH POSTMEN'S BRANCH cds. (7 items) - Est £15

Nicaragua

Lot 928 - 1869 - 10c vermilion on thin white paper perf 12 an unused block of four plus 25c green on thin white paper perf 12 a bottom marginal mint block of four. (SG 6/7, Cat £55) - Est £20

Lot 929 - 1878 - 2c red brown on buff 'First' Postal stationery card (H&G 1) used with fine blue SAN JUAN DEL SUR cds at left. Addressed to SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA. Unusual destination. Couple of creases but fine appearance. - Est £65

Lot 930 - 1882 - 1c green UPU issue and 1890 1c bistre brown TRAIN issue both unused handstamped 'U P^N'. Significance unknown, unusual. (SG 20 & 27) - Est £12

Lot 931 - 1900 - 10c violet, 20c brown & 5p black 'Official' issue all fine unused blocks of four overprinted SPECIMEN in red and with small hole punch. (SG O152/O153 & O157) - Est £25

Lot 932 - 1900 - 3p deep blue green 'Telegraph' issue (top value) a fine pair with red SPECIMEN overprints and small hole punches. (Hiscocks #84) - Est £12

Lot 933 - 1903 - Nice group of 'President Zelaya' issues inc a fine used set, 1c black & yellow green and 2c black & dull lake red used strips of three, 2c black & carmine mint block of four additional 1p used and 50c used pair. (SG 189/196, Cat £37+) - Est £18

Lot 934 - 1903 - 2c black & blue 'Zelaya' UNISSUED type (original colours black & carmine) overprinted SPECIMEN and with small hole punch. (As SG 190) - Est £12

Lot 935 - 1914 - 'National Palace' issue ½c blue, 1c green, 5c slate & 10c yellow plus later 5c sepia (1929 printing) all fine blocks of four with red SPECIMEN overprint and small hole punch. (SG 394/395, 399, 401 & 620) - Est £30

Lot 936 - 1923 - ½c black & blue 'Centenary of Independence' issue with SELLO POSTAL overprint in red. UNMOUNTED MINT. Difficult & underrated stamp. (SG 486) - Est £6

Lot 937 - 1924 - 2c orange on yellow PSE (H&G B82) used with added 1924 1c violet with 'R. de C. 1924' opt in blue (SG 494) tied from MANAGUA to USA with CORINTO transit cds. - Est £20

Lot 938 - 1925 - Circa 1925 'Consular' REVENUE issue set of six (50c - 10c) all with red SPECIMEN overprint and small hole punch. Attractive issue. - Est £20
Lot 939 - 1929 - Early commercial airmail cover franked with 1929 25c violet with 'Correo Aereo 1929 P.A.A.' opt (about 6 trimmed perfs at top from opening of envelope) plus 4 x 1929 ½c green with 'Correos 1929' opts and 1c orange 'R. de C.' tax stamp (SG 605, 606 & 616) all tied by GRANADA cds's addressed to USA with managua boxed airmail transit marking. The PAA opts are not common on cover. - Est £35

Lot 940 - 1930 - 'Opening of GPO Managua' issue set to 50c all fine mint except 25c which has a thin on reverse. (SG 636/645) - Est £20

Lot 941 - 1930 - 6c blue green 'Opening of GPO Managua' issue a fine block of four with red SPECIMEN overprint and small hole punch. (SG 642) - Est £10

Lot 942 - 1931 - Cover franked with 1922 2c carmine red, 1929 15c violet AIR issue and 1931 1c orange TAX issue with '1931' opt in black (SG 467, 629 & 665) all tied by boxed MANAGUA cancels dated NOV 15 1931. Addressed to USA. - Est £25


Lot 944 - 1938 - Anniversary of the Postal Service' INTERIOR issue sheetlet of four with variety CENTRE INVERTED on all four stamps, perf 11½, fine unused. (Maxwell #A235b, SG 999a/d Variety). - Est £25

Lot 945 - 1938 - 'Anniversary of the Postal Service' EXTERIOR issue sheetlet of four containing the variety 50c ERROR OF COLOUR (printed in Black & blue the colour of the 15c), perf 11½, fine unused. (Maxwell #A240d, SG 999e/h Variety). - Est £25

Lot 946 - 1938 - 'Anniversary of the Postal Service' INTERIOR issue sheetlet of four containing the two ERRORS OF COLOUR (1c printed in black & brown the colour of the 16c and the 16c printed in black & orange the colour of the 1c), perf 11½, fine unused. (Maxwell #A235c, SG 999a/d Variety). - Est £25

Lot 947 - 1938 - 'Anniversary of the Postal Service' EXTERIOR issue sheetlet of four containing the variety 50c ERROR OF COLOUR (printed in Black & blue the colour of the 15c), IMPERF, fine unused. (Maxwell #A240da, SG 999e/h Variety). - Est £25

Lot 948 - 1938 - Anniversary of the Postal Service' INTERIOR issue sheetlet of four with variety CENTRE INVERTED on all four stamps, IMPERF, fine unused. (Maxwell #A235ba, SG 999a/d Variety). - Est £25

Lot 949 - 1949 - 5c pale blue 'Telegraph' TRIAL stamp prepared for use but UNISSUED depicting Soldier and Ploughman with red SPECIMEN overprint and small hole punch. (Unlisted in Hiscocks) - Est £15

Lot 950 - 1891-1898 - Group of SEEBECK postal stationery with 1895 2c vermilion card (H&G 28) used from MANAGUA to LEON, 1898 3c black on pink card (H&G 41) used from MANAGUA via CORINTO to Germany, 1891 10c grey envelope (H&G B10) used from LEON with reddish cds to Germany, 1892
10c grey on blue envelope (H&G B15) used with GRANADA cds to UK and 1895 5c blue envelope (H&G B29) used with GRANADA cds to LEON. All good to fine condition. (5 items) - Est £45

Lot 951 - 1900-1940 - Small range of 'American Banknote Co.' SPECIMENS, all different from various issues inc 'National Palace' issue etc. (18) - Est £15

Lot 952 - 1927-1928 - RESELLO OPTS: Three covers from MANAGUA to USA with 1927 (Nov 26) franked pair & single 1c violet with RESELLO 1927 opts in red (SG 530), 1927 (Oct 10) long cover franked 3c blackish green with RESELLO 1927 opt in violet (SG 533) and 1928 (AUG 15) cover franked on reverse with strip of three 1c purple 'R. de C' issue with RESELLO 1928 opt in purple (SG 572) all have CORINTO transit cds. Odd small fault. (3 items) - Est £25

Lot 953 - 1932-1941 - OFFICIAL MAIL: Trio of official covers to USA all with stamps applied in transit with 1932 cover from GRANADA with official cachet and 1932 15c orange Official issue (SG O701) tied by CORINTO cds, 1934 cover from LEON with various cachets with 1933 3c light blue (SG 780) tied by CORINTO cds and 1941 censored cover from LEON with various cachets and pair 1933 5c sepia (SG O818) tied by MANAGUA boxed cancel. - Est £30

Lot 954 - 1933-1971 - Group of mid to modern postal history with 1933 cover to USA franked 3c tied JUIGALPA, 1945 censored airmail cover to USA with CONSULAT DE SUISSE MANAGUA handstamp, 1951 airmail cover to USA with stamps tied by large boxed ESTELI cancel, 1951 Reg airmail cover to USA with stamps tied by large boxed DIRIAMBA cancel & corresponding Reg cachet, 1956 50c tied by CORREOS NACIONALES BLUEFIELDS cds to USA and 1971 Reg cover from DIRIAMBA with money declaration cachet and additional related cachet. (6 items) - Est £25

Lot 955 - 1937-1983 - Useful range of mint (many unmounted) sets & singles, mid to modern period inc SG 951/3a, 1029/33, 1312/7, 1383/5, 1345/56, 1397/8, 1442/7, 1372/82, 1411/19, 1697/04, 1815/26, 1460/1, 1503/10, 2087/98, 2552/5, 1879/05, 1849/61 & 1575/8. (137 stamps, SG Cat £45+) - Est £22

Lot 956 - 1960-2000 - Useful range of modern issues all commercially used (no cto) with many high values inc SG 2231, 1371, 2358, 3697, 1710/11, 1715/6, 2109, 2111 & 2122/3. All different. (50+ stamps) - Est £16

**Nigeria**

Lot 957 - 1925 - 3d blue GV Registered Postal Stationery envelope (H&G C2) used with added 1921 1d rose carmine and 2d grey tied by CALABAR REGISTERED oval cancels with blue & white formula registration label alongside. Addressed to USA with transit & arrival marks on reverse. - Est £25

Lot 958 - 1951 - Nice group of two GVI 6d purple Postal Stationery ailetters and cover (with contents franked with GVI 1½d brown) from IEBU-ODE, YABA and EBUTE METTA all addressed to BATAVIA JAVA (Indonesia). Unusual destination. (3 items) - Est £20
Lot 959 - 1963 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Cover franked with pair 1961 ½d green and pair 1d reddish violet (SG 89/90) tied by multiple strike of KANO MOBILE P.O. No. 4 cds dated 27 MAY 1963. Addressed to UK. - Est £15

Lot 960 - 1968 - BIAFRA: 1d & 6d with 'Sovereign Biafra' ARMS opt fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 5 & 9) - Est £5

Lot 961 - 1960 - CAMEROONS: 'Cameroons U.K.T.T.' overprint issue the set of twelve fine mint. (SG T1/T12) - Est £8

**North Borneo**

Lot 962 - 1891 - 6c on 10c blue 'Surcharge' issue a good unused copy. (SG 57, Cat £160) - Est £40

Lot 963 - 1897 - 1c black & bistre brown, 2c black & lake and 3c green & dull mauve, all perf 14½-15 fine mint. (SG 92a, 94a & 97, Cat £56) - Est £20

Lot 964 - 1897 - 5c black & orange vermilion perf 14½-15, a fine mint copy. (SG 100a, Cat £100) - Est £35

Lot 965 - 1897 - 6c black & bistre brown, perf 14½-15, a fine mint copy. (SG 101a, Cat £42) - Est £16

Lot 966 - 1897 - 8c black & brown purple, perf 14½-15, an unused copy with small part original gum. (SG 102b, Cat £48) - Est £12

Lot 967 - 1897 - 18c black & green perf 16, a fine mint copy. (SG 108, Cat £26) - Est £10

Lot 968 - 1897 - 24c blue & lake perf 13½-14, a fine mint copy. (SG 109, Cat £23) - Est £8

Lot 969 - 1897 - 5c black & orange vermilion, Perf 13½ - 14, a fine mint copy. (SG 100, Cat £95) - Est £30

Lot 970 - 1909 - 1c chocolate, 2c green, 3c rose lake, 3c green, 4c scarlet, 5c yellow brown, 6c apple green, 8c lake, 10c greyish blue, 10c turquoise blue, 12c deep blue, 16c brown lake, 18c blue green & 24c deep lilac 'Waterlow' issue all superb cds used. (SG 158, 160, 162/165, 168/170, 172, 173, 174/5 & 176a, Cat £81+) - Est £30

Lot 971 - 1909 - 6c black & apple green issue perf 13½ - 14 a fine mint copy. (SG 168) - Est £12

Lot 972 - 1909 - 10c black & turquoise blue perf 13½ - 14 a fine mint copy. (SG 172) - Est £12

Lot 973 - 1918 - 12c + 4c deep blue, 16c + 4c brown lake & 24c + 4c mauve 'Red Cross' surcharge issue all fine mint. (SG 243/245) - Est £12

Lot 974 - 1947 - 'Crown Colony' OPT issue the set of fifteen (missing the 50c) all fine mint, plus 1949 UPU set also mint. (SG 335/345, 347/349 & 352/355, Cat £67) - Est £25

Lot 975 - 1955 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Cover franked with 1954 10c maroon QE2 issue (SG 378) tied by fine TRAIN MAIL NORTH BORNEO cds. Addressed to BEAUFORT. - Est £35
Lot 976 - 1964 - SABAH: Cover franked on reverse with 1964 pair 5c sepia & violet, 2 x 6c black & blue green, 10c green & red and 20c blue green & ultramarine 'QE2' issue with SABAH opts plus 1964 25c 'National' issue (SG 410/12, 414 & 9) all tied by LABUAN SABAH MALAYSIA cds's dated 3 DEC 1964. Addressed to UK. A short lived issue scarce on commercial cover. - Est £35

Lot 977 - 1953-1954 - LABUAN: Group of four covers all with typed '1st Day of Issue' endorsements with 1953 10c black & scarlet 'Coronation' issue (SG 371) three copies all tied by fine LABUAN NORTH BORNEO cds's dated 3 JUN 1953, similar cover with 3 x 1954 10c maroon (SG 378) tied by LABUAN cds dated 1 MAR 1954, cover with 1954 5c QE2 issue plus 1950 5c GVI issue (SG 376 & 360) tied by LABUAN cds dated 1 JUL 1954 and cover with 2 x 20c & pair 30c QE2 issue (SG 380/1) tied by LABUAN cds dated 3 AUG 1954. All addressed locally. (4) - Est £15

**Nyasaland**

Lot 978 - 1945 - 'GVI' issue set to 10/- fine mint. (SG 144/156, Cat £45) - Est £18

Lot 979 - 1953 - 'QE2' issue set to 10/- fine mint. (SG 173/186, Cat £20) - Est £8

Lot 980 - 1891-1903 - Small range with 6d ultramarine & 6d blue BCA opts fine used, 8d rose lake & ultramarine mint, 1897 1d on 3/- black & green mint and 1903 4d grey green & black fine cds used. (SG 4/6, 53 & 61, Cat £60+) - Est £20

Lot 981 - 1891-1938 - Small lot of better stamps with SG 2 cds used & SG 2 mint both showing part watermarks, 1897 2d black & yellow used with central BLANTYRE cds, 1901 4d dull purple and olive green cds used plus 1938 2/- & 2/6 GVI Key types fine mint. (SG 2, 3, 44, 57e, 139/140) - Est £20

Lot 982 - 1891-1949 - Small range of oddments with SG 1, 20, 62b, GV 2/6 Key Type SG 94, 130, 131, 132, 133, GVI 2/6 Key Type SG 140, later GVI issue to 2/- SG 147/153 & 184 all fine mint plus a couple of used inc UPU set & GVI 2/6 SG 154 & fiscally used 1897 2/6 blue & black. (42 stamps SG Cat £113+) - Est £35

**Panama**

Lot 983 - 1881 - Group of Colombian issue from the 1881-83 issue all used with large PANAMA oval cancels in blue or black plus two which have large PANAMA cds's. (7) - Est £15

Lot 984 - 1903 - 5c purple on rose 'Late Fee' issue of Colombia with FIRST PANAMA provisional opt in blue black. The stamp is thinned but the scarcer printing. (Heydon #602, SG L44B, Cat £24) - Est £12

Lot 985 - 1910 - PPC franked with 1909 2c black & red tied by PANAMA cds with good strike of boxed BUZON PANAMA marking in black. Addressed to USA. - Est £20

Lot 986 - 1916 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Incoming cover from PERU franked 1909 10c blue (SG 377) tied by PAITA cds. Addressed to the 'Balboa Railway Co.' with fine strike of THE PANAMA CANAL R.P.O. TR 6 cds on front. The reverse has PANAMA TRANSITO cds and other transit marks of ANCON, BALBOA HEIGHTS & PANAMA. - Est £35
Lot 987 - 1916 - 1c black & green 'Balboa' postal stationery card (H&G 9) used with good ADMON PRIN DE CORREOS CHITRE cds addressed to USA with TRANSITO PANAMA cds on reverse. - Est £15

Lot 988 - 1919 - Cover with return address 'Almirante Bocas del Toro' handstamp franked with 1909 2c black & vermilion (SG 153) tied by ADMON SUB DE CORREOS ALMIRANTE cds. Addressed to USA. - Est £15

Lot 989 - 1922 - Unaddressed colour PPC 'Tower of Old Panama, Destroyed by Morgan 300 years ago' franked on picture side with 1915 ½c & 1921 ½c, 1c & 2c Independence issue (SG 161, 184/87) all tied by CALEDONIA cds's. Very attractive. - Est £10

Lot 990 - 1924 - 10c violet 'Arms' issue a fine IMPERF PLATE PROOF in issued colour with hole punch. (As SG 202) - Est £10

Lot 991 - 1925 - 20 B Slate REVENUE Printed and Hand painted large DIE PROOF / ARTWORK on thick card with signature of designer. The side panels have been painted out to adapt the design to a generic Revenue. A UNIQUE ITEM, Ex ABNCo. Archive. - Est £125

Lot 992 - 1929 - FIRST FLIGHT: Panama - Cuba (22 May 1929). Lovely full colour illustrated 'Hotel Central' envelope franked with 25c on 20c brown & 2c red (SG 230 & 200) tied by PANAMA cds's with boxed AGENCIA POSTAL DE PANAMA PRIMER SERVICIO DE CORREO AEREO PANAMA - CUBA cachet. Unusually the cover is signed both by the Pilot and the postmaster of the republic. Havana arrival cds on reverse. A Rare flight - muller states only 111 genuinely flown of which this is one. - Est £125

Lot 993 - 1930 - 20c carmine 'Map' issue block of six and 1953 10c blue 'La Estrella Newspaper Centenary' issue block of four all stamps with red SPECIMEN overprint and small hole punch. (SG 236 & 544) - Est £10

Lot 994 - 1945 - Pair of airmail covers franked 1942 1c, 7c & 8c or 1c & 8c all stamps tied by feint but legible GUABITO cds's, mailed from the United Fruit Co. office at ALMIRANTE addressed to USA both censored in PANAMA with fine DEFENSA CONTINENTAL ABIERTA POR LA CENSURA No.1 censor strips, one cover is censored again in the USA. (2) - Est £25

Lot 995 - 1948 - Trio of stampless Consular covers all based in the USA with EMBAJADA DE PANAMA WASHINGTON sent with printed Postage Free cachet to CALIFORNIA and pair of CONSULADO DE PANAMA TAMPA FLORIDA covers with printed CONSULAR MAIL FREE cachet to INDIANA. All covers have additional embassy cachets in purple. (3 items) - Est £12

Lot 996 - 1949 - FIRST FLIGHT: Cover franked with 1942 1c green & 2c carmine (SG 405 & 418) tied by PANAMA cds dated 14 NOV 1949 with large CORREOS NACIONALES PRIMER VUELO DE CORREO AEREO A AGUADULCE, CHITRE Y SANTIAGO cachet in purple. Addressed to SANTIAGO with arrival cds on front. - Est £25

Lot 997 - 1956 - HOTEL POST: Circa 1956. PPC 'Statue on the University Campus' franked with 1956 6c (SG 579 - Chile) tied by CORREOS NACIONALES HOTEL EL PANAMA cds. Addressed to USA. Odd light crease. - Est £12
Lot 998 - 1960 - CINDERELLA: Small group with large orange & green 'Carnaival' label & two 'Carnaival de Oro' labels in brown & green and blue & brown plus a copy of the brown & green opt '1961'. (4 items) - Est £8

Lot 999 - 1909-1930 - Nice range of American Banknote Co. SPECIMENS with 1909 2c & 5c, 1924 Arms issue 3c - 15c plus extra different SPECIMEN overprint types of the 1c, 2c & 5c and 1930 5c, 8c, 15c & 20c AIR issues. All are fine & fresh with SPECIMEN overprint in red & small hole punch. (16 Stamps) - Est £15


Lot 1001 - 1970-1980 - REVENUES: Four of pages from various passports all with 'Consular' revenues used in PANAMA, LIMA & COSTA RICA stamps inc opt types. (4 items). - Est £10

**Panama - Canal Zone**

Lot 1002 - 1910 - CANAL ZONE - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: PPC franked with USA 1c green tied by good N.Y. & CANAL ZONE R.P.O. NORTH duplex cds. Card is written from 'U.S.M.C. Camp Elliott Panama' (inscribed in message section). Addressed to USA. - Est £40

Lot 1003 - 1923 - NAVAL MAIL: Three commercial covers franked with either USA pair 1c green or 2c carmine tied by 'U.S.S. ROCHESTER BALBOA CANAL ZONE' (2) or 'U.S.S. ROCHESTER CRISTOBAL CANAL ZONE' U.S. Naval cds's. Addressed to USA. - Est £25

Lot 1004 - 1925 - NAVAL MAIL: Pair of commercial covers franked with either USA pair 1c green or 2c carmine tied by 'U.S.S. DOBBIN CANAL ZONE' & 'U.S.S. WESTON BALBOA CANAL ZONE' U.S. naval cds's respectively. Addressed to the Navy Savings Bank, New York, USA. - Est £16

Lot 1005 - 1940 - NAVAL MAIL: Long commercial cover franked with USA 2c carmine tied by 'U.S.S. DETROIT BALBOA PANAMA' U.S. naval cds. Addressed to the Navy Savings Bank, New York, USA. - Est £8

Lot 1006 - 1940 - NAVAL MAIL: Illustrated 'Ship' FDC franked with 1940 USA 2c carmine (SG 887) tied by 'U.S.S. CHEROKEE BALBOA CANAL ZONE U.S. naval cds. Addressed to USA. - Est £7

Lot 1007 - 1951 - CANAL ZONE: 4c bright purple to 15c maroon, 25c yellow, 35c deep blue & 80c black 'Airmail' issue all fine mint. (SG 199/204, 206 & 208/9, Cat £36+) - Est £15

**Papua New Guinea**

Lot 1008 - 1915 - N.W.PACIFIC ISLES: 1d carmine red 'GV Head' issue a fine mint strip of four all opt type 'a'. (SG 67b) - Est £12
Lot 1009 - 1915 - NORTH WEST PACIFIC ISLANDS: Small range of overprinted issues inc 2d grey Roos SG 73 mint & SG 86 2 x used, 1918 issue 2½d indigo mint plus GV Heads ½d green SG 65, 4d orange SG 70 (2 one with small thin) and 2d orange SG 121 all mint. (SG Cat £94+) - Est £25

Lot 1010 - 1932 - NEW GUINEA: 1d green (2), 1½d claret, 2d vermillion, 2½d green, 3d blue (2), 4d olive green, 5d deep blue green & 2/- dull lake Airmail issue all cds used. (SG 177/180, 179a, 181/2 & 186, Cat £60+) - Est £20


Lot 1012 - 1907-1916 - Collection on Imperial leaves with NW PACIFIC ISLANDS inc SG 96 used & 124 mint, 1907 'Lakatoi' issues values to 2/6 mint (unchecked for perfs), later Lakatoi issues & overprints. Mainly mint good to fine condition. (29 stamps, Cat £150 approx) - Est £50

Lot 1013 - 1918-1980 - Large collectors accumulation of the various Papua areas inc better modern mint sets, GVI airs & Lakatoi issues plus QE2 values to £1, mixed condition & some duplication but a good Lot. - Est £75

**Paraguay**

Lot 1014 - 1878 - 5c on 1r bright rose ' Provisional' issue with handstamp in black struck diagonally, a fine mint copy with full gum, three margins just touching at left. (SG 8, Cat £100) - Est £50

Lot 1015 - 1881 - Group of 'L Goumand' IMPERF COLOUR TRIALS with 1c & 2c in brown, 1c & 4c in rosine and 2c & 4c in blue. All very fine with four margins. (6 proofs, AS SG 20/22) - Est £20

Lot 1016 - 1886 - 1c orange to 10c brown 'Official' issue, IMPERF all fine cds used. (SG O32/O36, Cat £17+) - Est £10

Lot 1017 - 1889 - 2c red on buff PSC (H&G 7) used with fine small CORREOS DE LA ASUNCION cds dated 24 MAR 1889. Addressed locally. - Est £30

Lot 1018 - 1893 - FORGERY: Very unusual FORGED cover comprising a genuine Austrian 5k pink PSE addressed to BOBI, PARAGUAY and endorsed Via Hamburg, the cover has an array of forged cancels (all appear to be laser printed) including PRAG despatch cds, NY transit cds and BOBI PARAGUAY arrival cds. A very interesting and convincing item. - Est £20

Lot 1019 - 1893 - 3c blue postal stationery lettercard (H&G A3) used with added 1892 1c grey & 2c green (SG 42 & 43) tied by ALTOS cds's. Addressed to GERMANY with arrival marks on reverse. No message. - Est £25

Lot 1020 - 1898 - 4c red 'Jovellanos' postal stationery card (H&G 10) with privately printed view in brown & black on reverse inscribed 'Bierschlucht in San Bernardino P. Herken' and additionally inscribed 'Cerveceria P. Herken' (Herken Brewery). The card is commercially used to Germany however there is a stamp missing on address side. Odd scuff but rare. - Est £50
Lot 1021 - 1899 - 5c dull violet postal stationery envelope (H&G B3) used with added 1892 2c green & 4c red (SG 43 & 44) tied by fine PARAGUAY ASUNCION cds's. Addressed to CONCEPCION. Very Attractive franking. - Est £35

Lot 1022 - 1903 - 5c on 80c pale blue mint block of six, 5c on 60c yellow orange cds used block of four & 1c on 1p slate blue bottom marginal cds used block of twelve. (SG 89/91) - Est £15

Lot 1023 - 1909 - Large piece with 1905 2 x 60c chocolate 'Lion' issue plus 20c orange 'Lion' issue with 1908 overprint (SG 126 & 193) all tied by CERTIFICADOS ASUNCION cds with registration label alongside. Addressed to ARGENTINA. - Ext £10

Lot 1024 - 1919 - Sepia PPC 'Avenida Colombia, Palacete Mendez' franked with 1913 75c blue (SG 232) tied by ASUNCION cancel. Addressed to SPAIN. Small corner crease. - Ext £15

Lot 1025 - 1927 - 1p blue with 'C' opt double & 3p carmine 'c' opt issue IMPERF BETWEEN PAIR both fine mint. (SG 319 & 331) - Est £15

Lot 1026 - 1930 - 5c on 10c grey green, 5c on 70c grey blue, 10c grey green, 20c greenish blue, 20c on 1p scarlet, 40c on 50c orange, 6p on 10p scarlet, 10p on 20p scarlet and 10p on 20p dull purple 'CORREO AEREO' surcharge issue all fine mint. (SG 363/368 & 371/373, Cat £14+) - Est £8

Lot 1027 - 1930 - PIONEER AIRMAILS: 'Norman Stocks' First Flight cover franked with 1927 2p 50c bistre (SG 308) tied by diamond ENSAYO SERVICIO AEREO INTERNO cancel with SCIO AEREO POSTAL PARAGUAY 4 SET 30 cds alongside. Flown on the ASUNCION - SAN JOSE leg of the flight with SAN JOSE DE LOS ARROYOS arrival cds dated 5 SET 1930 on reverse. Rare & LISTED by Muller. - Est £125

Lot 1028 - 1931 - 'Graf Zeppelin' overprint issue the pair fine mint. (SG 429/430, Cat £34) - Est £20

Lot 1029 - 1931 - Long registered 'Correos y Telegrafos Museo Postal' OFFICIAL cover franked with 1913 50c rose & 2p yellow OFFICIAL issues (very late use) tied by ASUNCION cds with Museum Official cachet & ASUNCION registration label. Addressed to USA with many transit & arrival marks. Rare issue on cover especially the 2p. - Est £75

Lot 1030 - 1933 - CHACO WAR: Paraguayan Foreign Legion PROPAGANDA labels four examples with 'Lion & Flag', 'Soldier & Farmer' and 'Map' types with text in French and additional 'Map' type with text in Spanish. Fine unused. - Est £35

Lot 1031 - 1933 - CHACO WAR: Block of four 'Paraguayan Foreign Legion' PROPAGANDA labels with top two 'Sower & Soldier' types with text in Spanish and bottom two being the 'Lion & Flag' and 'Map' types but with TEXT TOTALLY OMITTED. The block is in good condition with a few small tones, but a stunning error and very probably unique. - Est £95

Lot 1032 - 1944 - Complete 'Avis de Reception' form used from ASUNCION to USA with purple CORREO AEREO ASUNCION cds's. - Est £25

Lot 1033 - 1945 - 1c grey green 'Goodwill Visit' issue BISECTED (used as a 1c value) and tied on piece by violet CORONEL BOGADO cds. (SG 609) - Est £10
Lot 1034 - 1965 - Illustrated printed QSL 'Ham Radio' card sent from ASUNCION to PERU with nice blue & white RADIO CLUB PARAGUAY cinderella label inscribed 'QSL Bureau R C P Box 512 Asuncion Paraguay' attached. - Est £15

Lot 1035 - 1870-1887 - Useful range of early issues inc SG 1 (2 unused and 1 used all have small faults), SG 1614/17 mint, 1c on 10c bluish green cds used (SG 19A), 1881 1c blue & 4c brown used and 2c rosine & 4c brown all mint with gum plus few 1884 issues and OFICIAL opts. (23 stamps) - Est £25

Lot 1036 - 1870-1980 - Small range on couple of stocksheets from early to modern inc mint & used, opts & surcharges etc. (100's) - Est £25

Lot 1037 - 1930-1931 - FORGERIES: 1.90p rose on pink, 1p claret & 2p orange 'Gunboat Humaita' and 1931 20c yellow brown and 40c slate blue all FORGED BLOCKS OF FOUR used with fake cancellations. (SG 377, 397, 399, 425 & 426a) - Est £15

Lot 1038 - 1950-1951 - STAMP SHORTAGE: 4 stampless covers from ASUNCION to ARGENTINA 2 with AEROPOSTAL PARAGUAY cds's and three line 'Correo Paraguayo Franqueo Pagado Guaranies........' cachet with value added and 2 'Banco del Paraguay' covers, one reg, both with boxed PORT PAYE cachets with values added in manuscript. - Est £20

**Peru**

Lot 1039 - 1858 - 1d blue 'First Issue' with wavy lines, a fine used copy with complete strike of ARICA cds dated 04 OCTUB 18, three clear margins, tight & just touching at top. (SG 3a, Cat £48) - Est £25

Lot 1040 - 1858 - 1d pale blue 'First Issue' with wavy lines, a fine lightly used copy with large margins. Small thin on reverse but an attractive copy. (SG 3, Cat £48) - Est £25

Lot 1041 - 1858 - 1d blue 'First Issue' with wavy lines, a vertical pair with tight to touching margins used with fine ARICA cds dated 03 OCT 1860. (SG 3a, Cat £96) - Est £30

Lot 1042 - 1858 - 1d blue 'First Issue' with wavy lines, a good lightly used copy with four tight margins. (SG 3a, Cat £48) - Est £25

Lot 1043 - 1858 - 1d blue 'First Issue' with wavy lines, a fine used copy with CALLAO dotted cancel, four tight margins. Thinned on reverse. (SG 3a, Cat £48) - Est £18

Lot 1044 - 1858 - 1d deep blue 'First Issue' with wavy lines, a good lightly used copy with four tight margins. Small thin on reverse. (SG 3b, Cat £55) - Est £22

Lot 1045 - 1858 - 1d deep blue 'First Issue' with wavy lines, a good lightly used copy with four large margins. Small thin on reverse. (SG 3b, Cat £55) - Est £24

Lot 1046 - 1858 - 1d slate blue 'Large Lettering' issue a fine used copy with manuscript 'X' cancel, four large margins. Small thin on reverse. (SG 6a, Cat £45) - Est £20

Lot 1047 - 1858 - 1d slate blue 'Large Lettering' issue a fine used copy with PIURA dotted cancel, four good to large margins. (SG 6a, Cat £45) - Est £25
Lot 1048 - 1858 - 1p rose 'Large Lettering' issue a fine used copy with dotted PASCO cancel, four large margins. Small thin on reverse. (SG 7a, Cat £65) - Est £30

Lot 1049 - 1858 - 1p vermilion 'Large Lettering' issue a fine used copy with part large oval LIMA cancel, four large margins. (SG 7, Cat £65) - Est £30

Lot 1050 - 1858 - 1p vermilion 'Large Lettering' issue a fine lightly used copy, four large margins. Small thin on reverse. (SG 7, Cat £65) - Est £25

Lot 1051 - 1858 - 1p rose 'Large Lettering' issue a used copy with dotted HUANC / CA cancel of HUANCavelica, margins tight to touching all round. Small thin on reverse. (SG 7a, Cat £65) - Est £15

Lot 1052 - 1858 - 1d blue 'First Issue' with wavy lines, a fine cds used copy with margins all round. (SG 3a, Cat £48) - Est £25

Lot 1054 - 1860 - 1d blue 'Zigzag' background issue, a good used copy with four tight margins. (SG 8, Cat £10+) - Est £5

Lot 1055 - 1860 - 1d deep blue 'Zigzag' background issue, a good used copy with PISCO dotted cancel in blue, four tight to touching margins. (SG 8a, Cat £10+) - Est £5

Lot 1056 - 1860 - 1p rose 'Zigzag' background issue a fine used copy with four good to tight margins. (SG 9a, Cat £43) - Est £20

Lot 1057 - 1860 - 1p brick red 'Zigzag' background issue, a fine used copy with four good to tight margins. (SG 9, Cat £43) - Est £20

Lot 1058 - 1860 - 1d deep blue 'Zigzag' background issue with RETOUCH (Large CO in CORREOS', 'large O in PORTE' and 'line missing through EOS at right). A fine lightly used copy, four good to touching margins. Small thin on reverse. (SG 12, Cat £23) - Est £10

Lot 1059 - 1862 - 1d vermilion 'LeCoq' issue card with twenty copies in varying shades & paper types with a few postmarks noted inc straight line PAITA, a complete strike of OBRAJILLO but lettering a little unclear plus AREQUIPA, LIMA, CUZCO, TACNA & CALLAO cds's. Also a single tied on cover FRONT to SANTIAGO CHILE by LIMA cds. Mixed condition. (SG 14/15) - Est £45

Lot 1060 - 1862 - 1d red and 1d green 'LeCoq' issues both used with dotted oval CERRO AZUL cancel, both stamps have faults but a rare cancel. (SG 14 & 20) - Est £25

Lot 1061 - 1863 - 1p brown and 1p yellow buff both fine used copies with four margins. (SG 16 & 22, Cat £92) - Est £35

Lot 1062 - 1866 - 10c vermilion 'Vicuna' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 18, Cat £10+) - Est £5

Lot 1063 - 1868 - 1d green 'LeCoq' issue card with twenty three copies in varying shades used with postmarks noted including boxed IQUIQUE, PISAGUA & MOLLENDO, LIMA, CUZCO, CHACHAPOYAS, PASCO, TACNA, PIURA & HUANCAVELICA cds's and dotted YCA. Mixed condition. (SG 20) - Est £40

Lot 1064 - 1868 - 1d green 'LeCoq' issue a fine unused pair three clear margins, tight to touching at top. (SG 20a, Cat £38) - Est £20
Lot 1065 - 1871 - 5c scarlet TRAIN issue a good looking copy three large margins touched at top, mint with full original gum. Small repaired tear at top left. (SG 21b, Cat £100) - Est £20

Lot 1066 - 1871 - 5c scarlet TRAIN issue four margins tight at top fine used. (SG 21b, Cat £43) - Est £20

Lot 1067 - 1871 - 5c pale red TRAIN issue a fine used copy with cds cancel, three good margins touching at top. Tiny thin on reverse. (SG 21, Cat £43) - Est £20

Lot 1068 - 1873 - 2c slate blue 'Llama' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 23b, Cat £50) - Est £25

Lot 1069 - 1874 - REVENUES: Complete Revenue document headed 'Por Soles 4,279. 38cts' dated 1874 comprising 20c black 'Papel Sellado' additionally franked with fine 1s orange Revenue issue with '1872 CALLAO 1873' overprint tied by manuscript signature. Very attractive. - Est £25

Lot 1070 - 1881 - PACIFIC WAR: 1 sol rose with 'PLATA LIMA' opt in blue a fine mint copy. A very scarce stamp. (SG 46, Cat £140) - Est £70

Lot 1071 - 1881 - PACIFIC WAR: 1c bistre brown 'Postage Due' issue with oval 'PLATA LIMA' opt in blue with variety OPT DOUBLE ON INVERTED fine used with part cds. (SG D47 variety) - Est £25

Lot 1072 - 1881 - PACIFIC WAR: 5c red 'Postage Due' issue with 'PLATA PERU' opt with variety OVERPRINT DOUBLE BOTH INVERTED. A fine used copy. Rare. (SG D48a variety) - Est £55

Lot 1073 - 1881 - PACIFIC WAR: 10c orange 'Postage Due' issue with 'PLATA PERU' opt with variety OVERPRINT INVERTED. A fine used copy. (SG D49a, Cat £23) - Est £20

Lot 1074 - 1881 - PACIFIC WAR: 5c blue with 'Arms of Chile' SHIELD overprint in red for use during the Chilean occupation, a fine mint copy. (SG 60, Cat £50) - Est £25

Lot 1075 - 1881 - PACIFIC WAR: 20c carmine with 'Chilean Arms' overprint in blue, an unused copy. Scarce stamp. (SG 62, Cat £70) - Est £30

Lot 1076 - 1881 - PACIFIC WAR: 20c carmine with 'Chilean Arms' overprint in blue, a fine used copy with light cds cancel Scarce stamp. (SG 62, Cat £110) - Est £45

Lot 1077 - 1881 - PACIFIC WAR: 5c red 'Postage Due' issue with LIMA CORREOS opt in blue, a fine mint copy. This was the authorised 1884 reprint issue to fulfil dealers orders. - Est £6

Lot 1078 - 1881 - PACIFIC WAR: 1c green, 2c carmine & 10c green plus 1c bistre brown 'Postage Due' issue all with PLATA LIMA opt in red or blue with PLATA 3mm high, this was the authorised 1884 reprint issue to fulfil dealers orders. All mint or unused. (4) - Est £16

Lot 1079 - 1881 - PACIFIC WAR: 1c bistre brown & 5c red 'Postage Due' issue with LIMA CORREOS opt in blue, these are the authorised 1884 reprint issue to fulfil dealers orders. Both unused. - Est £12

Lot 1080 - 1883 - CIVIL WAR: 1 sol rose with PLATA LIMA opt in blue and further opt with TRIANGLE opt type 2, a fine mint copy. Rare stamp. (SG 237, Cat £275) - Est £95
Lot 1081 - 1883 - CIVIL WAR: 1s rose with 'PLATA LIMA' opt in blue plus TRIANGLE OPT type 2, a fine unused copy. Rare stamp. (SG 237, Cat £275) - Est £100

Lot 1082 - 1883 - 1c bistre brown 'Postage Due' issue with TRIANGLE overprint type 4 & circular LIMA CORREOS opt in red, a fine unused copy. (SG D275, Cat £31) - Est £16

Lot 1083 - 1883 - REVENUES & CIVIL WAR: Complete Revenue document dated 1883 with oval PREFECTURA DE LA PROVINCIA LITORAL DE MOQUEGA cachet in purple with four margin strip of three 10c blue LITHO Revenues (As SG 84, this stamp was authorised for postage during the civil war) tied by manuscript 'Vale' cancels. Couple of stains but an unusual item. - Est £35

Lot 1084 - 1883 - REVENUES: Complete revenue document from the CIVIL WAR period franked with pair 10c carmine Revenues with 'CAJA FISCAL' Arms opts attached. - Est £10

Lot 1085 - 1883 - CIVIL WAR: 1c green and 2c violet both with circular 'LIMA CORREOS' opt in red and TRIANGLE opt Type 2, PREPARED FOR USE BUT UNISSUED, the 1c is unused and 2c is mint. - Est £10

Lot 1086 - 1884 - CIVIL WAR: 1c orange with circular LIMA CORREOS in red and additionally overprinted with the 1884 CORREOS LIMA 'Sun' opt in black, PREPARED FOR USE BUT UNISSUED. Fine mint. - Est £20

Lot 1087 - 1884 - CIVIL WAR: 1c orange & 1c green with oval PLATA LIMA opt in blue with PLATA 3mm high and additionally overprinted with the 1884 CORREOS LIMA 'Sun' opt in black, this was the authorised 1884 reprint issue to fulfil dealers orders. (2) - Est £8

Lot 1088 - 1885 - CIVIL WAR: 10c blue black with dotted 'MOQUEA' overprint of MOQUEGUA in violet, a fine unused copy. (SG 153, Cat £85) - Est £40

Lot 1089 - 1885 - CIVIL WAR: 5c blue 'Bolognesi' issue with MOQUEGUA opt in black fine unused, some thinning on reverse. (SG Unlisted) - Est £15

Lot 1090 - 1892 - Cover franked 1890 5c orange (4 copies) and 2c green all with boxed GOBIERNO (Official) overprints in red (SG O288/9) tied by LIMA oval cancels. Addressed to France with LIGNE D PAQ FR No.3 octagonal cancel in blue and London transit & French arrival marks. Then re directed to VENEZUELA with CARACAS arrival cds. A couple of the stamps have small faults but Scarce and Unusual cover. - Est £75

Lot 1091 - 1894 - 1c green BERMUDEZ HEAD opt issue a COMPLETE SHEET OF 100 mint with gum. Odd small fault. (SG 295, Cat £65) - Est £30

Lot 1092 - 1894 - 1c green 'Bermudez Head' issue a fine cds used strip of three with variety OPT INVERTED. (SG 295a) - Est £5

Lot 1093 - 1894 - 'Bermudez Head' overprint issue with additional 'Horseshoe' overprint the set of four fine mint. Rare issue. (SG 301/304, Cat £240+) - Est £110

Lot 1094 - 1895 - 10c ultramarine 'Installation of President Pierola' issue IMPERF PLATE PROOF on thick card. Ex American Banknote Co. Archive. (SG 331) - Est £20

Lot 1095 - 1895 - 1s lake 'Installation of President Pierola' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 334) - Est £30
Lot 1096 - 1899 - 10s blue green, a fine marginal mint copy with small 'SPECIMEN' overprint in red plus a similar copy of the 5s orange red. Scarce. (SG 353/4, Cat £850 as normal) - Est £100

Lot 1097 - 1903 - 1c on 20c rose cds used and 1c on 50c green unused 'Parcel Post' issues. Underrated. (SG P361 & P362) - Est £12

Lot 1098 - 1904 - Headed 'Servicio Consular' envelope franked with pair 1896 1c ultramarine & pair 10c black OFFICIAL issues opt 'GOBIERNO' (SG O348 & O350) tied by LIMA cds's to UK with arrival cds on reverse. Odd small fault but an attractive cover. - Est £30

Lot 1099 - 1908 - 10c black with 'EXPRESO' overprint in black, a fine unused copy. (SG E373, Cat £26) - Est £10

Lot 1100 - 1908 - 10c black with 'EXPRESO' overprint in black, a fine lightly used copy. (SG E373, Cat £19) - Est £10

Lot 1101 - 1909 - 'Portrait' definitive issue the set of eight (missing the 10c) fine mint. (SG 373/381, Cat £28) - Est £15

Lot 1102 - 1916 - 2c on 50c black 'Provisional' issue a fine used copy with variety OPT INVERTED. (SG 392a, Cat £13) - Est £7

Lot 1103 - 1918 - 50c black & maroon and 1s black & blue green both fine mint. (SG 414 & 415a, Cat £29+) - Est £15

Lot 1104 - 1918 - 50c black & maroon and 1924 8c black and 1s bistre all fine mint. (SG 414, 433 & 439, Cat £26+) - Est £12

Lot 1105 - 1919 - 5c black & brown 'New Constitution' issue with variety CENTRE INVERTED fine mint. Scarce. (AS SG 418) - Est £35

Lot 1106 - 1921 - 'Centenary of Independence' issue the set of ten good to fine mint. Odd small gum fault but a fine looking set. (SG 419/428, Cat £43) - Est £20

Lot 1107 - 1924 - 'Battle of Ayacucho' issue 4c green & 5c black both fine HARRISON & SONS IMPERF PLATE PROOFS on white paper. These were the only two stamps of this issue printed by Harrison. (SG 442/443) - Est £20

Lot 1108 - 1925 - 50c green 'Tacna - Arica Plebiscite' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 456, Cat £35) - Est £20

Lot 1109 - 1928 - FIRST FLIGHT: Domestic First Flight cover from IQUITOS to LIMA franked with pair 1927 50c purple 'Servicio Aereo' overprint issue plus 10c orange & 2c orange Plebiscite issue all tied by slightly unclear IQUITOS cds's cancelled on 2 Jan but held for the flight which took place on the 9th Jan. Typed 'Por Primer Correo Aereo' at top left. Odd small fault but a Rare flight. (Muller #6, Rated 2500 points) - Est £125

Lot 1110 - 1929 - Small local cover franked with 1929 2c on 8c black & lake brown with value as '2 centavos' and 2c on 8c black & lake brown with value as '2 Cts.' both tied by LIMA roller cancel. Addressed locally with purple '2' in circle postman's marking. Not a common issue on cover. - Est £15
Lot 1111 - 1930 - Circa 1945. 10 soles black 'Servicio Consular' REVENUE two pairs one IMPERF and the other IMPERF BETWEEN. Attractive. - Est £16

Lot 1112 - 1931 - 2c olive green 'Manco Capac' issue a fine mint pair with full DOUBLE IMPRESSION. Slightly rough perfs at base but a striking variety. (SG 500 var). - Est £25

Lot 1113 - 1931 - Litho issue 4c deep green and 15c light blue mint blocks of four plus 2c olive green, 10c orange and 20c orange yellow all fine mint singles. (SG 500/504, Cat £20+) - Est £12

Lot 1114 - 1931 - 2c olive green, 4c deep green, 10c orange, 15c light blue & 20c orange yellow 'Litho' issue all fine mint. (SG 500/504, Cat £12+) - Est £6

Lot 1115 - 1932 - 50c scarlet 'Piura Quadricentenary' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 511, Cat £26) - Est £12

Lot 1116 - 1932 - 'Waterlow' issue the set of seven fine mint (SG 515/521, Cat £38) - Est £20

Lot 1117 - 1935 - 10c slate green 'Senorita Canevaro' issue WATERLOW COLOUR TRIAL (issued stamp in scarlet) opt 'WATERLOW & SONS LTD. SPECIMEN' in black with hole punch. (SG 553) - Est £12

Lot 1118 - 1937 - REVENUES: '400th Anniversary of the Founding of Lima' postage issue all overprinted 'RADIO NACIONAL' in black the set of nine unused (some with light tones) plus 5c green & 10c scarlet used with RADIO NACIONAL purple cancels & a mint copy of the 2c brown. A rare group. (Akerman & Moll #1/9) - Est £75

Lot 1119 - 1938 - 'Waterlow' issue the set of ten fine mint. (SG 640/649, Cat £45) - Est £20

Lot 1120 - 1938 - 'Waterlow' AIRMAIL issue the set of thirteen fine mint. (SG 650/662, Cat £95) - Est £45

Lot 1121 - 1938 - 10s indigo & olive green 'Waterlow' AIRMAIL issue a fine cds used copy. (SG 662, Cat £38) - Est £18

Lot 1122 - 1941 - 50c yellow bistre, 1sol violet, 2sol grey & 10sol mauve 'FRANQUEO POSTAL' opt issue all fine used. (SG 670/2 & 674, Cat £8+) - Est £5

Lot 1123 - 1943 - 5s black '400th Anniversary of Discovery of the River Amazon' issue top value perf 12½, a fine mint copy. (SG 688A, Cat £11) - Est £5

Lot 1124 - 1966 - Cover with 'Nasa Satellite Tracking Station Nr 06 Ancon' handstamp with 'Ministerio de Fomento' and 'Estacion Rastreo Satelites Ancon No. 6' circular cachets franked on reverse with pair 1965 1.80s (SG 899) tied by LIMA ANCON cds. Addressed to UK. Nice space thematic. - Est £20

Lot 1125 - 1911-1930 - Interesting lot of 'Portrait' issue covers inc 1920 4 x 2c black & green (SG 407a) to USA, 1930 cover with 15c blue (SG 435) tied CALLAO to ITALY, 1930 15c on 10c vermilion (SG 476) on cover tied CALLAO to ITALY, 1919 REG cover with 6 x 1c black & orange, 1c grey & 3 x 5c black & blue (SG 373, 406 & 409a) tied MOLLENDO to USA with nice 'Whisky' Cinderella on reverse, 1913 2 x 5c violet & 2 x 1c grey (SG 373 & 376) tied TARMA to USA, 1924 Postcard with 4c black & claret (SG 408) tied LIMA to USA, 1927 PPC with 10c vermilion (SG 434) tied CALLAO to UK, 1911
cover with 12c greenish blue (SG 378) tied PACASMA\NOY to Germany & 1925 cover with 2c olive green, 10c vermilion & 4c on 5c black & blue (SG 441, 434 & 430) tied CUZ\CO to USA. Good lot. (9 items) - Est £35

Lot 1126 - 1930-1932 - Three airmail covers from TRUJILLO to TOCOPILLA CHILE with 1930 11 x 10c orange & 4c green, 1931 with 50c purple & 15c blue and 1932 with 50c purple all with transit and arrival marks also airmail cover from same correspondence franked 4 x 15c on 10c orange tied from LIMA to TRUJILLO. Nice group of early commercial covers. (4) - Est £30

Lot 1127 - 1932-1945 - Small group of commercial airmail covers inc 1932 1s & 15c LIMA to UK, 1935 pair 20c AREQUIPA to CHILE with straight line SERVICIO AEREO cancel, 1935 10c & 50c on REG cover AREQUIPA to CHILE with red & white 'Servicio Aereo' REG label, 1945 multi franked REG to PARAGUAY with arrival marks & 1938 multi franked REG to CZECHOSLOVAKIA with SERVICIO AEREO REG label and 'Lufthansa' handstamp in purple. (5 items) - Est £30

Lot 1128 - 1940-1970 - REVENUES: Box with huge qty of mid period revenues mostly on piece neatly clipped from documents including multiples, mixed frankings and many pieces with 4+ stamps with a good array of printings, cancels & markings. Needs sorting carefully. Super opportunity to study these issues. (1000's) - Est £75


Lot 1130 - 1950-1959 - REVENUES: Quantity of pieces cut from documents franked with an array of different revenues with multiples & values to 50 sols all tied by straight line T.A.M.S.A. CARRETERA OROYA - TARMA cancels in blue. (100+ stamps on 25+ pieces) - Est £20

Lot 1131 - 1962-1994 - Range of FIRST DAY COVERS various issues inc illustrated & special cancels. Mixed condition. (23 items) - Est £15

Lot 1132 - 1970-1980 - Five pages from passports all with various 'Consular' REVENUE issues used with various cachets. Couple of stamps with faults but an interesting group. - Est £15

Lot 1133 - 1975-2000 - Mounted collection on pages plus some on stock sheets of the various 'Provisional Surcharge' issues mint & used with many different types & values. Also range of commercial covers & 1 FDC with these issues. Mixed condition. Rarely offered. (105 stamps + 7 covers various values Between SG 1261/99, 1344/9, 1372/91, 1515/1531 & later issues) - Est £65

**Rhodesia**

Lot 1134 - 1897 - £1 black & red brown on green a FISCALLY used copy with manuscript cancel and perfin. Usef\ul spacefiller. (SG 73, Cat £225 as postally used) - Est £25
Lot 1135 - 1913 - 5d black & grey green 'Admiral' issue Die 2, perf 14, a fine cds used copy. (SG 226) - Est £18

Lot 1136 - 1913 - 2/- black & brown and 2/6 indigo & grey brown 'Admiral' issue both Die 2, perf 14, fine cds used. (SG 234 & 236) - Est £20

Lot 1137 - 1938 - NORTHERN RHODESIA: 1½d carmine red GVI issue a fine mint copy. Key value. (SG 29) - Est £15

Lot 1138 - 1929-1963 - NORTHERN RHODESIA: Postage Dues' first and second issues both sets fine mint. (SG D1/D10) - Est £12

Lot 1139 - 1935-1937 - NORTHERN RHODESIA: 1935 small cover sent airmail to UK franked 6 x 1925 1d brown (SG 2) tied by LUANSHYA cds's, 1952 cover sent airmail to UK franked 1938 5 x 1d green & 2 x 2d purple (SG 28 & 33) tied by NDOLA cds's, 1937 Coronation set on airmail cover to Livingston cancelled LUSAKA 11 JUN & unused 'Smart & Copley's RHODESIA' B&W photographic PPC of 'Giraffe & Eland'. (4 items) - Est £20

Lot 1140 - 1955 - RHODESIA & NYASALAND - AIRLETTERS: 1955 6c pale pink on white with light blue overlay & 1956 6d pink on blue with new inscriptions QE2 issue airletters both fine unused. (H&G FG1b & FG2) - Est £10

Lot 1141 - 1951 - SOUTHERN RHODESIA: ½d green 'Postage Due' issue overprinted on stamp of Great Britain, a fine UMOUNTED MINT block of four. (SG D1) - Est £6

Lot 1142 - 1953 - SOUTHERN RHODESIA - AIRLETTERS: 1953 6c mauve 'Rhodes Exhibition' issue airletter and 1953 6d olive bistre on light blue QE2 issue airletter both fine unused. (H&G FG7 & FG8) - Est £10

**Saint Helena**

Lot 1143 - 1864 - 4d carmine rose QV issue with opt type B, words 18mm long, a fine used copy. (SG 14, Cat £60) - Est £20

Lot 1144 - 1864 - 1d lake QV issue opt type B, perf 14 a fine unused copy. (SG 27, Cat £95) - Est £25

Lot 1145 - 1884 - ½d green all three types, 1d red both types, 2d yellow, 2½d ultramarine, 3d deep mauve, 4d sepia, 6d grey & 1/- yellow green QV issue all fine mint. Difficult to assemble. (SG 34/41, 43c/45, Cat £158+) - Est £65

Lot 1146 - 1949 - 1d black & green, 1½d black & carmine and 2d black & scarlet GVI issue all fine mint blocks of four, the 1d & 1½d with Waterlow IMPRINT in bottom margin. (SG 149/151) - Est £8

Lot 1147 - 1991 - Commercial airmail cover to UK franked with single 1990 20p 'RMS St Helena' issue (SG 573) tied by fine strike of ST HELENA JAMESTOWN cds. - Est £6

Lot 1148 - 1884-1916 - Small range of better stamps inc SG 39 mint, unused and a fine used copy, SG 36 mint, SG 53 mint & used, SG 73 & 73a on thick paper mint plus a corner strip of three and corner
pair of the 1d + 1d War Tax opt (SG 87) mint with plate numbers in margin. Useful lot. (13 stamps, SG Cat £47+) - Est £15

Lot 1149 - 1884-1950 - Range of oddments with good run of QV issue fine used inc SG 36/44 inc shades, few later inc SG 53, 57, 64, 136a pair & 136b all mint plus an interesting 'Used' Forgery of the QV 2d yellow surcharge (SG 39). (25 stamps, SG Cat £103+) - Est £30

**Saint Kitts & Nevis**

Lot 1150 - 1861 - NEVIS: 1d dull lake on greyish paper, perf 13 a very fine copy unused without gum. (SG 5) - Est £30

Lot 1151 - 1862 - NEVIS: 1d dull lake on greyish paper two copies with differing shades one with straight edge at bottom the other with small 2mm tear, both unused. (SG 5, Cat £200) - Est £30

Lot 1152 - 1862 - NEVIS: 1d dull lake on greyish paper, a fine mint copy with gum. (SG 5, Cat £100) - Est £35

Lot 1153 - 1862 - NEVIS: 6d grey lilac on greyish paper, a fine unused copy. Scarce stamp. (SG 7, Cat £150) - Est £50

Lot 1154 - 1866 - NEVIS: 1d pale red on white paper, perf 15, a fine unused copy. (SG 9) - Est £20

Lot 1155 - 1870-1990 - Small range of oddments with SG 5 used, SG 324 used pair, 1903 set to 2/6 mint (the 2/6 is creased), 1949 combination piece with Leewards 1½d pair & St Kitts 2½d tied by ST KITTS cds’s dated MY 1949, 1935 piece with SG 45a & 63 used with ST KITTS cds & couple of Revenues QV 1/- olive used and 6d green mint (B&H 4 & 21 Cat £22+). 25 stamps SG Cat £110+++ - Est £35

Lot 1156 - 1967 - ANGUILLA: 1c fine used and 15c unused 'Independent Anguilla' overprint issue. (SG 2 & 9, Cat £93) - Est £25

**Salvador**

Lot 1157 - 1887 - 2c scarlet 'UPU' UNISSUED type, a fine mint copy. (As SG 19, see note in SG) - Est £10

Lot 1158 - 1890 - 25c red 'Seebeck' issue a mint block of four with variety IMPERFORATE BETWEEN VERTICAL PAIRS. Left hand pair has a couple of tones on the perfs. Uncommon. (As SG 36) - Est £20

Lot 1159 - 1895 - 3c brown, 10c orange & pair 30c blue UNISSUED 'General Ezeta' issue all fine mint. (See note below SG 106) - Est £15

Lot 1160 - 1897 - 'Republic of Central America' issue 5c genuine unused & single on piece with 1896 10c green (SG 224) tied by NY maritime cancels plus similar single on piece, also genuine unused copy & reprint pair CTO and reprint pair with Official opts. (SG 270/1) - Est £10

Lot 1161 - 1903 - Registered AR cover franked with 1903 5c blue, 12c grey and 50c olive yellow (SG 490/1 & 495) tied by STAR cancels with SAN SALVADOR cds alongside with boxed registration
marking and small SAN SALVADOR A R 'Shield' marking. Addressed to SWITZERLAND with NEW YORK EXCHANGE transit registration label. Arrival marks on reverse. Addressed partially rubbed out but a scarce high rate franking. - Est £55

Lot 1162 - 1905 - Cover franked with 1900 2 x 5c blue & 3c black with 'Shield' control mark (SG 469 & 470) also cancelled with further violet control ? cds all tied by multiple strikes of ADMON DE CORREOS DE USULUTAN cds's in blue, addressed to Belgium with arrival cds's on reverse. Unusual. - Est £45

Lot 1163 - 1916 - Pair of covers both franked with 1915 5c ultramarine & 12c brown 'Palace' issue with '1915' overprints tied by dumb roller cancels with SANTIAGO DE MARIA or SANTA TECLA origination cds's. Addressed to SWEDEN or USA both with arrival marks on reverse. Also 1907 PPC with 1c green & black 'Palace' issue (SG 599) tied by SAN SALVADOR cds to SONSONATE. (3 items) - Est £40

Lot 1164 - 1918 - Plain cover franked with single 1916 17c orange with 'OFFICIAL' opt (SG O700) tied by dumb 'S' cancel with SAN SALVADOR cds alongside and small DIRECCION GENERAL DE CORREOS SECRETARIA SAN SALVADOR official cachet. Addressed to USA censored on arrival. - Est £20

Lot 1165 - 1925 - 6c blue PSE (H&G B113) used with added 1925 2c on 60c violet 'Fourth Centenary of San Salvador' issue (SG 760) tied by SAN SALVADOR cds dated 3th August (possibly first day of issue) postage was evidently underpaid and then additionally franked with 1925 2c red (SG 751) tied by different SAN SALVADOR cds dated 4th DEC. Addressed to SPAIN with partial arrival cds on reverse. - Est £35

Lot 1166 - 1929 - 15c on 10c orange, 20c green, 25c on 35c olive green & rose & 50c on 1col violet blue & green 'First Printing' AIRMAIL surcharges all fine mint plus later 1931 airplane opt type also mint. (SG 770A/772A, 774A & 787, Cat £26+) - Est £16

Lot 1167 - 1930 - Commercial airmail cover franked on reverse with 1924 1c purple strip of five & single, pair 2c red and 1929 50c on 1col violet blue & green AIR surcharge issue 'First Printing' (SG 750/751 & 774A) all tied by blue airmail roller cancels with CORREO AEREO SAN SALVADOR cds. Addressed to ARGENTINA with PANAMA & VALPARAISO CHILE transit cds's. - Est £35

Lot 1168 - 1935 - Cover franked with 1925 1c purple, 1934 2c brown & 1col grey black and 1930 20c green AIR issue all cancelled by airmail roller cancels with SAN SALVADOR cds alongside. Sent airmail to CHILE with small circular 'O.K.' marking and SANTIAGO arrival cds on reverse. Nice destination. - Est £20

Lot 1169 - 1937 - Cover franked on reverse with 1935 3c green & 5c carmine (SG 865/866) tied by 'lines' cancel with fine strike of boxed CORREOS NACIONALES ENCOMIENDAS SAN VICENTE cancel. Addressed to USA with transit and arrival marks. - Est £25

Lot 1170 - 1944 - 15c mauve & 20c green 'Waterlow' AIR issue IMPERF PLATE PROOFS with small hole punches, in issued colours & gummed. (SG 933/934) - Est £20

Lot 1171 - 1911-1983 - Useful range of mint (many unmounted) sets & singles, mid to modern period with many opts & surcharges inc SG 655/57B, O675/82, 761/3, 766/9, 787, 873, 866/7, 904/6,
Lot 1172 - 1913-1916 - Lovely group of REG covers with 3 to BARCELONA, SPAIN inc 1914 franked 12c on front & 1c and 2c on reverse tied by dumb cancels with SAN MIGUEL cds and boxed REG marking in red, 1916 cover with 29c (SG 670) tied by 'S' cancel with boxed SAN SALVADOR reg marking and OFICINA DE CERTIFICADOS 'Clock' cancel, 1916 cover with 3 x 5c & pair 17c (SG 665 & 668) tied by SANTA ELENA cds with REG markings and 1913 cover to USA franked 1c, 2c, 5c and pair 12c (SG 663/665 & 667) all tied by blue MINERAL DE SAN SEBASTIAN cds's to USA. Some faults but attractive for display. - Est £75

Samoa

Lot 1173 - 1899 - 'Provisional Govt' opts ½d green, 1d brown & 1/- rose carmine all mint blocks of four, 2d dull orange corner pair with sheet number handstamped in margin and 6d brown lake top marginal pair with 'target' in margin. (SG 90/92, 95/96) - Est £18

Lot 1174 - 1886-1916 - Small range of oddments on stocksheet inc SG 52 used, 58a & 63b mint, good range of surcharges with SG 78 unused (2), SG 76 used, 85 unused, 73 mint, later SAMOA opts on NZ etc. (20 stamps SG Cat £65+) - Est £20

Lot 1175 - 1886-1960 - Useful range on couple of stocksheets inc early issues mint & used (unchecked for perfs), Provisional Govt opt values to 2/6, few other opts, later opts in NZ with values to 1/- mint (SG 121), 1921 issue values to 1/-, 1935 set mint & some later issues. (114) - Est £25

Sarawak

Lot 1176 - 1888 - 2c purple & carmine unused, 12c green & blue mint plus 1918 4c rose carmine and 1922 5c yellow orange both mint. (SG 9, 16, 53 & 66, Cat £24+) - Est £8

Lot 1177 - 1918 - 25c brown & bright blue, a fine cds used copy. (SG 59, Cat £17) - Est £6

Lot 1178 - 1950 - 'GVI' issue set of fifteen fine cds used. (SG 171/185) - Est £16

Lot 1179 - 1950 - 'GVI' issue set of fifteen fine mint. (SG 171/185) - Est £30

Lot 1180 - 1955 - 'QE2' issue set of fifteen fine cds used. (SG 188/202) - Est £10

Sierra Leone

Lot 1181 - 1872 - 1d rose red QV issue watermark sideways, a fine unused copy. (SG 7, Cat £75) - Est £20

Lot 1182 - 1884 - 1d rose carmine & 1/- red brown QV issue both very fine unused copies no gum. (SG 28a & 34, Cat £47) - Est £10
Lot 1183 - 1937 - Long registered cover franked with 6 x 1d violet (SG 156, one damaged) tied by oval REGISTERED GPO SIERRA LEONE cancels with boxed FREETOWN registration marking alongside. Addressed to UK with arrival mark on reverse. Some peripheral faults but nice franking. - Est £20

Lot 1184 - 1938 - GVI' issue set of sixteen fine mint. (SG 188/200, Cat £130) - Est £50

Lot 1185 - 1938 - 1½d scarlet GVI issue a fine mint copy. Key value. (SG 190) - Est £8

Lot 1186 - 1872-1921 - Nice range of better stamps with QV issues SG 16, 20, 21, 30, 32 & 33 all fine used, 1884 ½d green mint block of four and 4d brown marginal copy with plate number (SG 27 & 33), 1903 ½d and 1d EVII issue mint blocks of four (SG 73/4) plus 1921 3d purple on yellow three copies used inc BONTHE, PUJEHUN & YONNI BANNA cds's and 2/- fine cds used (SG 116ba & 125). (SG Cat £85) - Est £30

Lot 1187 - 1884-1938 - Small range from early to GVI period with SG 28a used with red cancel, 108 used with superb FREETOWN PARCEL POST cds, 27 used pair, 140 used small thin, GV 2/- SG 144 mint, SG 173/176 used odd small fault and range of duplicated GVI values to 2/- mint & 5/- used, 2 copies one with REGISTRAR GENERAL fiscal cancel & 4 x 5d mint. (41 stamps, SG Cat £156+) - Est £45

Lot 1188 - 1890-1970 - Small lot of covers inc 1916 tatty cover with GV 1d tied FREETOWN to UK, unused QV 1d PS Replycard, 1946 3d GVI issue tied to India, GVI airletter used (tatty), 1959 3d QE2 tied GARRISON MAIL to UK, 1967 5c on 2d & pair 10c on 1/3 OPTS tied MAKENI to USA, modern airletter unused & range of later 'Shaped' types on commercial covers. Mixed condition. (14 items) - Est £25

**Solomon Islands**

Lot 1189 - 1907 - ½d ultramarine and 1d rose carmine 'Large Canoe' issue both fine cds used. (SG 1 & 2, Cat £39) - Est £12

Lot 1190 - 1907 - ½d ultramarine 'Large Canoe' issue a fine mint block of four. (SG 1) - Est £18

Lot 1191 - 1959 - BOOKLETS: 11/- black on grey stapled,fine & complete. (SG SB2) - Est £20

Lot 1192 - 1959 - BOOKLETS: 4/- black on buff stapled at right fine & complete. (SG SB1) - Est £15

Lot 1193 - 1960 - BOOKLETS: 5/- black on green stapled at left, fine & complete. (SG SB3) - Est £22

Lot 1194 - 1963 - 'QE2' issue with changed watermark, set of nine fine mint. (SG 103/111) - Est £8

Lot 1195 - 1965 - 'QE2' issue set of fifteen fine mint. (SG 112/126) - Est £18

Lot 1196 - 1966 - 'Decimal Surcharge' issue the set of fifteen with wmk upright and set of eighteen with wmk sideways all fine mint. (SG 135A/152A & 135B/152B, Cat £49) - Est £20

Lot 1197 - 1966 - 8c on 9d 'Decimal Surcharge' issue with variety INVERTED 8 in pair with normal UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 142aA) - Est £20
Lot 1198 - 1967 - Stampless Airletter sent from the 'Posts & Telegraphs Dept' with endorsement on reverse as official mail - hence unfranked to USA with HONIARA cds dated 3rd MAY 1967. Full letter inside. - Est £8

Lot 1199 - 1967 - 'OHMS' cover franked with 1966 10c on 1/- and 25c on 2/6 'Decimal Surcharge' issue (SG 143 & 148) tied by HONIARA cds sent by AIRMAIL to UK with nice strike of boxed SOLOMON ISLANDS BROADCASTING SERVICE' cachet in red. - Est £15

Lot 1200 - 1968 - 'Definitive' issue set of fifteen fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 166/180, Cat £21) - Est £10

Lot 1201 - 1973 - 35c 'Royal Wedding' issue with WATERMARK variety 'Crown to Right of CA' fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 246w) - Est £35

Lot 1202 - 1976 - 'Bird' issue set of sixteen fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 305/320) - Est £7

Lot 1203 - 1976 - 20c & 45c 'American Revolution' issue with WATERMARK variety 'Crown to Right of CA' both fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 322w & 324w) - Est £16

Lot 1204 - 1976 - 35c 'Telephone Centenary' issue with WATERMARK variety 'Crown to Right of CA' fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 328w) - Est £15

Lot 1205 - 1980 - 8c 'Ships & Crests' issue with WATERMARK variety 'Crown to Right of CA' fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 409w) - Est £7

Lot 1206 - 1982 - 35c 'Butterfly' issue with variety WATERMARK INVERTED fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 458b) - Est £30

Lot 1207 - 1983 - 40c 'Bicentenary of Manned Flight' issue with WATERMARK variety 'Crown to Right of CA' fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 495w) - Est £20

**South African States**

Lot 1208 - 1855 - COGH: 6d pale rose lilac on white paper 'Triangle' issue a good used copy, good margins, corner just clipped. (SG 7, Cat £200) - Est £25

Lot 1209 - 1871 - COGH: ½d black 'Seated Hope' issue wmk Crown CC a fine mint copy. (SG 28) - Est £8

Lot 1210 - 1893 - COGH: 5/- brown orange (Anchor wmk) a fine mint copy. (SG 68) - Est £20

Lot 1211 - 1859 - NATAL: 3d blue 'Chalon' issue (no wmk) Rough Perf 16, a superb lightly used copy. (SG 12, Cat £32) - Est £12

Lot 1212 - 1902 - NATAL: £1.10 green & violet EVII 'High Value' issue (Wmk Crown CC), a good unused copy small part gum showing on reverse. A few perfs are toned at top but otherwise a scarce stamp. (SG 143, Cat £350) - Est £95
Lot 1213 - 1859-1870 - NATAL: Small range of Chalon issues with 1d red (2), 3d blue, 6d violet (fiscally used), couple of POSTAGE opts plus later 1/- (SG 59), need checking, mostly good condition. (7) - Est £15

Lot 1214 - 1902-1904 - NATAL: 1½d green & black and later 1d rose carmine EVII issue both fine mint blocks of four. (SG 129 & 147, Cat £42) - Est £18

Lot 1215 - 1881 - ORANGE FREE STATE: 1d on 5/- green 'Provisional' surcharge issue (type d) a fine mint O.G. copy, few perfs toned at top but uncommon. (SG 24, Cat £70) - Est £20

Lot 1216 - 1881 - ORANGE FREE STATE: 2d on 3d ultramarine 'Provisional' surcharge issue (type a) a fine unused copy. (SG 52, Cat £65) - Est £25

Lot 1217 - 1882 - ORANGE FREE STATE: ½d on 5/- green 'surcharge' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 36) - Est £8

Lot 1218 - 1882 - ORANGE FREE STATE: ½d on 5/- green two copies fine mint and cds used plus 1896 ½d on 3d ultramarine two mint copies with opt types 'b' & 'd'. (SG 36, 70 & 72, Cat £49) - Est £18

Lot 1219 - 1882 - ORANGE FREE STATE: 1/- purple brown long type 'Postal Fiscal' fine used with central barred numeral '24' of HEILBRON. (SG F3) - Est £10

Lot 1220 - 1868-1902 - ORANGE FREE STATE: Small range of oddments inc SG 8/9 used, 19 mint, 72 used, 77 used with Missing Bar variety, 83 mint, 118, 121 & 5/- green SG 122 mint. (14 stamps SG Cat £41+) - Est £15

Lot 1221 - 1901 - PIETERSBURG: 1d black on red 'Provisional' issue IMPERF with signature control & variety NO BAR UNDER TOP RIGHT '1' (Row 4/4) mint with part gum. Thinned. (SG 6d, Cat £35) - Est £12

Lot 1222 - 1904 - TRANSVAAL: 2/6 magenta & black EVII issue a fine mint copy. (SG 269) - Est £15

Lot 1223 - 1904 - TRANSVAAL: £1 green & violet EVII issue on ordinary paper a superb cds used copy. Excellent colour. (SG 272) - Est £12

Lot 1224 - 1907 - TRANSVAAL - POSTAGE DUES: ½d black & green strip of four on piece tied by NYLSTROOM cds's, 1d black & red strip of three on piece with NYLSTROOM cds's, 1d black & red superb block of four with CALEDON cds's and 2d brown orange block of four with 'Triangle' cancels. Scarce group of multiples. (SG D1/3) - Est £15

Lot 1225 - 1909 - TRANSVAAL: 6d black & brown orange EVII issue with 'C S A R' PERFIN tied on small piece by large part TRANSVAAL T.P.O. DN EUROPEAN MAIL cds dated JAN 1909. (SG 266a) - Est £12

Lot 1226 - 1878-1907 - TRANSVAAL: Small range of oddments inc SG 134/135 used, 274 & 276 mint plus a few Revenues & other M&U. (23 stamps SG Cat £42+) - Est £16

Lot 1227 - 1891 - ZULULAND: 1d dull mauve opt on REVENUE issue of Natal, a fine UNMOUNTED MINT block of four. Uncommon in multiples. (SG F1) - Est £10
Lot 1228 - 1888-1891 - ZULULAND: Early range inc SG 1, 12 & F1 mint & SG 4 cds used. (SG Cat £81) - Est £20

**South Africa**

Lot 1229 - 1920 - Unusual Registered cover franked with 5 x COGH 1893 1d red (SG 59) and OFS 1900 ½d yellow 'V.R.I.' opt (SG 112) all tied by REGISTERED PRETORIA cds's with boxed Registration marking alongside. Addressed to UK with transit and arrival marks. Very late use of the interprovincials. - Est £35

Lot 1230 - 1930 - 1/- brown & deep blue a fine cds used block of four on piece, assumed to be the cheaper inverted wmk issue. (SG 48a, Cat £52) - Est £18

Lot 1231 - 1961 - 'Decimal' issue set of thirteen fine mint. (SG 185/197) - Est £8

Lot 1232 - 1910-1950 - Useful range of oddments on stocksheet with many horizontal pairs & blocks inc SG 2 (7 used copies), SG 12 mint, 56h mint pane, 43 used pair, 46c used block of six, 54 used block of eight on piece, SG 54, 56, 61c, 87, 116, 117, 120 all mint pairs, large piece with block of five & pair 10/- SG 64c, SG 50/52 & 78 mint pairs, 80/81, O14 & O16 used pairs, also few cinderella labels, a TB booklet and few Revenues etc. Needs further examination. (100++ stamps SG Cat £200++) - Est £65

**Sudan**

Lot 1233 - 1897 - Range of First Issue opts on Egypt with mint values to 1p, 3 used 1p ultramarine with HALFA, BERBER & Identifiable Army Telegraphs cds's, Postage Dues inc 2m green mint, 4m maroon & 1p ultramarine both used plus a few Forgeries. (15 stamps, SG Cat £32+) - Est £15

Lot 1234 - 1898 - 'Camel Postman' first issue set of eight fine cds used. (SG 10/17) - Est £10

Lot 1235 - 1900 - 5m rose carmine 'Soudan' opt first issue with large 'S. G.' Official PERFIN (Inverted & reversed) fine used. Difficult stamp. (SG O1) - Est £15

Lot 1236 - 1902 - 'Camel Postman' second issue set of eleven fine mint. (SG 18/28) - Est £30

Lot 1237 - 1927 - 1m black & orange 'Small Camel' issue a superb UNMOUNTED MINT COMPLETE SHEET OF 120 on chalk surfaced paper. (SG 37, Cat £84) - Est £35

Lot 1238 - 1927 - 10p black & reddish purple OFFICIAL issue perforated 'S.G.' a fine mint copy. (SG O31) - Est £16

Lot 1239 - 1931 - 'Airmail' issue complete sets of both perforation types (missing 3½p perf 14 only) all very fine mint. (SG 49b/57d & 52b/57e) - Est £30

Lot 1240 - 1936 - Official 'S.G.' overprint issue range with 2m - 10m, 2p -8p & 20p all mint. (12 stamps, SG Cat £115++) - Est £35

Lot 1241 - 1948 - 2m, 3m, 4m, 5m, 15m, 2p, 3p, 4p, 5p, 6p & 10p 'S.G.' official opt issue all fine mint. (SG O44/47, O49/54 & O56, Cat £45+) - Est £16
Lot 1242 - 1951 - 'Pictorial' issue the set of seventeen plus all listed shades (missing 3½ pt bright green & red brown SG 132) all very fine cds used. Difficult to assemble. (SG 123/139 etc) - Est £15

Lot 1243 - 1951 - 'Pictorial' issue set of seventeen (missing the 20pt) fine mint. (SG 123/139, Cat £75+) - Est £25

Lot 1244 - 1951 - 1m black & orange 'Ibex' issue a superb UNMOUNTED MINT COMPLETE SHEET OF 100. (SG 123, Cat £225) - Est £75

Lot 1245 - 1951 - 'Pictorial' OFFICIAL issue opt 'S.G.' set of eighteen fine mint. (SG O67/O83) - Est £22

Lot 1246 - 1952 - AIRLETTERS: 2½pt orange on blue used with added 10m tied from PORT SUDAN to Denmark airletter has two punch holes one that affects the stamp. Also 1954 3½pt brown on light blue unused and 1960 4pt brown on light blue also unused. (H&G FG1/3) - Est £25

Lot 1247 - 1953 - UNISSUED 'Self Government' set of three fine mint inscribed '1953' in error. Only 5000 sets exist. - Est £45

Lot 1248 - 1958 - Registered cover franked with 1951 3 x 15m brown & black (SG 129) tied by fine strikes of SHENDI Skeleton cds with blue & white SHENDI English language formula REG label alongside. Addressed internally to Khartoum with arrival marks. - Est £20

Lot 1249 - 1960 - Registered cover franked with 1951 3 x 2pt black & blue (SG 130) tied by good strike of large NYALA cds with blue & white NYALA English language formula REG label alongside. Addressed internally to Khartoum with arrival marks. - Est £25

Lot 1250 - 1902-1960 - Small range of oddments inc better with mint Camels SG 27 & 30/33, SG 97 side marginal block of six & SG 99 corner block of four, plus few Postage Dues mint & used. (26 stamps, SG Cat £74+) - Est £22

**Swaziland**

Lot 1251 - 1889 - 1d carmine perf 12½ x 12 and ½d grey perf 12½ 'Swaziland' overprint issue both fine mint. (SG 1 & 4) - Est £10

Lot 1252 - 1889 - Range of First OPT issues with Perf 12½ x 12 1d carmine used with '628' barred numeral & 1/- green used Perf 12½ types ½d grey mint, 2d olive bistre cds used, 6d blue mint & 2/6 buff mint plus 1892 ½d grey mint. All have small faults or thins but a good looking group. (SG 1, 3/7 & 10, Cat £330+) - Est £45

Lot 1253 - 1938 - Useful duplicated mint range of GVI issues with perfs & shades inc SG 28 (2), 28a (3), 28b (2), 29 (2), 29a (4), 30a, 30b (4), 31, 31a (4), 32b, 33a, 34a, 35a & 10/- SG 38a. (26 stamps, SG Cat £47+) - Est £18

Lot 1254 - 1938 - 3d ultramarine & 3d deep blue GVI issue perf 13½ x 14 both fine mint. (SG 32b & 32d, Cat £19) - Est £8
**Syria**

Lot 1255 - 1919-1965 - Useful range on stocksheet with many better items from good range of OPTS on France mint & used inc SG 14, 16, D60 block of four, 94, 46, pair, 97/107, 112/3, D192/6, 226, 208/11, 358, 724/5, 726 & 761/2 pairs & singles all mint and SG 15/16, D60/1, 69 & 39 all used plus some blocks & multiples. (90+ stamps, SG Cat £118+) - Est £40

Lot 1256 - 1919-1978 - Superb mint collection from extensive range of 'O.M.F.' OPTS on French issues, better mid period sets & few Miniature sheets, noted SG 62, 65, 74/75, 91/99, 118/124, 180, 192/5, 245/248a, 257, 269, 339, 339a, 340, 358/63, 364/5, 387/91, 403/08, 444/7, 483/4, 485/6, 551/3, 571/4, 596/600 & 623/7. A wonderful range inc few pairs & blocks of four & many UNMOUNTED, odd tone spot here & there. (214 stamps + 4 miniature sheets, SG Cat £330++) - Est £95

Lot 1257 - 1945-1974 - Useful range of mint (most UNMOUNTED) sets & single inc SG 397/402, 483/4, 522/5, 608/9, 674/5, 678/0, 687/9, 716/7, 738, 1134/5, 1181/2, 1235/7 & French Free Forces in the Levant SG 8/14. (38 stamps, SG Cat £51+) - Est £20

Lot 1258 - 1947-1949 - 1949 cover franked on reverse with 1948 50p on 300p brown, pair 1946 7p50 brown and pair of 2½p green REVENUES used for postage all tied by feint ALEP cds's with DAMAS transit cds also tying stamps. Also 1947 DAMAS - NEW YORK First Flight franked with 10p & 50p (SG 436 & 439) tied by DAMAS cds and additional 1945 5p blue 'Syrian Army Fund' TAX issue (SG T422) tied on reverse by NEW YORK arrival cds. - Est £16

**Turkey**

Lot 1259 - 1865 - 2pi blue first 'Duloz' issue a good used copy with small boxed Arabic cancel. (SG 14, Cat £60) - Est £20

Lot 1260 - 1865 - 5pi carmine first 'Duloz' issue a fine used copy with small boxed Arabic cancel. (SG 15, Cat £60) - Est £20

Lot 1261 - 1865 - 25pi brown 'Duloz' POSTAGE DUE issue, a superb used with full small boxed Arabic cancel. (SG D22, Cat £120) - Est £40

Lot 1262 - 1868 - 10pa purple 'Duloz' issue, perf 12-13 with inscription Type B, a fine lightly used copy. Light crease but a scarce stamp. (SG 49, Cat £150) - Est £40

Lot 1263 - 1880 - 20pa black & rose and 1 PIASTRES black & slate 'Empire' issue both fine unused copies. (SG 91/92, Cat £91) - Est £30

Lot 1264 - 1884 - Nice range of mint/unused 'Empire' issue inc 10pa green single & block of four, 20pa carmine single & unused block of six, 20pa rose, 1pi blue all perf 13½ and 20pa rose, 1pi blue, 2pi yellow ochre single & block of four & 5pi yellow brown perf 11½. (SG 97/99, 98a & 103/106, Cat £48+) - Est £16

Lot 1265 - 1888 - Spa green & yellow, 2pi mauve & slate, 5pi brown & fawn and 25pi carmine & yellow 'Empire' issue all fine mint or unused (25pi) copies. (SG 113/116, Cat £32+) - Est £12
Lot 1266 - 1890 - Nice range of mint/unused 'Empire' issue on transparent paper inc 10pa green, 20pa rose single & mint block of four, 1pi bluish grey, 2pi greenish yellow unused block of six and 5pi buff all perf 13½ and 20pa rose perf 11½. (SG 123/5, 126c, 127 & 129, Cat £84+) - Est £30

Lot 1267 - 1890 - 1pi bluish grey 'Empire' issue perf 13½, a fine unused copy. (SG 125, Cat £49) - Est £16

Lot 1268 - 1890 - 2pi yellow mint, 2pi yellow ochre unused and 2pi greenish yellow used 'Empire' issue perf 13½, all three shades. (SG 126, 126a & 126c, Cat £152) - Est £45

Lot 1269 - 1892 - 20c claret, 1pi dull blue & 2pi orange brown all fine unused copies. (SG 142a, 143/4, Cat £98+) - Est £20

Lot 1270 - 1892 - 20pa black 'Postage Due' issue and 2pi orange brown with Arabic 'Printed Matter' opt, both fine lightly used. (SG D146 & N158, Cat £30) - Est £10

Lot 1271 - 1894 - 20p rose 'Printed Matter' overprint issue a fine lightly used copy. (SG N156, Cat £31) - Est £10

Lot 1272 - 1897 - 5pa on 10pa green 'Provisional' issue a fine unused block of four. (SG 160) - Est £6

Lot 1273 - 1901 - 50pi yellow brown, perf 13½, a very fine cds used copy. (SG 174, Cat £50) - Est £16

Lot 1274 - 1901 - 20pa magenta with Arabic 'Printed Matter' OPT, perf 13½, a fine mint copy. (SG N191, Cat £31) - Est £10

Lot 1275 - 1901 - 1pi ultramarine and 2pi ultramarine with Arabic 'Printed Matter' OPT, perf 13½, both fine cds used copies. (SG N192/3, Cat £74) - Est £25

Lot 1276 - 1908 - 20pa rose carmine, perf 13½, a fine mint copy. (SG 236B, Cat £30) - Est £10

Lot 1277 - 1909 - 5pi dull purple with Arabic 'Printed Matter' OPT, perf 12, a cds used copy, some light toning on perfs. (SG N281A, Cat £80) - Est £25

Lot 1278 - 1914 - 5pa lake brown and 1pi slate blue 'Postage Due' issue both fine cds used. (SG D516 & D519, Cat £24) - Est £8

Lot 1279 - 1916 - 'Adrianople' postage due issue with '1332' CRESCENT opt, 10pa on 2pa on 10pa green, 20pa on 5pa on 20pa red and 40pa on 20pa on 40pa all mint and 40pa on 10pa on 40pa blue cds used. Scarce group. (SG 745/748, Cat £225) - Est £75

Lot 1280 - 1919 - 1pi blue 'Accession of Sultan Mohamed VI' OPT issue a fine cds used copy. (SG 940, Cat £18) - Est £6

Lot 1281 - 1920 - 10pa slate lilac a fine UNMOUNTED MINT copy. (SG 967, Cat £12) - Est £6

Lot 1282 - 1934 - Small range inc 'Airmail' OPT set mint (SG 1157/61), 1938 'Latin Alphabet' set UMM (SG 1217/22) & 1940 'First Postage Stamps' issue UMM (SG 1270/3). (15 stamps, Cat £19) - Est £8

Lot 1283 - 1938 - Small UNMOUNTED MINT range inc 1938 'Anniversary of Turkish Republic' set, 'Latin Alphabet' set & 1943 'Izmir International Fair' set. (18 stamps, Cat £32) - Est £15
Lot 1284 - 1904-1941 - Interesting lot of covers & postal history inc 1904 20pa PSC used DIARBEKIR to USA, 1916 cover with 1pi tied SMYRNE 2 to Switzerland, 1912 PPC inscribed on message side 'Sudan Customs, Port Sudan, Red Sea' with 10pa on picture side tied by indistinct cds.PPC with 20pa tied DAMAS to UK, US Consulate cover with 20pa tied BEYROUTH to SIDON SYRIA, 1908 cover with 2 x 1pi tied SIRKEDJI to UK, 1904 cover with 1pi from BAGDAD to UK, 1917 cover with red censor seal, 1941 PPC ISTANBUL to ITALY with straight line blue censor mark & 1931 hotel cover from BEYOGLU to YUGOSLAVIA. (10 items) - Est £40

Lot 1285 - 1921 - ANATOLIA: 10pa pink and 1pi yellow 'Revenue' issue with ARABIC opt 3mm high, both fine mint. (SG A71/A72, Cat £13+) - Est £6

Lot 1286 - 1921 - ANATOLIA: 'Postage Due' issue the set of five fine mint. (SG AD91/AD95, Cat £27) - Est £9

Lot 1287 - 1921 - ANATOLIA: 10pa slate 'Revenue' issue with 'Ottoman Posts 1337' ARABIC opt in black an unused copy with light crease. (SG A37, Cat £60) - Est £10

Lot 1288 - 1908 - GERMAN P.O. 5c on 5pf green, 25c on 20pf ultramarine, 50c on 40pf black & carmine and 100c on 80pf black & carmine on rose diagonal OPT issue all fine mint. (SG 60 & 62/64, Cat £120) - Est £40

Lot 1289 - 1938 - HATAY - ALEXANDRETTA: ½p violet to 15pi purple brown AIR issue of Syria opt 'SANDJAK D'ALEXANDRETTA' all fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 13/19, Cat £104) - Est £35

Lot 1290 - 1890 - RUSSIAN POST OFFICE: 10k rose carmine & green perf 14½ x 15 on horizontally LAID paper, a fine mint copy with full gum. (SG 17a, Cat £95) - Est £30

**Turks & Caicos Islands**

Lot 1291 - 1873 - 1d dull rose lake watermark 'Small Star' perf 11 x 15 a fine unused copy. (SG 4) - Est £20

Lot 1292 - 1948 - ½d green corner block of six, 2d carmine corner block of four, 2 pairs & single, 6d violet pair & single and 2/- black & bright blue pair & single. All fine mint or UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 210/1 & 213/4, Cat £26+) - Est £10

Lot 1293 - 1867-1925 - Small range inc couple of early issues (mixed condition inc SG 7 unused but design heavily cut into - this issue was usually separated by scissors), QV 2½d brown SG 56 mint, few later EVII & GV issues inc WAR TAX opts. (22 stamps, SG Cat £225+) - Est £35

**United States of America**

Lot 1294 - 1861 - CONFEDERATE STATES - FORGERIES: 2c green 'Jackson' issue, 10c deep rose 'Jefferson' issue and 10c blue 'Jefferson' issue 'Litho' FORGERIES in unused pairs with 'Facsimile' imprint on reverse. (As SG 4, 6 & 12) - Est £8

Lot 1295 - 1879 - 2c orange vermilion 'Jackson' issue on soft porous paper, a very fine unused copy. (SG 185a, Cat £65) - Est £18
Lot 1296 - 1893 - 1c - 10c 'Columbian Exhibition' issue all good to fine used. (SG 235/242, Cat £50+) - Est £20
Lot 1297 - 1893 - 4c ultramarine 'Columbian Exposition' issue a fine mint copy with full gum. (SG 238, Cat £85) - Est £30
Lot 1298 - 1893 - 15c blue green 'Columbian Exposition' issue a fine mint copy with full gum. (SG 243, Cat £190) - Est £60
Lot 1299 - 1901 - 1c black & green, 2c black & red, 4c black & brown, 5c black & ultramarine and 10c black & yellow brown 'Pan American Exposition' issue all fine used. (SG 300, 301a, 302/303 & 305, Cat £39+) - Est £12
Lot 1300 - 1913 - 1c green & 2c carmine 'Panama - Pacific Exposition' issue, perf 12, both values fine mint. (SG 423/4, Cat £39) - Est £15
Lot 1301 - 1913 - 5c blue 'Panama - Pacific Exposition' issue, perf 12, a fine mint copy. (SG 425, Cat £80) - Est £30
Lot 1302 - 1920 - 1c green & 2c carmine mint & 5c blue used 'Pilgrim Fathers' issue. (SG 556/558, Cat £23+) - Est £8
Lot 1303 - 1936 - Long airmail cover endorsed 'Via Hawaiian Clipper Only' franked with 4 x 1935 20c blue (SG A776) tied from SAN FRANCISCO addressed to GUAM with arrival cds on reverse. Cover has some creases but unusual airmail destination. - Est £12
Lot 1304 - 1938 - 30c ultramarine 'Presidential' issue a fine UNMOUNTED MINT corner marginal block of six. (SG 826) - Est £10
Lot 1305 - 1939-1985 - Three long commercial covers all damaged in the mail with 1939 & 1958 covers with added US Official seals attached both with 'Damaged by Cancelling Machine' cachet and 1985 cover with 'Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service' cachet. (3) - Est £12
Lot 1306 - 1899 - GUAM: 1c green with 'GUAM' opt in black, a fine used copy. (SG 1) - Est £10
Lot 1307 - 1864 - HAWAII: 18c rose red 'Kekuanaoa' issue a very fine unused copy, no gum. (SG 31, Cat £55) - Est £16
Lot 1308 - 1903 - PHILIPPINES: 3c bright violet overprint issue a fine mint copy. (SG 270, Cat £60) - Est £24

**Uruguay**

Lot 1309 - 1881 - 7c 'Suarez' issue two fine IMPERF PROOFS printed in blue and in red on thin transparent paper, the latter an unissued colour. (SG 60) - Est £25
Lot 1310 - 1881 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: 2c red violet PSC (H&G 3) sent from SAN JOSE (datelined on reverse) with large 'T' in circle TPO marking. Addressed to MONTEVIDEO with oval DOMICILO arrival marking both on front. - Est £35
Lot 1311 - 1882 - 1c blue 'Scales of Justice' issue IMPERF PROOF IN UNISSUED COLOUR numbered '84' fine unused. Scarce. (As SG 62) - Est £20

Lot 1312 - 1883 - 5c blue 'Maximo Gomez' issue card with seven IMPERF copies with shades mint or unused, two IMPERF copies with OFICIAL opt and very unusual reverse impression on thin paper an imperf pair, probably printers waste. (SG 68f & 072c) - Est £15

Lot 1313 - 1884 - 5c ultramarine on thick paper 'Large figure 5s' a fine mint IMPERF block of four with full gum & margins all round. (SG 78ba) - Est £20

Lot 1314 - 1895 - 2p black & yellow brown 'Fortress of Montevideo' UNISSUED ESSAY stamp printed by the 'South American Banknote Co.' on thick card. A fine IMPERF example. - Est £35

Lot 1315 - 1901 - 1c green 'Cattle' issue and 2c dull red 'Cherub' issue with 'OFICIAL' overprint in black WITHOUT PUNCHED HOLES. Both mint copies. (SG 0238/9, see note in SG) - Est £15

Lot 1316 - 1904 - 10c slate lilac 'Litho' issue BISECTED and tied on piece by barred numeral 'HS' with fine CORREO MIGUES cds alongside dated FEB 1904. Unusual. (SG 255) - Est £20

Lot 1317 - 1904 - SWISS COLONY: Two coloured PPCs 'Hotel del Prado. Colonia Suiza' and 'Monte del Hotel Central Colonia Suiza' the first sent in 1904 to MONTEVIDEO with stamp removed with partial N. HELVETIA cds and the second sent in 1923 franked with 1923 2c mauve 'Lapwing' (SG 423) tied by ESTAFETA AMBULANTE cds somewhat unclear but the numeral can be identified as a '3' addressed to MONTEVIDEO. - Est £15

Lot 1318 - 1905 - TRAVELLING POST OFFICES: Photographic PPC of 'Actress - Yahne' sent from COLONIA SUIZA with manuscript endorsement & message written on picture side franked with 1904 2c orange (SG 253) tied by fine ESTAFETA AMBULANTE A27 cds. Addressed to MONTEVIDEO with arrival cds. - Est £35

Lot 1319 - 1908 - '83rd Anniversary of the Revolt of the Immortal 33 under Levalleja' FORGERY issue all three values in COMPLETE SHEETS of eighteen with MONTEVIDEO 8 MAR 1910 URUGUAY preprinted postmark. (As SG 279/281) - Est £20

Lot 1320 - 1910 - 5c 'Centenary of Argentine Revolution' CENTAUR issue a fine IMPERF COLOUR TRIAL in RED on thick card. (As SG 287) - Est £10

Lot 1321 - 1921 - Internal cover franked with 1921 2c red orange 'Mercury' issue (SG 382) tied by MONTEVIDEO cds to CANELONES underpaid and TAXED on arrival in CANELONES with large circular '06' marking and added 1921 pair 5m violet & 5c blue 'Mercury' issue (SG 348 & 386) tied by CANELONES cds's. A Very unusual usage of this issue. - Est £45

Lot 1322 - 1925 - FIRST FLIGHT: 25 Sept Cover flown on Montevideo - Rincon flight franked 1925 Rincon pair 5c rose & 45c blue green (SG 474/5) tied by oval blue MONTEVIDEO cancels sent registered with RINCON oval arrival cancel on front & reverse. - Est £25

Lot 1323 - 1925 - FIRST FLIGHT: 12 Oct Cover flown on the Sarandi Grande - Montevideo flight franked 1923 'Battle of Sarandi' set of three plus 1921 25c brown AIR opt issue (SG 377, 433/35) tied by commemorative cancels. Arrival marks on reverse. (Muller #7 rated 1500pts - 880 flow) - Est £35
Lot 1324 - 1926 - 2c rosy mauve, 5c pale blue, 12c slate blue & 20c pale brown 'Lapwing' issue, imperf opt 'OFICIAL' in oval and with hole punch all values in unused blocks of seventy comprising the bottom seven rows of the sheet with sheet margins on three sides. Some light toning here & there but impressive multiples. (SG O499/500 & O502/503, Cat £385) - Est £65

Lot 1325 - 1927 - Philatelic Exhibition Montevideo' issue 2c green, 5c red & 8c blue the set of three miniature sheets fine mint. (SG 534/536, Cat £48) - Est £25

Lot 1326 - 1928 - 'Uruguayan Football Victories' issue set of three all with shaped 'Hole Punches' for OFFICIAL use. (As SG 581/583) - Est £20

Lot 1327 - 1928 - ARTIGAS ISSUE: Nice group of WATERLOW IMPERF PLATE PROOFS with hole punches inc 5m black pair, 1c purple strip of three, 2c green pair (with imperfections ringed in red pen by the inspector) and 1p yellow green marginal single. (8 proofs) - Est £25

Lot 1328 - 1929 - 2c olive 'Pegasus' issue printed by lithography on very shiny gummed paper and rouletted with part of sheet margin at right. Very unusual and origin unknown. (As SG 618) - Est £20

Lot 1329 - 1930 - Second 'Pegasus' issue mint range with 1c, 2c, 4c, 6c, 8c, 16c, 24c, 30c & 90c all fine. (SG 659/667 & 672, Cat £35+) - Est £18

Lot 1330 - 1933 - 7c, 12c, 20c & 36c '7th Pan American Conference' TRIANGULAR issue all fine unused, no gum. (SG 709/10 & 712/3, Cat £24+) - Est £8

Lot 1331 - 1935 - Barreiro Y Ramos 'Pegasus' issue fine used range with 12c, 22c, 37c, 50c, 62c, 87c, 1p, 1p 12c, 1p 20c, 2p & 3p all fine. (SG 725/6, 728, 731, 734/38, 741 & 743, Cat £57) - Est £20

Lot 1332 - 1935 - Barreiro Y Ramos 'Pegasus' issue set of twenty (missing the 47c, 52c & 57c) all fine used copies. Scarce in fine used condition. (SG 725/744, Cat £160) - Est £80

Lot 1333 - 1935 - 1p 62c carmine 'Pegasus' issue, Barreiro Y Ramos printing, a fine cds used block of four, small thin on one stamp. (SG 740, Cat £38 - Est £15

Lot 1334 - 1938 - PARCEL POST ISSUES: 1947 5c brown orange corner block of thirty five with '460' sheet number in margin plus block of six, 1p deep blue block of four, 1957 10c blue green corner block of nine & block of six, 30c bright purple block of six with '062' sheet number in margin & block of four and 50c grey green single. All fine mint, design depicts a TRAIN. (SG P971, P975, P1066 & P1068/69) - Est £15

Lot 1335 - 1939 - 'La Carreta' AIR issue the set of thirteen (missing the 5p blue green) all fine used. Difficult set. (SG 817/829, Cat £80+) - Est £40

Lot 1336 - 1939 - 10p rose carmine 'La Carreta' issue a fine cds used copy. (SG 829, Cat £70) - Est £35

Lot 1337 - 1940 - 7c blue 'Artigas' issue a fine IMPERF PAIR with variety PRINTED ON BOTH SIDES. Unused & scarce. (As SG 843) - Est £25

Lot 1338 - 1941 - '40th Death Anniversary of Blanes' issue 1c brown, 5c carmine, 12c blue & 50c violet IMPERF WATERLOW PLATE PROOFS in issued colours. All very fine. (SG 856 & 858/860) - Est £16
Lot 1339 - 1945 - 10c green 'Santiago Vazquez' UNISSUED ESSAY stamp by 'Colombino Hnos' for the 10c value (eventually issued with portrait of Jose Ellauri) a fine IMPERF example in heavy ink on gummed paper. (As SG 905) - Est £25

Lot 1340 - 1949 - REVENUES: Complete "Cedula de Identidad" Identification book with photo & fingerprint of the owner franked with $0.10 brown on banknote paper REVENUE inscribed 'Retiro Political' tied by small purple CERRO LARGO cachet. Interesting item. - Est £15

Lot 1341 - 1950 - Circa 1950 De La Rue 'Comercio' REVENUE issue 4p red, 5p violet, 20p green, 30p orange & 40p brown printed on security paper all fine UNMOUNTED MINT blocks of six. - Est £20

Lot 1342 - 1950 - Circa 1950 De La Rue 'Comercio' REVENUE issue 4p red, 5p violet, 20p green, 30p orange & 40p brown printed on security paper all fine UNMOUNTED MINT blocks of four. - Est £16

Lot 1343 - 1954 - 1p red brown & scarlet, 2p sepia & scarlet, 3p green & deep lilac & 5p green & ultramarine all fine mint. (SG 1040/2 & 1044, Cat £30) - Est £15

Lot 1344 - 1954 - REVENUES: Complete "Carnet de Salud" Identification book with photo & fingerprint of the owner franked on last page with $0.50 brown REVENUE inscribed 'Servicios Medico Municipal Carnet de Salud' tied by various cachets. Interesting item. - Est £15

Lot 1345 - 1956 - CINDERELLA: Circa 1956 nice purple & black label inscribed 'Represa Salto Grande - Union de Pueblos Hermanos' showing the repaired Salto Dam. A mint pair, couple of creases but not seen by us before. - Est £10

Lot 1346 - 1991 - Multicoloured IMPERF PROOF for the 380p '1902 Gladiator Car' issue without any inscriptions or value, on watermarked paper. (As SG 2053) - Est £15

Lot 1347 - 1995 - 'Tenth Anniversary of Artigas Antarctic Scientific Base' miniature sheet of four fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG MS2236, Cat £12) - Est £8

Lot 1348 - 1880-1930 - OFFICIAL ISSUES: Super mint & used range of mainly early OFICIAL overprint issues with many types inc colours, opts & surcharges values to 1p mint and many blocks of four and good array of later 'Hole Punch' types. Some duplication in places, condition generally good to fine. (170++) - Est £50

Lot 1349 - 1894-1919 - Small lot of better Postal Stationery with 1892 2c green card (H&G 32) CTO with oval undated COLONIA cancel & cds, 1894 5c green envelope (H&G B10b) used with barred 'A1' & MONTEVIDEO cds addressed locally, 1904 2c brown on salmon card (H&G 44) used with COLONIA cds to MONTEVIDEO & 1919 3c carmine Lettercard (H&G A15) used with added 1c green tied by MONTEVIDEO cds to Argentina, card has no outer perforations but is scarce used. (4 items) - Est £30

Lot 1350 - 1897-1904 - 3c brown on pink postal stationery card (H&G 37 message half) used with SAN JOSE cds to USA with MONTEVIDEO transit cds also 1905 PPC 'Monumento a Joaquin Suarez' used with 1904 1c green & 2c orange (SG 252/3) tied by very fine oval SAN JOSE cancels addressed to UK with MONTEVIDEO transit cds. (2 items) - Est £20
Lot 1351 - 1899-1952 - PERFINS: Three different with early 7c carmine (SG 222) with 'St & Co.' scarce, 7c red Artigas with 'C I D A' (SG 550 from an advertising label) and 12c blue airmail (SG 1023) with 'IHC'. A Scarce group. - Est £30

**Venezuela**

Lot 1352 - 1862 - ½r pale orange BOGUS First issue with additional ornamental frame, similar to the 1862 'Arms' issue, a fine mint copy. Uncommon. - Est £20

Lot 1353 - 1875 - ½r rose pink 'Square' issue with 'Contrasena - Estampillas de Correo' overprint, two fine used, four margin copies with OPT INVERTED and normal. (SG 76 & 76a, Cat £20+) - Est £12

Lot 1354 - 1876 - ½r rose pink, ½r rose pink with OPT INVERTED and ½r carmine rose with OPT INVERTED 'Estampillas de correo - Contrasena' opt issue all very fine used inc one on piece. (SG 81, 81a, 81b, Cat £24) - Est £15

Lot 1355 - 1876 - Range of 'Estampillas de correo - Contrasena' opt issue with ½r rose pink, ½r carmine rose, ½r carmine rose with OPT INVERTED, ½r carmine rose with variety CONTRASENA opt twice, 1r dull vermilion and 1r dull vermilion with OPT INVERTED. Condition generally fine, useful group. (SG 81, 81a, 81b, 81c, 82 & 82a, Cat £64) - Est £40

Lot 1356 - 1893 - 25c magenta, 50c dull purple and 1b green all good to fine mint. (SG 165/167, Cat £12+) - Est £6

Lot 1357 - 1899 - 50c orange and 1900 1b black with '1900' opt both fine unused blocks of four, no gum. (SG 183 & 218, Cat £16+) - Est £6

Lot 1358 - 1900 - 5c green, 10c vermilion, 50c black, 1b green & 2b orange yellow 'RESELLADA' opt issue all fine mint. (SG 199/200 & 202/204, Cat £15+) - Est £7

Lot 1359 - 1906 - Cover franked with pair 1904 50c claret 'Bolivar' issue (SG 315) tied by CORREOS CIUDAD BOLIVAR cds dated 13 JAN 1906. Addressed to FRANCE with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £15

Lot 1360 - 1910 - 25c blue 'Centenary of Independence' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 333, Cat £19) - Est £10

Lot 1361 - 1911 - 50c deep violet & violet and 1b deep yellow & yellow 'First Printing' both fine mint. (SG 338 & 339a, Cat £10) - Est £5

Lot 1362 - 1915 - 40c sea green 'ABNCo.' issue a fine unused copy, no gum. (SG 368, Cat £33) - Est £8

Lot 1363 - 1924 - 15c yellowish olive & 50c indigo 'Waterlow' issue perf 14, both fine mint. (SG 375 & 377, Cat £63) - Est £25

Lot 1364 - 1924 - 25c ultramarine 'Centenary of battle of Ayacucho' Redrawn type, 1938 15c blue 'Repatriation of Ashes of Teresa Carreno' issue and 25c blue 'Labour Day' issue all fine mint. (SG 391 & 567/8, Cat £22+) - Est £10

Lot 1365 - 1926 - 5c on 1b olive surcharge on REVENUE issue, an unused copy with variety OPT DOUBLE. (SG 392b) - Est £5
Lot 1366 - 1926 - 5c on 1b olive surcharge on REVENUE issue, an unused copy with variety OPT DOUBLE in pair with normal. (SG 392 & 392b) - Est £8

Lot 1367 - 1932 - 5c violet, 7½c deep blue green, 40c deep blue, 50c olive & 1b light blue 'Banknote Paper' issue all fine mint. (SG 414/5 & 421/3, Cat £23+) - Est £10

Lot 1368 - 1936 - Ham Radio postcard franked with 1932 10c green 'Banknote Paper' issue (SG 416) tied by large undated SANTA ROSALIA 'Arms' cancel with date handstamped alongside. Addressed to CANADA with CARACAS transit cds on front. - Est £20

Lot 1369 - 1938 - 3b orange 'Gathering Coffee Beans' issue a fine mint copy. Scarce stamp. (SG 516, Cat £130) - Est £65

Lot 1370 - 1938 - 5b black 'GPO Caracas' issue a fine mint copy. (SG 517, Cat £22) - Est £10

Lot 1371 - 1940 - 75c olive green & 3b olive black 'Bolivar Statue' issue both fine mint. (SG 637 & 643, Cat £15+) - Est £7

Lot 1372 - 1943 - 3bs vermilion 'Postage' issue with RESELLADO 1943 opt, a fine mint copy. (SG 661, Cat £65) - Est £30

Lot 1373 - 1943 - 10bs bright purple 'Air' issue with variety RESELLADO 1943 OPT INVERTED, a fine mint copy. (SG 677, Cat £110) - Est £55

Lot 1374 - 1943 - Censored airmail cover to USA franked with pair 5c, 10c & 45c all tied by two fine strikes of undated CASIGUA (EL CUBO) ESTADO ZULIA 'Arms' cancels with handstamped date alongside. Large piece of backflap missing. - Est £20

Lot 1375 - 1943 - Stampless headed 'El Ministro de Relaciones Interiores' OFFICIAL cover sent registered to USA with large Official cachet, small circular 'R' marking and CARACAS cds. Transit and arrival marks on reverse. - Est £20

Lot 1376 - 1946 - 50c blue with variety 'J.R.G. AEREo Vale Bs 0.20 1946' OPT INVERTED, a fine UNMOUNTED MINT copy. (SG 735a) - Est £10

Lot 1377 - 1947 - 5b orange 'GPO Caracas' issue a fine mint copy. Scarce stamp. (SG 750, Cat £100) - Est £50

Lot 1378 - 1947 - 5b chocolate 'GPO Caracas' issue a fine used copy. (SG 751, Cat £9) - Est £5

Lot 1379 - 1953 - 10c carmine 'Arms' airmail issue of COJEDES a fine UNMOUNTED MINT corner marginal block of four with sheet number in margin showing variety 'SHORT 1 IN 10'. (SG 1267a) - Est £8

Lot 1380 - 1954 - 10c carmine 'Arms' airmail issue of AMAZONAS a fine UNMOUNTED MINT corner marginal block of four with sheet number in margin showing variety 'SHORT 1 IN 10'. (SG 1282a) - Est £6
Lot 1381 - 1954 - 10c carmine 'Arms' airmail issue of NUEVA ESPARTA a fine UNMOUNTED MINT corner marginal block of four with sheet number in margin showing variety 'SHORT 1 IN 10'. (SG 1330a) - Est £6

Lot 1382 - 1965 - Resellado Valor Bs. 0,05' on 85c claret 'Buildings' issue, a COMPLETE SHEET of 100 Numbered '003'. The top left block of eight has a poor quality overprint and subsequently handstamped many times with 'ESTAS ESTAMPILLAS HANSIDO INUTILIZADAS PREVIA CORRECTA VERIFICACION' cachet in purple thereby invalidating the stamps. An unusual and rare item. (SG 1856) - Est £95

Lot 1383 - 1865-1980 - Large mixed lot on pages, stockcards and loose in packets, early to modern inc overprints etc. Mixed mint & used. (Many 100's) - Est £40

Lot 1384 - 1920-1945 - Small range of 'G.N.' Official perfins on various issues with values to 1b, all different. (11 stamps) - Est £10

Lot 1385 - 1951-1954 - ARMS ISSUE: A good collection of mainly used copies with values to 5b, both postage & airs, a good range with all states represented (except Yaracuy), includes a few duplicates, condition generally good to fine. (162 stamps, SG Cat £170) - Est £65

Lot 1386 - 1952-1954 - ARMS ISSUE: Nice group of better stamps inc Merida 3b slate green AIR issue, Monagas 2b blackish violet AIR issue & Barinas 3b slate green AIR issue all fine mint blocks of four, Miranda 7½c green AIR issue cds used block of four and Falcon 30c deep blue & 3bslate green fine used. (SG 1150, 1168, 1319, 1074, 1211 & 1214, Cat £50+) - Est £25

Lot 1387 - 1970-1980 - REVENUES: Group of Five pages from various passports all with REVENUE issues (good array of types & printings) and many different types of cachet. (5 items). - Est £12

**Yemen**

Lot 1388 - 1935 - Circa 1935 plain postcard franked with 1931 1b sage green and 3b lilac (SG 11 & 13) tied by SANA cds to Germany. No message but scarce. - Est £30

Lot 1389 - 1953 - Nice UNMOUNTED range with earlier issues inc SG 1953 Airmails (SG 103/5), Arab Postal Union set (SG 106/8), SG 115, 123, 1961 Yemeni Building set (SG 151/5), 1962 UNESCO pair (SG 159/60) and 1962 UN opt issue (SG 169/75). (22 stamps, SG Cat £75+) - Est £30

Lot 1390 - 1961 - 4b blue '15th Anniversary of United nations' issue miniature sheet fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG MS137a, Cat £33) - Est £15

Lot 1391 - 1962 - ROYALIST ISSUES: Small range of overprinted issues inc FREE YEMEN opts on Freedom from Hunger pair (SG R26/7) & later surcharge on Freedom from Hunger issue (SG R31/2), 1963 Red Cross Centenary set of five (SG R33/7) and 1965 Winston Churchill opt (SG R68) all UNMOUNTED MINT. (10 stamps, SG Cat £36+) - Est £15

Lot 1392 - 1962 - 4b green 'Arab League Week' issue with 'Yemen Arab Republic' provisional opt in purple (Arabic only), a good used copy. Small faults but scarce. (SG 161) - Est £40
Lot 1393 - 1963 - ROYALIST ISSUES: 'Red Cross Centenary' issue set of five plus the miniature sheet all UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG R33/36 & MSR37a, Cat £25+) - Est £12

Lot 1394 - 1963 - YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC: 'Red Cross Centenary' issue the set of six plus miniature sheet fine UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 234/9 & MS239a, Cat £27) - Est £12

Lot 1395 - 1963 - YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC: 'Red Cross Centenary' issue the set of six IMPERF fine UNMOUNTED MINT plus normal perforated set. (SG 234/9) - Est £20

Lot 1396 - 1964 - ROYALIST ISSUES: Small range inc 'Patriot War' set (SG R39/43), 1965 'International Co-operation Year' set (SG R92/4), 1966 'Shahara Fortress' set (SG R162/8) and 1968 unissued 'Human Rights Year' set all UNMOUNTED MINT. (26 stamps, SG Cat £27+) - Est £15

Lot 1397 - 1965 - YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC: 'International Co-operation Year' issue the pair IMPERF plus normal pair perf all four UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 337/8) - Est £15

Lot 1398 - 1965 - CIVIL WAR - ROYALIST ISSUES: 'Birds' set of five plus Imperf miniature sheet all fine mint. (SG R72/76 & MSR76a, Cat £42+) - Est £15

Lot 1399 - 1966 - YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC: 'World's Fair, Sanaa 1965' OPT issue the set of seven plus the miniature sheet all UNMOUNTED MINT. (SG 425/431 & MS432, Cat £26) - Est £12

Lot 1400 - 1966 - CIVIL WAR: 10b blue & red postal stationery airletter (H&G FG6) used with purple CAMP MANSUR cds with green ROYAL GHQ First Day of Issue' cachet all on front. Addressed to USA. No message but attractive & scarce. - Est £45

Lot 1401 - 1966 - CIVIL WAR: Long airmail cover headed 'Mutawakelite Kingdom of Yemen Qara Via P.M. Jizan (Saudi Arabia)' franked with single 24b chalky blue & red 'Patriotic War' issue from the miniature sheet (SG MSR43a) tied by QARA cds addressed to GERMANY. - Est £25

Lot 1402 - 1967 - ROYALIST ISSUES: 24b + 12b greenish blue & red FOR POISON GAS VICTIMS overprint, a fine mint copy. (SG R257) - Est £30

Lot 1403 - 1968 - 1½ dark green on pale green 'Harrison & Sons' postal stationery card (H&G 1) preprinted for use by Mukawakelite Radio for program requests fine unused & Scarce. - Est £45

Lot 1404 - 1968 - YEMEN PEOPLES DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC: 30f yellow bistre 'South Arabian Federation' issue with provisional 'People's Republic of Southern Yemen' handstamp in purple used with part CRATER cds. Stamp has rounded corner. Scarce. (SG 8) - Est £10

Lot 1405 - 1969 - CIVIL WAR: Long registered cover headed 'Mutawakelite Kingdom of Yemen Qara Via P.M. Jizan (Saudi Arabia)' franked with 1969 3b, 4b and 10b on front and 18b on reverse of the 'Champions of Sport' Motor racing drivers issue all tied by CAMP MANSURA cds's with red CAMP MANSURA (QARA) reg cachet in red. Addressed to USA with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £35

Lot 1406 - 1969 - CIVIL WAR: Long registered cover headed 'Mutawakelite Kingdom of Yemen Qara Via P.M. Jizan (Saudi Arabia)' franked with 1969 24b Ice Hockey issue tied by CAMP MANSURA cds with red CAMP MANSURA (QARA) reg cachet in red. Addressed to USA with arrival cds on reverse. - Est £35
Lot 1407 - 1971 - PEOPLES DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF YEMEN: 125f, 250f, 500f & 1d 'Tree' issue all fine mint. (SG 85/88, Cat £31+) - Est £10

Lot 1408 - 1971 - PEOPLES DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF YEMEN: 20f '2nd Anniversary of the Corrective Move' UNISSUED type showing 'Guerrilla fighter with Yemen Flag' where the flags colours were printed in reverse by error hence the stamp was withdrawn from the issue and destroyed. (As SG 92/4 set) - Est £35

Lot 1409 - 1971 - 40f green, pink & red on blue Postal Stationery Aerogramme OFFICIAL issue with provisional 'People's Democratic Republic of Yemen' handstamp on reverse in blue. Unused & Scarce. - Est £20

Lot 1410 - 1976 - 'Coffee' issue 1r, 1.50r, 2r & 5r all very fine cds used. (SG 558/561) - Est £7

Lot 1411 - 1976 - 25f & 40f 'People's Democratic Republic of Yemen' postal stationery airletters both with additional blue 'People's Democratic Republic of Yemen' bilingual handstamp on reverse, both are CTO with CRATER ADEN cds's dated 14 DEC 1976. (2) - Est £16

Lot 1412 - 1993 - YEMEN REPUBLIC: 5r on 75f 'Early Biplane' issue and 5r on 75f 'Sheep' issue AIR MAIL overprints both values in fine UNMOUNTED MINT blocks of four. (SG 93 & 95, Cat £38) - Est £18

Lot 1413 - 1930-1970 - Nice range on stockcard with early 'Arms' issues, few later sets, better surcharges, mint oddments, most genuine used with a little duplication, noted 1976 Coffee issue 2r & 5r fine used etc. (73 stamps SG Cat £115) - Est £30

Lot 1414 - 1959-1979 - Nice range of UNMOUNTED MINT issues inc YAR SG 115, 200/1, 245/6, 265/71, 331/2, 356/7, 371/2, 414/5, 425/31, MS384 & MS346a one of pair plus PDRY SG 65/7, 98/100, 151/4 & 227/8 plus PRSY Gandhi issue SG 36. (42 stamps, SG Cat £77+) - Est £30

Lot 1415 - 1963-1964 - Range of UNMOUNTED MINT blocks & multiples inc SG 240/2 blocks of four, SG 265/7 blocks of ten, Royalist issue SG R33/5 blocks of four plus SG 247/51 & 234/6 singles. (62 stamps, SG Cat £53+) - Est £18

End of Sale